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Preamble
Here in Jersey1 there is a new awakening of people’s awareness of the environment. There is
positivity by many for the need to preserve the fauna and flora of this beautiful Island, but there
is also a negative aspect in relation to the use and abuse of the soil. The health of the soil is
suffering, especially with the constant soil use for the production of the Jersey Royal potato in
order to meet the huge export demand. Chemical nitrates are flooding our fields so that this crop
can be first on the market. The consequences are dire. This map of Jersey clearly shows the
Jersey fresh waterscape 2018.2 The red sections show the main water reservoirs, but it also
indicates the highest nitrate levels.

Here is what the papers had to say.
“Jersey Water stopped using Queen’s Valley as a precautionary measure for two weeks.
Chief executive Helier Smith said: ‘We detected metrabusine [weedkiller] in our routine
testing but we don’t know where it came from as there was no planting taking place in
that area at the time, so the Environment Department is conducting an investigation.’
Jersey Water also had to close Handois reservoir in St Lawrence six weeks ago, after the
level of pesticides in a stream in its catchment area exceeded the regulatory drinking
water quality standards.
1

st

Jersey Channel Islands a very small 1 world community, closer to France than England, politically
independent from England, yet still under the Great Britain mandate.
2
https://jerseyeveningpost.com/news/2018/03/06/reservoir-closed-after-chemical-isdiscovered/#Zrp4JVSg1CGIlPBZ.99
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Mr Smith said they began drawing water from Handois for treatment last Friday before
releasing it into the Island’s mains water supply. He said: ‘We have been monitoring the
stream that feeds Handois and passing it by the reservoir for a number of weeks until the
level of chemicals was low enough. We then started putting it back into the reservoir to
dilute it down and we also allowed the reservoir to fill and overflow for a number weeks
to dilute it further.’
These are the first serious water pollution incidents since high levels of farming
chemicals were detected around the Island two years ago.
Val de la Mare was closed for five months in March 2016 and Jersey Water had to divert
polluted streams around its other reservoirs to maintain a safe drinking supply to Island
homes. Since then, farmers have been working with Jersey Water and the Environment
Department to clean up the Island’s surface water sources through the Action for Cleaner
Water Group.
Mr Smith said that Jersey’s regulatory drinking water limit for farming chemicals was 0.1
microg per litre, which is consistent with limits applied in the UK and across the EU.
When chemical levels exceed that limit, the company stops drawing water from that
source, or blends it with other water sources to reduce the contamination to safe levels,
before sending it to its treatment works.” 3
Here is the response by the director of ‘environmental protection’ at the Jersey Environment
Department to the reported chemical pollution by a Jersey farmer as reported in the local
newspaper, JEP.4 The grower is simply advised about the pollution caused.

It seems that there is a problem when Jersey has a wet winter. The technical director of the
Jersey Royal Company is heading the industry’s efforts to reduce farm chemical pollution.
However, Jersey beaches are now turning green because of the run off of nitrates from the
fields. This feeds the sea lettuce as water empties into the sea from streams. The result of
which is the abundant growth of sea lettuce which clogs some of our beaches. Unfortunately
this will sooner or later impact on many more of Jersey’s beaches, beaches which are a great
tourist attraction, to Jersey a famous holiday destination.

3
4

6/3/2018 https://jerseyeveningpost.com/news/2018/03/06/reservoir-closed-after-chemical-is-discovered/#Zrp4JVSg1CGIlPBZ.99
th
Jersey Evening Post 10 April 2018.
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There is some would say, a lack of ‘lustre’ from the Christian community in regards to Creation,
Environment and Responsibility. This is one of the reasons I have written the ‘Earthday Icon’. It
is an icon for the Christian community on the Island so that whoever looks upon it in silent
reflection may rejoice in the beauty of Creation and recall God’s commission to look after it and
tend it.
Our present era is about self and “selfies”. We do not see beyond our social setting, our own
personhood. Individualism reigns. Social media, TV, and advertising, has degraded and supercharged humankind to a material world of things, often to the detriment of the human person
and Planet Earth.
Perhaps we are now trying to redress the imbalance by focusing on the self in all its aspects.
This is not a bad thing in itself as long as the perspective is broad and varied. To underestimate
the power of materialism on the self, and the compartmentalisation of our world in order for the
self to own and take power over it has led to the geographical and natural world experiencing
the brunt of this movement.
“In recent years, we have been reminded – indeed in a painful way – of this truth – with
the cruel flora and fauna extinction, with the irresponsible soil and forest clearance, and
with the unacceptable noise, air, and water pollution. Yet our concern for the
environment is not a form of superficial or sentimental love. It is a way of honouring and
dignifying our very Creation by the hand and word of God. It is a way of listening to the
‘mourning of the land.’ Hosea 41:3 and ‘the groaning of Creation’ Romans 8:22.” 5
The human self has been channelled into what can be gained from this world. What’s in it for
me rather than what can be given to this world. What can I offer in my uniqueness? This is
another reason why I have written this ‘Earthday Icon’ so that individually and as a community
we can see the Divine Plan and humanity’s uniqueness within it, and also humanity’s essential
role in this Divine Plane to nurture nature.
The human connectivity to the natural world seems a thing of the distant past although recent
recognition by the media of this fact has led to a plethora of TV programmes: Spring Watch,
Blue Planet II etc. Because we have compartmentalised ourselves into little boxes watching little
boxes, the geographical and natural world must come to us. Story telling of the fauna and flora
of our geographical and natural world has now become a big thing through the media. But
where do we see the self in it. Are we just spectators looking at a distance, at those parts of the
world that still have the “natural” way of life, as it used to be? Would the self be happy to have a
“selfie” with the natural world and leave it at that? Me and Mount Kilimanjaro? Me and a panda?
Can the selfie move beyond the self and see what the self is doing to the panda?
The ‘Earthday’ icon is a Creation icon and in it I wanted to include the beauty of animals, the
preciousness of their continued existence through conservation. So I turned to the work of
Gerald and Lee Durrell here in Jersey over the last 50 years. Thanks to the work of the late
Gerald Durrell and his wife Lee who is now Honorary President of the Durrell Wildlife Trust, we
are very privileged in Jersey to have the Durrell Wildlife Zoo, which does incredible work in the
conservation of endangered species. Many people in Jersey are proud of this establishment and
admire its work.

5

P1. Icons and Cosmos. Iconography and Eco-theology. John Chryssavgis 2009.

5
The setting up of the Durrell Wildlife Zoo and Trust, and their considerable work in stewardship
and conservation, is for me a necessary ingredient for this Orthodox icon. Each Habitat within
the ‘Earthday Icon’ has been populated by the different animal species that can be found at
Durrell Wildlife Zoo (Jersey Zoo). Another purpose of this ‘Earthday Icon’ is to highlight Divine
intention and the need of all people to take up the challenge to be stewards of the Earth.

6

Chapter 1

Writing the ‘Earthday Icon’

Why an icon?
The “icon” is a window through which we can glimpse Divine intention. This is why the world of
the “icon” offers new ways to perceive the reality of our world. It reveals the eternal dimension of
everything within our world, and our environment.

Why a Creation icon?
According to John Chryssavgis in his book ‘The Iconic Vision of Nature’
“Icons, or sacred images, bear a central importance in Christian Orthodox thought and
spirituality. Our generation, it may be said, is characterized by a sense of selfcenteredness toward the natural cosmos, by a lack of awareness of or communication
with the beyond. We appear to be inexorably locked within the confines of our individual
concerns.” We have broken the sacred covenant, the symbolical connection between
ourselves and our world.” 6
The icon can offer another perspective because it reflects another world, an eternal world with
Divine intention, as our culture seems only to give value to the here and now. So perhaps the
icon can redress the balance.
”The icon does away with any objective distance between this world and the next,
between material and spiritual, between body and soul, time and eternity, Creation and
divinity. The icon reminds us that there is no double vision, no double order in Creation.
It speaks in this world the language of the age to come.” 7

The icon connects
The origin of our humaness has many a myth and legend, many a story and tale. It has a
scientific footprint, an evolution. It has an intellect that philosophises on its own existence,
creates culture and art to understand boundaries and move beyond them. It has a spiritual
dimension that incarnates the mysteries of life, through belief and ritual, praise and action.
This icon connects with the origins of our humanness on all the above levels.
“The entire world is an icon, a door, a window, a point of entry, opening up to a new
reality. Everything in this world is a sign, a seed. “Nothing is a vacuum in the face of
God,” wrote Irenaeus of Lyons in the second century; “everything is a sign of God, then
nothing whatsoever can be neutral, nothing at all lacks sacredness.” 8

6
7
8

The Iconic Vision of Nature’ John Chryssavgis
ibid
John Chryssavgis 2009.
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Icons are not superficial works of art to adorn the Byzantine church; they are carefully crafted
according to the canon laws of iconography, as I hope to explain in this chapter. Clearly, in the
icon it is not the wood and the colours that are venerated but what they represent. Making
visible the invisible and taking the materials used to a spiritual dimension.
Each icon must remain “faithful” to its prototype, its original purpose and message, because,
within the icon, each gesture, each garment, each colour, each building and landscape has a
significant meaning. As Alfredo Tradigo explains icons don’t just represent a holy person or
sacred event, but they give a symbolic interpretation as laid down by the Fathers of the Church.
“The materials themselves have an importance. A piece of wood with a routed out centre
representing a cradle, is covered in chalk and glue. Next it is covered with fine linen, followed by
coloured pigments (made from vegetables and minerals, mixed with water and egg yolk), and
gold leaf. All these elements seem to participate in a Rite of Accomplishment.” 9
I hope I have remained “faithful” to the Creation icon prototypes that I have written and designed
in this ‘Earthday’ icon.

How the ‘Earthday’ icon was written.
All natural materials were used to write this ‘Earthday’ icon: wood – cloth – chalk – rabbit skin
glue – clay – gold leaf and natural pigments mixed with egg tempera and vinegar. Thus, keeping
faithful to the tradition; dead animal, dead vegetable and mineral are all used to make a living
icon.

The Wood
I chose to use a circular piece of wood because the circle is a recognised symbol of eternity and
love. It also acknowledges that the natural cycles of life are continuous. Within our universe, our
planetary systems, our Earth, all things seem to experience a cyclical life cycle.

9

« Les matières mêmes dont est constituée l'icône sont importantes: un panneau ou tablette de bois
creusé en son centre d'une cavité (dite berceau), enduit de plâtre et de colle puis recouvert d'une fine
toile, des couleurs faites de pigments végétaux et minéraux, de l’eau et du jaune d’œuf, des feuilles d’or,
tous éléments qui semblent participer à l'accomplissement d’un rite. « P7 Icones et Saints d’Orient.
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Stage 1 - A piece of exotic wood was chosen, on which to write this icon- an old table from
Uganda, brought to Jersey in the 1960’s.
Symbolism: Wood of the Cross of Christ.
Stage 2 - This piece of wood required a circular surround so that the middle was sunken.
Symbolism: The altar (the cradle) where the word of God is written in visual form.

Stage 3 – The wood is covered with a layer of natural cloth.
Symbolism: The shroud in which the body of Christ was wrapped and placed in the tomb

The Stone

Stage 4 – The icon board is then covered in 33 layers of gesso.
Symbolism: The life of Christ on Earth. 33 years.
The gesso was made using rabbit skin glue.
Symbolism: The sacrifice of an animal to make a living icon.
Chalk is mixed to the rabbit skin glue. This hardens into stone
Symbolism: The stone that was rolled in front of the tomb of Christ.
Stage 5 – The stone is washed
Symbolism: The waters of Baptism.

9

Research for the drawing and design
Stage 6 – Research for the drawing and design of the Creation Day Icon. In order to give
substance to this icon on Creation I decided to focus on 3 aspects.
1. Iconographic prototypes of Christ and Creation.
2. The Orthodox liturgical calendar - Seasons of Creation.
3. The work of Durrell Wildlife Zoo in Jersey. Focusing on the conservation of
threatened habitats and therefore threatened animal species
The Angels
Angels are carefully placed around the icon. They have several purposes:
 They define different sections of the icon.
 They are Divine messengers inviting a response of praise to the wonder of Creation.
 Their garments are gold symbolically indicating the presence of God, but they are
also outlined in red, the colour that symbolically represents the earth in iconography.
showing their connection between heaven and earth.
 Their presence adds order to the icon.
 They trumpet in a new Creation.
The Landscape
The background of each section is typical iconographic landscape in both shape and colour.
 The different landscape styles give symbolic clues to a place and setting within the
icon.
 The different landscape styles highlight the different sections within the seasons of
Creation liturgical cycle.
 Several of the landscape sections also illustrate animal habitats.
The Animals
All the animals found in this ‘Earthday Icon’ are found at the Durrell Wildlife Zoo.

The animals in this icon are all shapes and sizes to give the impression of reverse
perspective. The focal point is in front of the icon, creating in the beholder of the icon
the point of departure.

They are all endangered species, with which the Durrell conservation team work.

There are 101 animal species in this icon and they are all on the IUCN (International
Union for Conservation of Nature) classification scale.
o
45 Birds – 5EN. 4 CR. 9VU. 7NT. 20LC.
o
8 Amphibians – 1CR. 1VU. 5LC.1 unclassified because not enough research has
been carried out.
o
25 Reptiles – 3EN. 5CR. 5VU. 10LC. 2 unclassified because not enough research
has been carried out.
o
24 Mammals – 8EN. 8CR. 2VU.1NT. 4LC. 1 threatening all other species.

The animals within the ark are not from Durrell. Their purpose is to recount in a visual
form the narrative of the ark in the Creation myth.
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The Spiritual Flow-Lines

Stage 7 – Spiritual Flow-Lines enable the icon to be written.
These spiritual flow-lines create a rhythm to the design. They define movement and counter
movement to keep the design together. They give emphasis to a particular part of the icon and
allow a visual exegesis of scripture. They thereby translate the visual story of this ‘Earthday
Icon’ into the ‘language of the icon’.
The spiritual flow-lines enable the eye to move across the surface of the icon in an ordered and
controlled way, enabling an analysis of the main construction of the icon and to the reading of
statements of faith and ethical belief found within.

11

A Cartoon

Stage 8 – A cartoon was completed with colour pens and paper to look at colour and visual
harmony. Alterations were made to the icon for maximum impact and research accuracy.

Placing the design onto the stone
Stage 9 – The completed drawing was then put onto tracing paper and traced onto the stone
surface of the icon board using a natural red ochre pigment.

Stage 10 – The design is then engraved onto the surface of the stone.
Symbolism: The Word of God written in stone for eternity, like the 10 Commandments.

The Clay and Gold
Stage 11 – First yellow clay then red clay is placed on the surface of the gesso as a base for the
gold leaf.
Symbolism: In iconography red symbolises the Earth.

12

Stage 12 – The gold leaf is then placed onto the red clay.
Symbolism: Gold in iconography is a symbol of the presence of God. So symbolically the
presence of God is placed on the earth.

The Egg, Water & Vinegar
Stage 13 – Egg Tempera – Natural pigments are mixed with egg yolk, water and vinegar.
Symbolism: Water and egg are both life giving. Vinegar was given to Christ on the Cross just
before he gave up his spirit.
This egg solution and pigment mixture will over time petrify and become everlasting.

The Pigments
Stage 14 – The pigments are then painted onto the icon design. The darker colours first, then
the lighter ones so building up the layers of colour.
Symbolism: Dark to light symbolises climbing the mountain of the Transfiguration towards the
Glory of God. The higher you climb, the lighter the colour layers become until the final white
colour is applied. This symbolises the white Resurrection garments of Christ.

13

The ‘Earthday Icon’ attempts to recognize all that is at play in the Cosmos, divine intention and
nature’s plight within the natural home of Planet Earth. This, I hope is in its design and
language. This is why within the icon one may find all the elements of Creation iconography, but
each of the 101 animals represented in the ‘Earthday Icon’ are endangered in one way or
another, expressing the uniqueness of each animal species, including our own but also a
reminder of the beauty of God’s Creation in all its fragility.

14

Chapter 2

-The icon in the Eastern
Orthodox Tradition

The Holy Icon
The moment you walk into an Eastern Orthodox place of worship the first thing that will strike
you are the icons, and in front of each one will be placed a lighted candle or lamp. People stand
before them making the sign of the cross, then kiss them, an obvious sign of their importance to
each individual. In front of the icon each person can say:
“This is my faith, this is what I believe that through the natural materials of wood and
colour, the divine personages on these icons make visible the invisible’.”10
So what then is an icon? (Greek eikon – image). For the Byzantine Christian this image is
sacred, it is a sign of God’s presence and therefore these icons form an essential role in the
liturgy of the Byzantine Church. The distinctive features of Byzantine Christianity open up the
possibility for an explicit iconography.
“God is transcendent, yet as Creator… he is related positively to his Creation and to the
experience of men. Especially the incarnation of God in the human life of Jesus Christ
implies that the divine image is somehow available for men to ‘see’. His life and ministry,
his death on the Cross and Resurrection as recounted in the Gospels provide a story
which can be told in pictures as well as in words.” 11
It was in fact at the Seventh Council of Nicaea in 787 that a proclamation was made on the icon.
“because Christ became a true man it is legitimate to depict his face upon the holy icons;
and, since Christ is one person and not two, these icons do not just show us his
humanity in separation from his divinity, but they show us the one person of the eternal
Logos incarnate.” 12
As you look towards the front of the church you will see an icon screen separating the people
gathered from the Holy of Holies, the place where the priest will consecrate the ‘bread of life’.
The people gathered for the liturgy stand facing the iconostasis, a wall of icons, as Alfred
Tradigo writes;
“The iconostasis, is a real Tome of Theology made visible for the Eastern Orthodox
Christian, even though it seems to be hiding a mystery, in reality it reveals, like a window

10
11
12

P 6 Icones et Saint d’Orient.
P 230 Iconography of Religion An introduction Albert C Moore. SCM London 1977.
P 72 The Orthodox Way - Bishop Kallistos Ware.
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wide open, the mystery. This is why in this tradition the icon has a divine revealed origin,
just like the text of the Evangelists are revealed” 13
Around the church you will encounter icons of Christ and the saints, feast day icons, and icons
of the Theotkos, Mother of God.
From where do these icons take their prototype image?
Saint Luke was said to be the first iconographer who portrayed Mary, the Mother of God, with
the child Jesus in her arms. In the Iconographers’ Prayer we say:
“O Divine Lord of all that exists you have illumined the Apostle and Evangelist Luke with
your Holy Spirit, thereby enabling him to represent your most Holy Mother.”14
The image of Christ most commonly seen in iconography is similar to that of the Shroud of
Christ. It is also based on the icon ‘made without human hands’ The history of this icon image is
associated with the Eastern Orthodox Church legend of King Abgar of Edessa. In the 1st century
the King allegedly sent his servant to Jerusalem to ask Christ to come to him because he was
ill. Christ however sent instead a towel with which he had washed his face. An imprint (not made
with human hands) was left on the towel. When the servant returned to King Abgar, the king
kissed it and was cured. This icon is known as the Mandillion15.

What is for sure in iconography is that all icons are justified only to the extent they embody
Christ.

Creation in iconography
“In Byzantine Iconography of Creation it is Christ himself who is “œuve” (difficult to
translate) “entire work of art”. He was in effect present before all things were made and it
is He who has revealed to us the image of the Father.”16
“4

just as he chose us in Christ[a] (Gk in him) before the
foundation of the world to be holy and blameless before him in
love.”17
13
14
15
16
17

P6 Icones et Saints d’Orient – Alfredo Tradigo
Iconographer’s prayer
The Mandillion icon pictured here was written by Karen Blampied
P62 Icones et Saints d’Orient – Alfredo Tradigo
Ephesians1:4 (NRSV)
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We must remember that Byzantine iconography represents Creation in the light of the teaching
of Christ and in conformity with the Fathers of the Church. As a Trinitarian belief the Orthodox
Church
“Places the second person of the Trinity present when God separated the heaven from
the earth and the earth from the waters.” 18
Christ is the eternal Logos incarnate. Then after creating all living beings God fashions
humankind in the image of His Son.
There is no doubt then that all that is envisaged in the icon of Creation takes its essence from
this overriding belief. We are told in the Genesis narrative that God breathes into Adam (soil),
the Spirit of Life and then takes from Adams side Eve (Life), and places them in the “Garden of
Eden”. They are co-heirs of the Kingdom of God. However, they were, we are then told, tempted
by Satan in the guise of a “serpent” and therefore, lose their special place in Creation, their
Royal dignity in the Kingdom of God. By “recognizing” their nakedness they are deprived of
grace, and expelled from the Kingdom’s Garden. From then on the whole of the history of
humanity will be imprinted by this expulsion, but also by the promise of returning to this Royal
state. And so the history of humanity will be a history of Salvation, as long as faithfulness is
demonstrated.
In the icon “Descent into Hell”, an icon important to Byzantine liturgy at Easter, (it is in fact the
icon venerated on Easter Sunday), we encounter Christ descending into Hades and opening its
doors. By doing this Christ is:
14 “

erasing the record that stood against us with its legal
demands. He set this aside, nailing it to the cross”.19

This icon known as the Anastasis20 shows the Risen Christ breaking open the doors of Hades,
18
19

P62 Icones et Saints d’Orient – Alfredo Tradigo .
Colossians 2:14 (NRSV)
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His feet are astride the broken cross, his hands firmly gripping Adam and Eve, lifting them up to
life eternal. All the torture and torment of their sin, illustrated by the flames lapping at the cross,
are forgiven. Christ is the key mover in this event, as shown by the small key above the broken
cross. Christ offers Salvation to those who believe in Him. This poem ‘Rise and Fall’ captures
this.21

Rise and fall
Rising from the Fall
Life is full of these moments
Christ goes down to the underworld
to the places where we fall
to the places where pain and anguish
reign
Christ lifts us up
takes our hand
pulls us up to new places, new
horizons, new life
Christ lifts us up
from our times of pain, from
suffering, from anguish
Christ lifts us up
heavenwards
through Him new horizons
beckon, new life unfolds
Christ rises up to the celestial heights
to a heavenly realm
to a place where calm and love reign.

The Byzantine iconography of Creation is a powerful tool in the understanding of the Divine
plan. All was not lost by the eating of the “forbidden fruit”. The Cosmic Christ of Creation comes
to the rescue as the Earthly Christ Jesus of Bethlehem, Nazareth and Jerusalem. His death on
the Cross and Resurrection unbound what was bound through Adam and Eve. The opportunity
to resume the status of co-heirs to the Kingdom was gained by this drastic action, on the part of
this Trinitarian God. But still, this sacrifice did not seem to temper the human desire for power.
20
21

The icon Anastasis ‘Decent into Hell’ shown here was written by Karen Blampied in 2010
Rise and Fall written by Karen Blampied in 2011.
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As the parable of the Vineyard clearly explains:
“12 Then he began to speak to them in parables. “A man
planted a vineyard, put a fence around it, dug a pit for the wine
press, and built a watchtower; then he leased it to tenants and
went to another country. 2 When the season came, he sent a
slave to the tenants to collect from them his share of the
produce of the vineyard. 3 But they seized him, and beat him,
and sent him away empty-handed. 4 And again he sent another
slave to them; this one they beat over the head and insulted.
5
Then he sent another and that one they killed. And so it was
with many others; some they beat, and others they killed. 6 He
had still one other, a beloved son. Finally he sent him to them,
saying, ‘They will respect my son.’ 7 But those tenants said to
one another, ‘This is the heir; come, let us kill him, and the
inheritance will be ours.’ 8 So they seized him, killed him, and
threw him out of the vineyard. 9 What then will the owner of the
vineyard do? He will come and destroy the tenants and give the
vineyard to others.22”
This is human greed portrayed at its worst. All of those criteria for gaining power are at play
here in this parable. Whether it is the “Garden” or the “Vineyard”, human greed still wants to be
the heir not co-heir, power not collegiality. As this power struggle plays-out through Scripture,
some see the error of their ways through God’s plan and purpose, but many choose not to
adhere to the model of cooperation and stewardship. But still we hear in the last book of the
Bible;
8

“I am the Alpha and the Omega,” says the Lord God, who is
and who was and who is to come, the Almighty.”23
Christ here is the eternal figure, “Who was, who is, and who is to come again”. All is not lost,
there is still time. This reminds us that at the end of time all will be restored to the original vision.
God’s Divine plan will be fulfilled. Bishop Kallistos Ware writing in his book The Orthodox Way
gives us the reasoning behind this.
“According to God’s ordinance at our first Creation, the human soul and the human body
are interdependent and neither can properly exist without the other. In consequence of
the fall, the two are parted at bodily death, but this separation is not final and permanent.
At the second coming of Christ, we shall be raised from the dead in our soul and in our
body; and so, with soul and body reunited, we shall appear before our Lord for the Last
Judgment. That moment of truth when everything is brought to light, when all our acts of
choice stand revealed to us in their full implications, when we realize with absolute
clarity who we are and what has been the deep meaning and aim of our life.” 24

22
23
24

Mark 12:1-9 (NRSV)
Revelation 1:8 (NRSV)
P135 The Orthodox Way.
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Orthodox Perspectives on Creation
For the Eastern Orthodox Christian, God is the Creator of the world. The world as cosmos,
created with order and integrity, is a positive reality. It is the good work of a good God; this can
be seen in the Gen. 1. As St. Basil the Great said,
"We should understand in the Creation the original cause of the Father as a founding
cause, the cause of the Son as a creative, and the cause of the Spirit as an implementing
one." Thus the Father is the "Creator of all things", the Son is the one "through whom all
things were made", and the Holy Spirit is the one "in whom are all things". Everything
that he (God the Creator) had made ... was very good" (Gen. 1:31), because "first He
conceived, and His conception was a work carried out by His Word, and perfectly by His
Spirit.” 25
Another aspect to the Orthodox teaching about Creation, is that everything is made by God for
the existence of living beings, of human beings, this is explained by the teaching of the
Cappadocian Fathers;
“God first creates the world and beautifies it like a palace, and then leads humanity into
it. The genesis of the cosmos, being in becoming, is a mystery (mysterion) for the human
mind, a genesis produced by the Word of God. As such, the world is a revelation of God.
Thus, when its intelligent inhabitants see it as cosmos, they come to learn about the
Divine wisdom and the Divine energies. The cosmos is a coherent whole, a created
synthesis, because all its elements are united and interrelated in time and space.” 26
19

For what can be known about God is plain to them, because
God has shown it to them. 20 Ever since the Creation of the
world his eternal power and divine nature, invisible though they
are, have been understood and seen through the things he has
made. So they are without excuse;27

God creates the cosmos for the existence of humankind and humankind has the intellectual
ability to choose how to engage with this cosmos. Unfortunately, so far as we have seen many
ulterior motives are at play on this earthly stage. The value of Creation is not endorsed by
humankind. In fact it is manipulated, abused and diminished. The Orthodox Church community
makes this statement:
“We confess that God is the creator of all that exists, beautifully and wonderfully made, a
fitting manifestation of His glory (cf. Ps. 103). But we stand today before a wounded
Creation which suffers under distorted conditions which are the result of the sin of
humanity. In our selfishness and greed we have used our otherwise good technological
abilities to exploit God's Creation, to destroy the balance of nature and to deform what
God originally made to be in wholesome communion with us and with Him. Creation is
no longer integrated with humanity nor is it in harmony with God .The Creation needs to
be reintegrated, but this can happen only as it is brought once again into communion

25 https://www.goarch.org/-/orthodox-perspectives-on-creation?inheritRedirect=true
26 https://www.goarch.org/-/orthodox-perspectives-on-creation?inheritRedirect=true
27 Romans 1:19-20 (NRSV)
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with the Lord, so that it may find its fullness of purpose and its transfiguration. Humanity
can no longer ignore its responsibility to protect it and preserve it.” 28

Conclusion
Christ is the ‘Eternal Logos Incarnate’ the key player in the Christian Creation story. As the
Apostle Paul indicates in Col 1:15
15

He is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all
Creation.”29
Christ is the icon of God the Father. For the Eastern Orthodox Christian icons are:
“One of the languages of theology, by means of which the Church carries the glad
tidings into the world, bears witness to the truth, and reveals Christ and His Church
Triumphant, that is transfigured, deified mankind.” 30
The Earth too is an icon by this very definition – it reveals the language of theology it reveals
Christ and the mission of the People of God.
“If the earth is an icon, if this world is an image that reflects the presence of God, then
nothing can be neutral, nothing lacks sacredness. No land is terra incognita. The
Christian is simply the one who discerns and encounters Christ everywhere, the one who
recognises the whole world as the dwelling-place of Christ. For if God were not visible in
Creation, then neither could God be worshipped as invisible in heaven.” 31
The icon must convert the beholder from a restricted view point to a fuller spiritual vision.

28
29
30
31
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- The Orthodox Liturgical
Calendar - Season of Creation

Chapter 3

“What the Orthodox icon does in space and matter, the Christian Orthodox liturgy effects
in praise and time.” 32
It is in the context of the Eastern Orthodox Churches’ importance of Creation that we
understand why the Orthodox Ecclesiastical New Year is observed on the 1st September. It
commemorates the Beginning, the ‘Indiction’, ‘Creation Day’.
“ ‘Indiction’ was introduced by St. Constantine the Great in 312 and decreed by the
Fathers of the First Ecumenical Council in Nicaea (325 A.D.), the day of ‘Indiction’ varied
based on local tradition. The word ‘Indiction’ is birthed from the Latin word meaning ‘to
proclaim’.
Each year, on September 1st, members of the Holy and Sacred Synod, led by the
Ecumenical Patriarch His All-Holiness, Bartholomew, gather at the Patriarchal Church of
St. George the Great Martyr in the Phanar to concelebrate the Divine Liturgy, venerate the
Holy Panagia Pammakaristos icon and proclaim the New Year. They also sign the
Patriarchal and Synodal Tome for the ‘Indictus’, an ancient practice dating back to the
time of Constantine the Great (+337). The Biblical-based traditions and Church customs
regarding the Ecclesiastical New Year continue to be honoured. More recently, the entire
Orthodox Church, led by the Ecumenical Patriarchate, has declared September 1st as a
day of prayer for the preservation of God’s Creation and the protection of the natural
environment.” 33
For the Byzantine Christian the Creation of the world is 1AM Anno Mundi, 5509BC. This is
because there are currently 2 dominant dates for Creation that exist using the Biblical model,
about 5500BC and about 4000BC. These are calculated from the genealogies in two versions of
the Bible predominately arising from the two versions of Genesis. The older date 5500BC
Byzantine Era of the Church Fathers is based on the Greek Septuagint.34 The 4000BC date of
James Ussher and the Hebrew Calendar are based on the Hebrew Masoretic text.35
The Church Fathers were aware of this discrepancy between the Greek and Hebrew Old
Testament chronology. However, it did not seem to bother them. Many traditional Orthodox

32

P4 Icons and Cosmos.
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/.../happy-ecclesiastical-new-year_b_5737468.html
34
The Septuagint (from the Latin septuaginta, "seventy"), also known as the LXX, is a Koine Greek
translation of a Hebraic textual tradition that included certain texts which were later included in the
canonical Hebrew Bible and other related texts which were not. As the primary Greek translation of the
Old Testament, it is also called the Greek Old Testament. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Septuagint
35
The Masoretic Text (MT, , or M \displaystyle {\mathfrak is the authoritative Hebrew and Aramaic text
of the Tanakh for Rabbinic Judaism. It was primarily copied, edited and distributed by a group of Jews
known as the Masoretes between the 7th and 10th centuries CE. The oldest extant manuscripts date
from around the 9th century. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masoretic_Text
33
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Christians will use the Byzantine Calculations of the World Era, Anno Mundi (AM) in conjunction
with Anno Domini (AD).
The Creation of the world is for the Eastern Orthodox Christian the beginning of the
actualization of the Kingdom of God and so as such it is ‘The Beginning’. The Greek Orthodox
Archdiocese of America website states;
“The value of the natural Creation is revealed in the fact that it was made for God,
something which is beautifully expressed in Orthodox iconography, i.e. to be the context
for God's Incarnation and humankind's deification, and as such, the beginning of the
actualization of the Kingdom of God. We may say that the cosmos provides the stage
upon which humankind moves from Creation to deification. Ultimately, however, the
whole of the Creation is destined to become a transfigured world, since the salvation of
humankind necessarily involves the salvation of its natural home, the cosmos.” 36

The Season of Creation.
Because of the ancient nature of the Eastern Orthodox Church’s Calendar, as we have seen the
1st of September each year is celebrated as Creation Day, however, the Church follows this by a
liturgical Season of Creation. The Season of Creation’s three year liturgical cycle consists of:
Year 3 dedicated to the Wisdom of Creation; Year 2 dedicated to the Word of Creation; and
Year 1 dedicated to the Spirit of Creation. Each cycle ends with the Feast of St Francis of Assisi
and the Blessing of the Animals. The four Sundays in each Season of Creation, allows a wholehearted experience of celebrating the mysteries and wonders of Creation with God, Christ, and
the Holy Spirit.
Interestingly enough The World Council of Churches takes up the idea of the Orthodox Church’s
‘Season of Creation’.
“For centuries, our theology, our ethics, and our worship have been oriented in two
dimensions: our relationship with God and our human relationships with one another.
Now it is time to turn our attention to God’s relationship with all Creation and with our
relationship with Creation and with God through Creation. Celebrating in this way can
bring about a consciousness of the crisis that Creation faces.” 37
Through the liturgical Season of Creation’ there is a focus within the Church’s liturgical year on
‘God the Creator’; we would not however find this focus in the Western Church’s liturgical year.
This is a strong point to make because unless we can see what worship can be like in a season
devoted fully to Creator and Creation, we will probably not adequately incorporate care for
Creation into worship throughout the rest of the year. We need the Season of Creation to wake
us up and show us another way to worship and engage with Creation. We need to celebrate
Creation and thereby empathize with those parts of Creation—human and non-human—that are
groaning because of human crimes against Creation. For this reason, the experience of a
Season of Creation through four Sundays in the Church year alone will not bring the
transformation in consciousness. We need to address the ecological problems we face today
in God’s Creation.
36
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The ‘Earthday Icon’’s design based on the Liturgical Season of Creation
Within the ‘Earthday Icon’ we find: at the Centre Saint Francis of Assisi, Blessing of the animals
as is done at the end of each year’s Season of Creation, on the 4th October; the Inner Circle
represents The Wisdom of Creation Year 3 in the Liturgical Cycle; the Middle Circle – The Word
of Creation Year 2 and the Outer Circle – The Spirit of Creation Year 1.

The Centre – THE BLESSING OF THE ANIMALS.
Orthodox spirituality is built not upon theological speculation or philosophy but upon the
experiences of those who have known God, and the purpose of Eastern Christian spirituality is
to lead each baptized soul to such experience for him or herself.
Saint Francis of Assisi 1181/2 to 1226 was an exceptional life-affirming Saint ‘who loved the
world and all that there is in it.’ As theologian and historian John S. Romanides wrote:

“In the Orthodox…tradition, genuine spiritual experience is the foundation of
dogmatic formulations…” 38
Saint Francis of Assisi

So at the very centre of this ‘Earthday Icon’ is Saint Francis of Assisi whose spiritual experience
of God in nature has shaped much Christian doctrine on the environment, especially, how to
respond to its beauty and therefore, the respect and dignity that should be demonstrated
towards God’s Creation.
In his Encyclical Laudato Si on the Environment Pope Francis writes this of Saint Francis;

38

John Savvas Romanides (Greek: Ιωάννης Σάββας Ρωμανίδης; 2 March 1927, Piraeus – 1 November
2001, Athens) was an Orthodox Christian priest, author and professor who had a distinctive influence on
post-war Greek Orthodox theology. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Romanides
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“I do not want to write this Encyclical without turning to that attractive and compelling
figure, whose name I took as my guide and inspiration when I was elected Bishop of
Rome. I believe that Saint Francis is the example par excellence of care for the vulnerable
and of an integral ecology lived out joyfully and authentically. He is the patron saint of all
who study and work in the area of ecology, and he is also much loved by nonChristians... He was a mystic and a pilgrim who lived in simplicity and in wonderful
harmony with God, with others, with nature and with himself. He shows us just how
inseparable the bond is between concern for nature, justice for the poor, commitment to
society, and interior peace.”39

The Narrative
Several scripture references are offered for the liturgy of the Blessing of the Animals. They are:
Old Testament: Genesis 2:18-25. Revelation 5:11-14. and Matthew 6:25-29
“The man should not be alone; I will make him a helper as his
partner.” 19 So out of the ground the LORD God formed every
animal of the field and every bird of the air, and brought them to
the man to see what he would call them; and whatever the man
called every living creature, that was its name. 20 The man gave
names to all cattle, and to the birds of the air, and to every
animal of the field; 40
“’Animals created as partners’. God creates the animals and birds from the same ground
that the first human is created. Animals and humans are kin and partners. The first human
names the animals as part of a living family in Eden” 41
In Revelation 5:11-14 the scripture text gives a future hope as echoed by Saint Francis of Assisi
11 “

Then I looked, and I heard the voice of many angels
surrounding the throne and the living creatures and the elders;
they numbered myriads of myriads and thousands of
thousands, 12 singing with full voice,
13
Then I heard every creature in heaven and on earth and
under the earth and in the sea, and all that is in them, singing,
“To the one seated on the throne and to the Lamb
be blessing and honour and glory and might
forever and ever!”.”42
“Animals around the throne”. In this vision of the future, it is not only angels that praise
Christ on the throne, but also the living creatures of Earth and sky. They are an integral
part of our hope and our future.” 43
In Matthew’s Gospel 6:25-29 the reader is told not to worry about material and temporal things,
but to look at what has been achieved in Creation.
39
40
41
42
43

Encyclical Laudato Si
Genesis 2:18-25 (NRSV)
https://seasonofcreation.org/
Revelation 5:11-14 (NRSV)
https://seasonofcreation.org/
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“Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you
will eat or what you will drink, or about your body, what you will
wear. Is not life more than food, and the body more than
clothing? 26 Look at the birds of the air; they neither sow nor
reap nor gather into barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds
them. Are you not of more value than they? 27 And can any of
you by worrying add a single hour to your span of life? 28 And
why do you worry about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field,
how they grow; they neither toil nor spin, 29 yet I tell you, even
Solomon in all his glory was not clothed like one of these.”44
“‘How God has made Creation beautiful’. That even Solomon is all his royal splendour
cannot match the brilliance of the creatures of land and sky that God creates and
feeds.”45

The language of the icon.
All of these aspects of Creation I have tried to convey in the icon, especially the emphasis that
we learn by example. For this reason I have placed Saint Francis of Assisi at the centre. Saints
in iconography are messengers of truth; they illuminate what holy living can achieve. They wear
a halo because their holiness has been recognised and their life has been held up as an
example to be followed. So here Saint Francis is a model for environmental concern.
Celebrating his Feast Day on the 4th October each year with the Blessing of Animals reminds
the onlooker of the value and importance of animal life on this planet. The gold orb in which St
Francis is placed, and which is held in position by angels, envelopes the Saint with God’s
presence. Francis’ example steers the onlooker towards the fulfilment of the Divine plan, setting
a path that can be followed.

The Mauritian Pink Pigeon
Often in icons of Saint Francis he is seen holding a Dove of Peace. Here in the ‘Earthday’ icon I
have placed in the Centre with Saint Francis the Mauritian Pink Pigeon, The pink pigeon
became nearly extinct in the 1990s and is still a very an endangered species. Since 1977, its
numbers have increased due to the efforts of the Durrell Wildlife Zoo in Jersey. According to
Durrell Wildlife Zoo the Mauritian Pink Pigeon has been a real success story –
“Over 30 years of captive breeding, releasing and intensive management in the wild has
increased the population from 16 to 400 wild birds.” 46

44
45
46

Matthew 6:25-29 (NRSV)
https://seasonofcreation.org/
www.durrell.org more details can be found at this website.
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Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Columbiformes Columbidae
Latin name: Nesoenas mayeri
Distribution & Habitat : endemic to Mauritius.47
Features: Pink pigeons have pale pinkish-grey plumage on their head, shoulders and
underside, along with pink feet.
Conservation concern: Severe loss of habitat has been compounded by continued predation
of nests and adults by introduced crab-eating macaque mongoose, rats and feral cats. Invasive
plant species reduce the quality of breeding and foraging habitat. Cyclones destroy nests and
accelerate habitat degradation. The disease trichomonosis was brought to Mauritius by alien
pigeons (which now act as a reservoir for the disease) and 359 (84.3%) of 429 individual birds
screened between 2002-2004 tested positive. The blood parasite Leucocytozoon
marchouxi may also cause mortality, especially in juveniles. Inbreeding depression is an
ongoing concern.48

The Inner Circle - THE WISDOM OF CREATION
“The Wisdom of Creation is the deep impulse within all aspects of Creation which guides the
purpose of Creation. Here we find: Universe Sunday, Animal Sunday, Ocean Sunday and
Storm Sunday. The Gospel of Matthew is predominately read in the Churches during Year 3.”49
In the ‘Earthday Icon’ the Inner Circle illustrates the Wisdom of Creation. I have divided this
Circle into 4 sections, and I have chosen to depict them through shape, form, pattern and myth.
When looking at the icon, the Universe section is opposite the Animal section and the Ocean
section is opposite the Storm section. Universe Sunday and Animal Sunday enabled a way of
illustrating the Christian mythology of Creation. Ocean and storm are primordial elements of the
Creation story; elements of Creation that could be illustrated by typical patterns found in
iconography yet allow a discourse on these essential elements.

47
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In the Old Testament: Proverbs 8.22-31 a woman is portrayed as speaking. She is Wisdom.
She claims to have existed before God created the universe and was a partner with God in the
design of each part of the universe.
22

The LORD created me at the beginning of his work, the first of
his acts of long ago.
23
Ages ago I was set up, at the first, before the beginning of the
earth.
24
When there were no depths I was brought forth, when there
were no springs abounding with water.
25
Before the mountains had been shaped, before the hills, I was
brought forth—
26
when he had not yet made earth and fields, or the world’s first
bits of soil.
27
When he established the heavens, I was there, when he drew
a circle on the face of the deep,
28
when he made firm the skies above, when he established the
fountains of the deep,
29
when he assigned to the sea its limit, so that the waters might
not transgress his command, when he marked out the
foundations of the earth,
30
then I was beside him, like a master worker; and I was daily
his delight, rejoicing before him always,
31
rejoicing in his inhabited world”50

Universe Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“We worship this Sunday with the entire universe, conscious that the universe is a vast
sacred space. The special focus is the spiritual impulse or presence that permeates the
50

Proverbs 8:22-31 (NRSV)
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universe and is connected with each of us on Earth. That impulse is also called Wisdom!
Universe refers to all that exists, every dimension of time and space, spiritual and
material. The universe is both the glittering galaxies that humans have begun to explore
as well as distant domains far beyond our imagination. All Creation is one sacred cosmic
reality, a spiritual universe filled with God’s presence.” 51

The Narrative.
The whole world is formed by the wisdom of God thereby giving it all its parts, laws, design and
purpose. God created all.
1

” In the beginning when God created[a] the heavens and the
earth,” 52
The expression ‘the heavens’ can be found in numerous places in the Bible. In Psalm 19 it says:
1“

The heavens are telling the glory of God;
and the firmament[a] proclaims his handiwork.”53
The wisdom of antiquity tells us that these heavens, this cosmos created by the divine logos,
the Word of God, are beautiful, and are worthy of praise.

The Language of the icon.
In this section of the ‘Earthday’ icon I have included stars and planets. Nestled in the middle of
them is a Cherub flanked by 2 Seraphim. These images give us an insight into the mind of God.
In God’s wisdom these things were created.
‘Heavens’ is an Old English word with Germanic origins (heofon ‘home of God’), It was earlier,
thought to mean the visible sky, firmament. Whereas, the ‘Cosmos’ in Greek refers to the
assembly of things, what is in order and well organised, rather than the contrary, which is chaos.
It is also synonymous with ‘order & beauty’.
Cherubim is a Hebrew word meaning “great understanding” or “effusion of wisdom”. They are
described in this way because of their closeness to God. In Psalm 19 the Lord is described as
dwelling “between the Cherubim”
“The ark of God, which is called by the name of the LORD of
hosts who is enthroned on the cherubim.”54
In the ‘Earthday Icon’ the cherub is in red, because in iconography Cherubim are described as
guarding Eden with a “flaming sword” and are also shown as all-seeing with numerous eyes on
their wings, relating to the aforementioned “effusion of wisdom” revealed by their name. Hence,
in this ‘Earthday Icon’, the eyes painted on the cherubs wings.

51
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The 2 Seraphim are also painted in red, in Hebrew Seraphim means the “burning ones” as they
are often depicted in a fiery red because of their proximity to God, because they are the closest
to the throne of God, and as such are flame-like.
“For our God is a consuming fire.”
“His throne was a flame of fire.”

56

55

;

;

“The appearance of the Lord was like a blazing fire.”57.

The Seraphim, are painted in red, signifying this flame. In iconography they have 6 wings
arranged in a particular way: two pointing down covering the feet, two up covering the face, and
two outstretched in order to fly.

Animal Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“Animals refers to the all the living kingdoms and species on planet Earth—in the wild, in
our lives, and in our soils. In Genesis One, all living species emerge from Earth who is
their common mother. In Genesis Two, the first human and all other animals are created
from clay and the breath of God. In our call to worship we express our kinship with the
animal world. We are, in fact, a family of animals—both biologically and spiritually. The
creatures of Earth are our kin. We have all emerged from Earth and return to Earth. All
living things are animated by the very breath/spirit of God. The loss or survival of a given
species is a family matter.” 58

55
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This Sunday celebrates birds, animals, reptiles, and all living creatures, with a special focus on
endangered or extinct species.

The Narrative
“The Lord then said to Noah, ‘Go into the ark, you and your
whole family, because I have found you righteous in this
generation. 2Take with you seven pairs of every kind of clean
animal, a male and its mate, and one pair of every kind of
unclean animal, a male and its mate, 3and also seven pairs of
every kind of bird, male and female, to keep their various kinds
alive throughout the earth. 4Seven days from now I will send
rain on the earth for forty days and forty nights, and I will wipe
from the face of the earth every living creature I have made’.”59

The language of the icon
In this ‘Earthday Icon’ for Animal Sunday it was appropriate to bring in the Jewish / Christian
Creation mythology of; the flood, the ark, the animals and the promise. Here in God’s wisdom, in
the cosmic mind of God, we encounter this loving God undertaking a cycle of Creation, unCreation, and re-Creation. What was set needed to be upset in order to be reset, a well known
process of renewal.
The Flood mimics the events of Creation in reverse, finally destroying living things.
“God sent the water from two different sources: the "windows" in heaven (rain) and the
"fountains of the deep". The water submersed the entire planet. In Genesis 1 God
separates the "waters above the earth" from those below so that dry land can appear as
a home for living things, but in the flood story the "windows of heaven" and "fountains of
the deep are opened so that the world is returned to the watery chaos of the time before
Creation. Even the sequence of flood events mimics that of Creation, the flood first
covering the earth to the highest mountains, then destroying, in order, birds, cattle,
beasts, "swarming creatures", and finally mankind.” 60
.
The ark is seen as a microcosm of the created world, since the story of the flood closely
parallels the story of the Creation:
“A cycle of Creation, un-Creation, and re-Creation, in which the ark plays a pivotal role.
Noah's three-deck ark represents the three-levels of the Hebrew cosmos in miniature: the
heavens, the earth, and the waters beneath. In Genesis 1, God created the three-level
world as a space in the midst of the waters for humanity; in Genesis 6–8 (the flood
narrative) he fills that space with waters again, saving only Noah, his family and the
animals with him in the ark”61
Noah was instructed to build a gigantic ship, named an Ark, and instructed to collect
representatives of pure and impure terrestrial animals and birds so that they could reproduce
59
60
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anew on the planet after the Flood. By doing this Noah seals the “Noahide Covenant” with God,
and God in return gave a rainbow as a sign so that God might remember his promise not to
flood the earth again, as a punishment for humanity.
12

God said, “This is the sign of the covenant that I make
between me and you and every living creature that is with you,
for all future generations: 13 I have set my bow in the clouds,
and it shall be a sign of the covenant between me and the
earth. 17 God said to Noah, “This is the sign of the covenant that
I have established between me and all flesh that is on the
earth.”62
From the Jewish perspective the Ark itself is likewise a microcosm of the Temple built by
Solomon. From the Eastern Orthodox Christian perspective the Ark is a symbol of the Temple, a
vessel of salvation and deification, in order to partake in Divine Nature. The church building
itself has a dedicated nave at its centre, in Latin: nāvis, meaning ship. This is a reference to
Noah's Ark but more importantly the mission of the Church is compared to the ship of our
salvation.

Ocean Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“The waters of the oceans are the waters of life for the entire planet. Old Testament: Job
38.8-11, 16-18 ‘The Mysteries of Creation’ In this portrait of God creating the universe,
Earth is constructed like a grand edifice, the ocean is born like a baby and restrained
with boundaries, while down below lie domains called the deep and the realm of the
dead.” 63

The Narrative
62
63
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“Who shut in the sea with doors when it burst out from the
womb?—9 when I made the clouds its garment, and thick
darkness its swaddling band,
10
and prescribed bounds for it, and set bars and doors,11 and
said, ‘Thus far shall you come, and no farther, and here shall
your proud waves be stopped’? or walked in the recesses of the
deep?17 64
“Earth with its oceans is a complex of profound mysteries designed by the Creator.
Ocean refers to the masses of waters that cover two thirds of Earth’s surface, along with
the seven seas and the watery deeps where a myriad of species live, many of which are
still undiscovered. The ocean is a world of mystery and beauty, of fascinating depths and
spectacular life forms. The ocean is that vast domain many of our ancestors crossed to
reach all parts of planet Earth.” 65
“The earth was a formless void and darkness covered the face
of the deep, while a wind from God swept over the face of the
waters.”66

The language of the icon
The wave pattern we see in this icon is typical of the representation of the sea and water in
icons.
“The ocean’ originally denoted the whole body of water regarded as encompassing the
earth's single land mass. From the Greek (ōkeanos) ‘great stream encircling the earth's
disc”.67
Whereas, the ‘Deep’ –
“Tehom in Hebrew meaning the Deep or Abyss (Greek Septuagint: ábyssos), refers to the
Great Deep of the primordial waters of Creation in the Bible”.68
The deep is seen as a chaotic element that needs to be ordered. (Genesis 1:2). The Jerome
Bible Commentary states:
“’two structured chaotic elements obstruct the emergence of the peopled cosmos – the
deep and primordial night. Night is vanquished on the first day by the Creation of light,
and the deep on the second and third days by the separation of the waters and the
making of the sea”.69
It is on the second and third day of Creation that the water is tamed and given purpose. Saint
Francis of Assisi in his canticle describes the sea as a sister, seeing it as having a personal and
close relationship to humankind.
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“Praised be You my Lord through Sister Water,
So useful, humble, precious and pure.” 70
These are certainly not the destructive waters of the Flood, but the birthing waters of Creation.
Water here is a symbol of life as well as a means of cleansing, or purification, this is of particular
importance in the Old Testament. This Old Testament concept of water prefigures the baptismal
mystery. The traditional exegesis focuses mainly on the contrast between the life giving water of
Creation and the Flood water of destruction, cleansing sin. Two baptisms: in Christian teaching
and liturgy the water of baptism is life giving, it imparts new life, cleanses and steers the
baptised person heavenwards.
The Waters of the Flood is a very popular prototype of baptism as we see in 1 Peter 3:20-21.
Here we are to understand the Flood as baptism and those few who were saved in the ark thus
prefiguring the ‘Church of baptized Christians’ who are saved by the Resurrection of Christ.
20

who in former times did not obey, when God waited patiently
in the days of Noah, during the building of the ark, in which a
few, that is, eight persons, were saved through water. 21 And
baptism, which this prefigured, now saves you—not as a
removal of dirt from the body, but as an appeal to God for[a] a
good conscience, through the resurrection of Jesus Christ.” 71
John of Damascus clearly recognises the Flood as the very first baptism which destroyed sins.
“He applies the image of the Flood both to baptism in general and to the baptism of
Christ in particular. In the latter case we encounter the idea that positive changes of
fallen Creation first took place in the human nature of Christ. For the salvation of mortals
he washed away sin in water as well as the Flood. John uses this language not to deepen
the mystery but to emphasise the fullness of the human nature of Christ.” 72
Here in the ‘Earthday’ icon each wave layer shown through pattern should take the onlooker
deeper and deeper into the mysteries of water as played out in the Christian faith.

Storm Sunday

70
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Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Storm Sunday refers to the world of the weather, the gales, the lightning, the
winds, the hurricanes, the downpours, and the tornados. Storm means the weather we
need to renew our planet and the weather that expresses the destructive forces of nature.
Storms are events we celebrate in the weather cycle that sustains Earth as a living
planet, but they are also events that frighten us and that are destructive of human and
non-human life. We enter into God’s presence appearing in a storm as God did on Mount
Sinai. Sometimes, in the Old Testament, God is depicted as riding on clouds with the
winds serving as messengers racing ahead. At other times, God’s voice is portrayed as
thunder. God often seems to be present deep within a storm.” 73
Yes, this true storm is a destructive force it ‘upsets’ our surroundings but it can also be a
creative movement. It can give life in its reordering of things, as was present at the onset of
Creation

The Narrative
“The "Spirit of God" hovering over the waters.”74

The language of the icon
The Spirit of God or sometimes referred to as the wind of God sweeping over the waters:
“In Hebrew ‘ruah’ (air in motion; hence “wind” “breath” “spirit” here means wind.) The
"Spirit of God" hovering over the waters in some translations of Genesis 1:2 comes from
the Hebrew phrase ‘ruach elohim’, which has alternately been interpreted as a "great
wind". ‘Rûach’ has the meanings "wind, spirit, breath," and elohim can mean "great" as
well as "God". The ‘ruach elohim’ which moves over the Deep may therefore mean the
"wind/breath of God." 75
73
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The wind of God sweeping over the waters is a brooding creating movement, showing that the
birth of the Cosmos out of chaos was never beyond God’s control.
Francis of Assisi in his canticle again attributes a mood to the storm:
“Praised be You, my Lord, through Brothers Wind and Air
And fair and stormy, all weather's moods”,
by which You cherish all that You have made.” 76
The storm wind of God returns in the Flood story. The storm wind is the means by which God
restores the earth. Psalms 18:15 reveals this storm wind.
“Then the channels of the sea could be seen, and the
foundations of the earth were uncovered because of your
rebuke, LORD, because of the blast from the breath of your
nostrils.”77
In New Testament Scripture we see that it is Christ who calms the storm. Christ the ‘eternal
logos incarnate’, who shows that God remains in control of Creation.
“35

On that day, when evening had come, he said to them, “Let
us go across to the other side.” 36 And leaving the crowd behind,
they took him with them in the boat, just as he was. Other boats
were with him. 37 A great windstorm arose, and the waves beat
into the boat, so that the boat was already being swamped.
38
But he was in the stern, asleep on the cushion; and they woke
him up and said to him, “Teacher, do you not care that we are
perishing?” 39 He woke up and rebuked the wind, and said to the
sea, “Peace! Be still!” Then the wind ceased, and there was a
dead calm. 40 He said to them, “Why are you afraid? Have you
still no faith?” 41 And they were filled with great awe and said to
one another, “Who then is this, that even the wind and the sea
obey him?”78
This is clearly the New Testament’s parallel story to the storm of the Flood. The Divine Plan
although stormy at times is still under the control of the God of Creation.

The Middle Circle –THE WORD OF CREATION
Within the middle circle of the ‘Earthday’ icon we encounter the Orthodox Season of Creation
Year 2, The Word of Creation, with the Gospel of Mark predominately read in the churches.
Here within the icon, the Word of Creation is illustrated in 4 sections corresponding to the 4
Sundays celebrated during this liturgical season; Planet Sunday, Humanity Sunday, Sky
Sunday and Mountain Sunday.

76

Canticle of St Francis of Assisi
Psalms 18:15 (NRSV)
78
Mark 4:35-41 (NRSV)
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The Cosmic Christ is the Word made flesh, who dwells among us. The ‘Eternal Logos
Incarnate’. This is why in the Planet section it is Christ who creates Planet Earth, Sun and
Moon. In the Humanity section Christ creates humankind. In the Sky and Mountain - Heaven
and Earth - sections I have included the natural habitats of Sky and Mountain, heaven and earth
as a reality, within which I included different animal species. Whereas in the mythological
Creation sections I have used iconographic prototypes for the Creation of the earth, sun, moon
and humankind.

Planet Earth Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday we discover the story of Earth being born, how the Word continues to be
the impulse that creates in Earth, and the amazing truth that the Word is born of flesh
and blood on Earth. Earth refers to the fragile green blue planet, that chunk of stardust in
the solar system we now call home. Earth is also the domain that is filled with God’s
glory. God’s same glory is revealed in the Word made flesh from the Earth and born on
planet Earth.”79

The Narrative
In John 1:1-14 ‘The Word’, the ‘Logos’, becomes part of Earth’ The Logos, which has come
before all things and is God, is the source of all Creation. Jesus becomes flesh and blood, the
very stuff of Creation. The Word of life becomes part of the living planet Earth.
“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God.” 80
The Eternal Logos Incarnate, Christ, creates the planet Earth, the sun and the moon.
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“All things came into being through him, and without him not
one thing came into being. What has come into being in him
was life.”81
In Ephesians 1.3-10 we encounter the Cosmic Christ.
“3

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
has blessed us in Christ with every spiritual blessing in the
heavenly places, 4 just as he chose us in Christ[a] before the
foundation of the world to be holy and blameless before him in
love. 5 He destined us for adoption as his children through
Jesus Christ, according to the good pleasure of his will, 6 to the
praise of his glorious grace that he freely bestowed on us in the
Beloved. 7 In him we have redemption through his blood, the
forgiveness of our trespasses, according to the riches of his
grace 8 that he lavished on us. With all wisdom and insight 9 he
has made known to us the mystery of his will, according to his
good pleasure that he set forth in Christ, 10 as a plan for the
fullness of time, to gather up all things in him, things in heaven
and things on earth.” 82
“In Jesus the Christ, we not only face the eternal mystery of forgiveness and salvation,
but also the truth that, as the cosmic one, Christ gathers all things together and unites
the cosmos. The cosmic Christ fills the universe!” 83

The language of the icon
In this section of the ‘Earthday Icon’ we discover the Cosmic Christ in the gesture of creating
planet earth and again creating the sun and the moon. These images are the essence of much
Creation iconography. Christ is the ‘Eternal Logos Incarnate’.
Often in Creation iconography, the sun and the moon assume human form. By these human
faces they acquire a personal dimension, just like people; just like God. In the Canticle of St
Francis we see this type of relationship:
“Praised be You my Lord with all Your creatures,
especially Brother Sun,
Who is the day through whom You give us light.
And he is beautiful and radiant with great splendour,
Of You Most High, he bears the likeness.
Praised be You, my Lord, through Sister Moon and the stars,
In the heavens you have made them bright, precious and fair.”
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This section of the icon also shows the Cosmic Christ as an architect measuring the Creation of
Planet Earth with a pair of compasses or dividers. Christ measuring the earth in this way calls
to mind Paul’s account, that in order to understand and reveal the mysteries we must:
18 “

Have the power to comprehend, with all the saints, what is
the breadth and length and height and depth, 19 and to know the
love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, so that you may be
filled with all the fullness of God.”85
After the destruction of Solomon’s Temple in the 10th Century, we are told in the book of Ezekiel
a mysterious figure appears to the prophet giving him the exact measurements of the Temple:
“Behold, there was a man whose appearance was like the
appearance of bronze. He had a line of flax and a measuring
rod in his hand.”86
This visual imagery contributes to, and enables the onlooker to read the narrative.

Humanity Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday shows that in the past, human beings have chosen the mandate to
dominate (in Gen 1:26-28) over the commission to serve (in Gen 2:15). Humanity refers to
human beings as an integral part of Creation. All human beings, of every ethnic origin
and visual appearance, are included. Human beings, as part of Creation, are kin with all
other living creatures.” 87
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The Narrative
Creation of humankind: Genesis 1
In Genesis 1:24-25. On the 6th Day, God creates all the animals and then creates humankind
“Let us make humankind in our image, according to our
likeness;”88
This is followed by a statement that has caused much controversy.
“and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the birds of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the wild
animals of the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps
upon the earth.”
“so God created humankind in his image, in the image of God
he created them, male and female he created them.”89.
Creation of humankind: Genesis 2.
“Then the Lord said ‘It is not good that the man should be
alone; I will make him a helper as his partner.” 90
Genesis 2:19-20. All the animals are created and given names by Adam, and then ends with the
statement “there was not found a helper as his partner.”
“So the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man,
and he slept; then he took one of his ribs and closed up its
place with flesh. And the rib that the Lord God had taken from
the man he made into a woman and brought her to the man.”
Then the man said, ‘this at last is bone of my bones and flesh of
my flesh; this one shall be called Woman, for out of Man this
one was taken.’” 91.
Why two versions of Creation in Genesis? When were these accounts in written? It seems the
Yahwists’ wrote in about the 10th century BC, we find their version of the Creation story in
Genesis 2, whereas the Creation story at Genesis 1 is from the Priestly writers of the 6th century
BC. This will be looked at in a future chapter.

The language of the icon
In this section of the icon I have chosen the iconographic prototype of Christ holding the rib of
Adam as he awakes from a God induced sleep. This image is taken from Genesis 2:18.
Within both these accounts "the first human is called Adam because he is taken from the soil
[Adamah in Hebrew]. In the created world only the human being combines material and spiritual
elements.
88
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“There is a binding unity and continuity that we share with all of God’s Creation. Indeed,
the depth of Adam (haadam) is originally created from and deeply correlated to the
topsoil of the earth (adamah).” 92
According to Fr. William P Saunders a Roman Catholic theologian;
“The "deep sleep" denotes God's divine activity. God Himself is the one creating. In
Chapter 2 of Genesis, God created Adam from the earth and breathed life into him, and
now He takes from the flesh of the man to create the woman.” 93
The first woman Eve is created from the rib of Adam, created to be a partner to Adam, a cocreator with Adam.
“Some scholars suggest that the word "rib" in the ancient Sumerian language means
both "rib" and "life." Accepting this meaning of "life," all of the phrasing - "rib," "bone of
my bone, flesh of my flesh," and "man and woman," - denotes the creative love of God
and the original unity of man and woman.” 94
Eve means ‘life.’ By the eating of the forbidden fruit Yahweh sees disobedience in the Garden of
Eden and the whole Earth is now filled with corruption. Thus the narrative explains that created
humanity has turned its back on the life-giving God that made humans as co-creators. All this
takes place in God’s garden, the Garden of Eden, in Hebrew Gan ʿEḏen or Paradise.
“Traditionally, scholars favoured deriving the name "Eden" from the Akkadian edinnu,
derived from a Sumerian word edin meaning "plain" or "steppe". Chaim Cohen, however,
writes that Eden is more closely related to an Aramaic root word meaning "fruitful, wellwatered." Another interpretation associates the name "Eden" with a Hebrew word for
"pleasure". 95
“A river flowed from Eden to water the garden.”

96

From an Eastern Orthodox perspective, the human being is a microcosm of the whole of
Creation.
“The Church Fathers often speak of the human being as a "little world", a "microcosm"
of the whole of the Creation. Using this notion, the Church Fathers teach that the human
body contains in it all levels of existence of the natural world which preceded it in order
of the Creation, and considered the physical elements which make up the human body as
in no way different from those which constitute the physical world. This means that the
natural world is fully integrated with the human being and the whole of the Creation.” 97
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Eastern Orthodox teaching believes in a Trinitarian God, so often in iconography God the third
person of the Trinity is shown as a dove descending from heaven. It is therefore a symbol of the
Holy Spirit.
“10

And just as he was coming up out of the water, he saw the
heavens torn apart and the Spirit descending like a dove on
him.”98
It is for this reason that I have included the Ringed Turtle Dove in this section of the icon. This
bird might be a symbol in Biblical terms but in reality this dove’s survival is a cause for concern.

Ringed turtle dove

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Columbiformes Columbidae
Latin name Streptopelia capicola,
Distribution & Habitat: in East and southern Africa. It occupies a diverse range of habitat
types, including semi-desert scrub, and Acacia savannah, a variety of woodland types,
farmlands, open plantations and alien acacia thickets. In southern Africa they are most
commonly observed in fynbos regions, miombo and mopane woodlands, besides any grassland
types from moist to dry regions.
Features: Within range, it’s penetrating and rhythmic, three-syllabled crooning is a familiar
sound at any time of the year. Its name is derived from the semi-collar of black feathers on the
lower nape.
Conservation concern: They are vulnerable at exposed waterholes or in plantations where
they are preyed on by lanner falcons and black sparrow hawks respectively. In addition they are
preyed on by reptiles, wild cats, jackals, genets, herons, storks, eagles and barn owls. Nests
are vulnerable to birds, snakes and locally, grey squirrel. 99

Sky Sunday
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Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“We worship this week with the skies above us. “Sky refers to the all the domains of
Creation above and around Earth. Sky especially refers to the domains close to Earth—
the wind, the clouds, the air—the atmosphere. We become aware that the skies not only
announce the presence of God in Earth, but also that the skies mourn/grow dark in
empathy when Earth below is wounded.” 100

The Narrative
In the Old Testament Jeremiah 4:23-28 sees Earth return to chaos and the skies respond with
mourning.
23 “

I looked on the earth, and lo, it was waste and void; and to
the heavens, and they had no light. 24 I looked on the
mountains, and lo, they were quaking, and all the hills moved to
and fro. 25 I looked, and lo, there was no one at all,
and all the birds of the air had fled.”101

The language of the icon
In this section of the icon the beauty of the birds of the sky is highlighted. This is so eloquently
described by St Francis in one of his Sermons:
“Peace, birds, peace!’ My brother and sister birds, you should greatly praise your Creator
and love him always. He gave you feathers to wear, and wings to fly, and whatever you
need. God made you noble among his creatures and gave you a home in the purity of the
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air, so that, though you do not sow nor reap, he nevertheless protects and governs you
without your least care.” 102
The Heavens in Hebrew is shamayim, a plural form meaning "heights," "elevations" ( Genesis
1:1 ; 2:1 )103
“It is important to note that the term translated ‘heavens’ in the Old Testament normally
means sky, not the abode of God far above.” 104
In this section of the ‘Earthday Icon’ we find a selection of birds that are under threat and are
presently found in the Durrell Wildlife Zoo. In chapter 4 you can find a description of each bird,
its distribution within the world, its favoured habitat and why it is endangered, namely, what are
the conservation issues facing each of these bird species.

Mountain Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“Mountain Sunday celebrates all the mountains on our planet, near our homes and
beneath the ocean. This domain includes the various creatures that inhabit the
mountains, especially the wild worlds and strange life-forms that fascinate us and that
celebrate life with us. Mountains are not domains to be conquered, but to be enjoyed,
preserved, and explored as wondrous worlds of Creation. A special focus is a ‘mountain
top experience.’ We enter into God’s presence on a holy mountain. Like Zion or Sinai, it

102
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is the mountain of God. In Scripture we become aware of God’s presence revealed on a
mountain—on Horeb, Zion and Calvary.” 105

The Narrative
“Old Testament: Isaiah 65:17-25 ‘Good News from a Holy Mountain’ the prophet dreams
of Mount Zion being transformed into a ‘peace mountain,’ a world where humans and
animals live in harmony.”106
17

For I am about to create new heavens and a new earth; the
former things shall not be remembered or come to mind 18 But
be glad and rejoice forever in what I am creating;
25
The wolf and the lamb shall feed together, the lion shall eat
straw like the ox; but the serpent—its food shall be dust! They
shall not hurt or destroy on all my holy mountain says the
LORD.107

The language of the icon
In this section of the ‘Earthday Icon’ I have chosen to represent those animal species found at
Durrell Wildlife Zoo that have a mountain habitat and are endangered. Details of each animal
can be found in Chapter 4.

The Outer Circle –THE SPIRIT OF CREATION
“The Spirit is a deep impulse breathing life into Creation, suffering with Creation and
renewing all Creation.” 108
Within the outer circle of the ‘Earthday’ icon we encounter the Orthodox Season of Creation,
The Spirit of Creation. Here within the ‘Earthday’ icon, the Spirit of Creation is illustrated in 4
sections corresponding to the 4 Sundays celebrated during this liturgical season; Forest
Sunday, Land Sunday, Wilderness Sunday and River Sunday. The Spirit of Creation is a
moving force, it has the impulse to upset and reset, to work with suffering in Creation so that
there can be a renewal of Creation. This is why the outer circle of the icon illustrates 4 different
habitats, all populated with endangered species of animals.

Forest Sunday
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Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday celebrate Creation in the forest, remembering that God created humans
from Earth and planted a forest garden to be a home with the rest of their kin in
Creation.” 109

The Narrative
In the Old Testament Genesis 2:8; 18-20 God creates humans from Earth and Spirit and plants
a forest garden to be a home with the rest of their kin in Creation.110
“And the LORD God planted a garden in Eden, in the east; and
there he put the man whom he had formed. 9 Out of the ground
the LORD God made to grow every tree that is pleasant to the
sight and good for food, the tree of life also in the midst of the
garden, and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
18

Then the LORD God said, “It is not good that the man should
be alone; I will make him a helper as his partner.” 19 So out of
the ground the LORD God formed every animal of the field and
every bird of the air, and brought them to the man to see what
he would call them; and whatever the man called every living
creature, that was its name. 20 The man gave names to all
cattle, and to the birds of the air, and to every animal of the
field.”111

The language of the icon
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In this Forest garden the animals selected are chosen to represent the different species within
the forest habitat which are endangered and are therefore at the Durrell Wildlife Zoo. Details of
each can be found in Chapter 4.

Land Sunday

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday gives us the opportunity to worship with the land, soil, and land
creatures.”112

The Narrative
In the Old Testament Genesis 3:14–19; The land (soil) of the Earth bears the curse for humans.
The Fall, as described by the Yawehist writers, places humankind in a state of disgrace. In the
Creation mythology described in this scripture passage the serpent plays an important part.
14

The LORD God said to the serpent, “Because you have done
this, cursed are you among all animals and among all wild
creatures; upon your belly you shall go, and dust you shall eat
all the days of your life.
15
I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between
your offspring and hers; he will strike your head, and you will
strike his heel.”
16

To the woman he said, “I will greatly increase your pangs in
childbearing; in pain you shall bring forth children, yet your
desire shall be for your husband, and he shall rule over you.”

112
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17

And to the man[a] he said, “Because you have listened to the
voice of your wife, and have eaten of the tree about which I
commanded you, ‘You shall not eat of it,’ cursed is the ground
because of you; in toil you shall eat of it all the days of your life;
18
thorns and thistles it shall bring forth for you; and you shall eat
the plants of the field. 19 By the sweat of your face you shall eat
bread until you return to the ground, for out of it you were taken;
you are dust, and to dust you shall return.” 113

The language of the icon
The ‘Earthday Icon’s’ subtle inclusion of the Biblical concept of the Serpent brings to the mind of
the onlooker its purpose as a symbol of evil. This is why I have placed Serpents in this section.
“ The symbol of a serpent or snake played important roles in religious and cultural life of
ancient Egypt, Canaan, Mesopotamia and Greece. The serpent was a symbol of evil
power and chaos from the underworld as well as a symbol of fertility, life and healing.
Nachash, Hebrew for "snake", is also associated with divination, including the verb-form
meaning to practice divination or fortune-telling. In the Hebrew Bible, Nachash occurs in
the Torah to identify the serpent in Eden.”114
Within New Testament Creation mythology Christ the Second Adam came to overcome the sin
and death caused by Adam, including the curse imposed on Earth. In Romans 5:17 Scripture
tells us that a second Adam comes to “Earth” and that Christ is the second Adam.
17

If, because of the one man’s trespass, death exercised
dominion through that one, much more surely will those who
receive the abundance of grace and the free gift of
righteousness exercise dominion in life through the one man,
Jesus Christ.115

Apart from the mythological language of the serpent, the animals in this section of the icon are
chosen to represent the different species found within the land habitat, species that are
endangered and with which Durrell Wildlife Zoo is working. Details of these animals can be
found in the next chapter.

Wilderness Sunday
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Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday we are invited to worship in the wilderness, with the Creations and the
creatures of the wild. Just as Jesus experienced life in the wilderness, we too have an
opportunity to worship with all God's wild life” 116

The Narrative
“2

As it is written in the prophet Isaiah, “See, I am sending my
messenger ahead of you, who will prepare your way; 3 the voice
of one crying out in the wilderness: ‘Prepare the way of the
Lord, make his paths straight,’”117
In this piece of New Testament scripture taken from Mark’s Gospel we find John the Baptist
living in the wilderness. He is portrayed as a prophet with a mission to baptize those who turn to
God. It is here and to him that Jesus comes at the beginning of His ministry. Ten verses later in
Mark’s Gospel we find Jesus himself in the wild of the wilderness. Sent there to be tested;
“When Jesus was baptized; the Spirit that fills all of Earth now fills Christ in a special
way. In response, Jesus retires to the wilderness to connect with Creation. In Mark’s
version, the wild animals and the angels join him.” 118
12

And the Spirit immediately drove him out into the wilderness.
He was in the wilderness forty days, tempted by Satan; and
he was with the wild beasts; and the angels waited on him.”119
13
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The language of the icon
The term wilderness is used many times in the Bible, and it is never portrayed as the final
destination, but as the place that people go through to get from one point to another. It is not a
‘permanent’. In the story of the Exodus the wilderness rested between Egypt and the Promised
Land. It is a place of liminality a place and state of being one needs to move through in order to
be re-ordered. For many in the Bible it was a place and time to learn to trust God. For Jesus, his
wilderness time on earth was to learn obedience.
The wilderness is also the place in Biblical terms that we encounter the wild beasts so it is this
section of the icon that I have chosen to represent the different animal species which in this
wilderness habitat are endangered. However, I note that this is the section of the icon with a
habitat that has the least number of endangered species because it is the most inhospitable
place to live.

River Sunday.

Seasons of Creation Liturgy
“This Sunday the river with all the water life residing around it is the focus. The
mysterious world of a river can be a great joy to many and this Sunday scripture
describes how a river will flow directly from God with trees of life growing on either side
to bring healing to all nations on Earth. This water can also symbolize Christ as the water
of life.” 120

The Narrative
The river of God is full of water, life giving water, vital water, to feed and sustain all living things.
This is so aptly described in Psalm 65:9-13.
120
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9”

You visit the earth and water it, you greatly enrich it; the river
of God is full of water;
you provide the people with grain,
for so you have prepared it.
10
You water its furrows abundantly,
settling its ridges, softening it with showers,
and blessing its growth.
11
You crown the year with your bounty;
your wagon tracks overflow with richness.
12
The pastures of the wilderness overflow,
the hills gird themselves with joy,
13
the meadows clothe themselves with flocks,
the valleys deck themselves with grain,
they shout and sing together for joy.”121
In the final book of the Bible, Revelation 22:1–5 we hear that God will heal the Earth when
Creation is restored, It tells us a river will flow directly from God with trees of life growing on
either side to bring healing to all nations on Earth because it is ‘The River of Life’, where, once
again as we saw at the beginning of the Bible, the Tree of Life can be found.
22

Then the angel[ showed me the river of the water of life, bright
as crystal, flowing from the throne of God and of the Lamb
2
through the middle of the street of the city. On either side of
the river is the tree of life[b] with its twelve kinds of fruit,
producing its fruit each month; and the leaves of the tree are for
the healing of the nations.”122

The language of the icon
In this section of the icon we find the River with a plethora of animals. A "river" (Nahar in Arabic)
implies a continuous and full, perennial stream, such as the River Jordan in Genesis 2:10.
10”

A river flows out of Eden to water the garden, and from there
it divides and becomes four branches.”123
In the middle of this section of the ‘Earthday Icon’ is a tree, symbolically representing ‘The Tree
of Life’ as found in the Creation myth.
“The tree of life (Hebrew Etz haChayim) is a term used in the Hebrew Bible that is a
component of the world tree motif. In the Book of Genesis, the tree of life is first
described in chapter 2, verse 9 as being planted with the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil (Hebrew: " )עֵ ץ הַ ַדעַ תin the midst of the Garden of Eden" by God. In Genesis 3:24
cherubim guard the way to the tree of life at the east end of the Garden. The tree of life
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has become the subject of some debate as to whether or not the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil is the same tree.” 124
Outside of Genesis, the term "tree of life" appears in the Book of Proverbs and the Book of
Revelation.” There is however much debate as to whether the Tree of Knowledge is the same
tree as the Tree of Life. In Eastern Orthodox thinking the Tree of Life has traditionally been
understood as;
“A prefiguration of the Cross, which humanity could not partake of until after the
incarnation, death and resurrection of Jesus. One of the hymns chanted during the
forefeast of the nativity of Christ says: Make ready, O Bethlehem, for Eden hath been
opened for all. Prepare, O Ephratha, for the tree of life hath blossomed forth in the cave
from the Virgin; for her womb did appear as a spiritual paradise in which is planted the
divine Plant, whereof eating we shall live and not die as did Adam. Christ shall be born,
raising the image that fell of old.” 125
The animals in this section of the icon represent the different species found within the river
habitat and are endangered. All these animals can be found at the Durrell Wildlife Zoo and are
described in detail in the next chapter.
The Season of Creation Sunday cycle ends with River Sunday. The River which watered the
Garden of Eden in Creation mythology in the first book of the Bible, is again found in the last
book of Bible where its place is one of restoring and healing.
3“

Nothing accursed will be found there any more. But the throne
of God and of the Lamb will be in it, and his servants[c] will
worship him; 4 they will see his face, and his name will be on
their foreheads. 5 And there will be no more night; they need no
light of lamp or sun, for the Lord God will be their light, and they
will reign forever and ever.”126

Conclusion
The Orthodox Seasons of Creation have given structure and meaning to this ‘Earthday Icon’
design. In writing an icon scriptural and theological substance is required, because the
‘Earthday Icons’ focus is Creation and humankinds place in Creation. The significant content of
this liturgical season is suitable for the divine intention of this icon.
If we do not place the whole of Creation within a time of praise through the Church’s Liturgical
Cycle according to John Chryssavgis;
“We are no longer respectful pilgrims on this earth; we have been reduced to mere tourists.”127
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Chapter 4

-The Work of the Durrell
Wildlife Zoo

Within this chapter I would like to acknowledge the work of Gerald and Lee Durrell and the
Durrell Wildlife Zoo in Jersey for all the work they initiated for the conservation of endangered
species and their habitats.
The late Gerald Malcolm Durrell OBE was born in January 1925 and died in January 1995. On
the Wikipedia website he is described as:
“A British naturalist, zookeeper, conservationist, author and television presenter. He
founded what is now called the Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust and the Durrell
Wildlife Park on the Channel Island of Jersey in 1959.” 128
It was here at the wildlife park in Jersey that he set up his “Stationary Ark”, and it is here that his
ashes are buried under a memorial plaque which reads:
“The beauty and genius of a work of art may be re-conceived, though its first material
expression be destroyed; a vanished harmony may yet again inspire the composer; but
when the last individual of a race of living beings breathes no more, another heaven and
another earth must pass before such a one can be again.” 129
There is no doubt that Gerald Durrell was ahead of his time in his concept of a “stationary ark”.
This idea was based on the fowling premise:





“The primary purpose of a zoo should be to act as a reserve of critically
endangered species which need captive breeding in order to survive.
They can serve the secondary purposes of educating people about wildlife and
natural history, and of educating biologists about the animal's habits.
Zoos should not be run for the purposes of entertainment only, and nonthreatened species should be re-introduced into their natural habitats.
An animal should be present in the zoo only as a last resort, when all efforts to
save it in the wild have failed.” 130

Durrell chose the dodo, the flightless bird of Mauritius that was hunted to extinction in the 17th
century, as the logo for both the Durrell Wildlife Zoo and the Trust. Where children in Jersey
were invited to join the Dodo Club, this is something I very much remember as a child.
Gerald Durrell undertook many field trips to fulfill his mission to make known the plight of
endangered species of animals in our world. He knew that getting the message out onto TV and
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in libraries would tell the story of these animals as well as being present in his “Stationary Ark”
in Jersey.
Here is a resume of his major expeditions131
Year

Place

1947 / 1948

Mamfe, British
Cameroons (now
Cameroon)

1949

Mamfe and
Bafut, British
Cameroons (now
Cameroon)
British Guiana
(now Guyana)

1950

1953 / 1954

Argentina and
Paraguay

1957

Bafut, British
Cameroons (now
Cameroon)
Patagonia,
Argentina

1958

Primary
purpose
Independent
animal collecting
mission for
British zoos
Independent
animal collecting
mission for
British zoos
Independent
animal collecting
mission for
British zoos

Book

Film

The Overloaded
Ark

—

The Bafut
Beagles

—

Three Singles to
Adventure

—

Partially
sponsored
animal collecting
mission
Animal collecting
mission for his
own to-be zoo
Animal collecting
mission for his
own Jersey Zoo

The Drunken
Forest

—

A Zoo in My
Luggage

To Bafut With
Beagles

The Whispering
Land

Look
(Argentinian
Expedition)

Species in
focus
Angwantibo,
giant otter shrew

Galago, hairy
frog, African
golden cat, flying
mouse
Giant otter,
poison arrow
frogs, Surinam
toad, capybara,
Brazilian
porcupine,
curassow
Burrowing owl,
ovenbird,
anaconda, rhea,
giant anteater
Patas, galago,
grey-necked
rockfowl
South American
fur seal,
Patagonian hare,
vampire bat,
Magellanic
penguin
Kakapo, kākā,
kea, tuatara,
Sumatran
rhinoceros,
Leadbeater's
possum
Colobus, African
leopard, red river
hog, potto

1962

Malaysia, and
Australia and
New Zealand

Shooting of the
BBC Nature
series Two in the
Bush

Two in the Bush

Two in the Bush

1965

Sierra Leone

Section of Catch
Me a Colobus

Catch Me a
Colobus

1968

Mexico

Section of Catch
Me a Colobus

—

Volcano rabbit,
thick-billed parrot

1969

Great Barrier
Reef, Northern
Territory and
Queensland,
Australia

—

—

Great Barrier
Reef species

1976, 1977

Mauritius and
other Mascarene

Animal collecting
mission for
Jersey Zoo to be
made into a TV
series by BBC
Animal collecting
mission for
Jersey Zoo
Conservation
fact-finding
mission, with
possible material
for book never
written
Two back-toback

Golden Bats and
Pink Pigeons

The Mauritius
Conservation

Pink pigeon,
Rodrigues fruit
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Islands

1978

Assam, India
and Bhutan

1982

Mauritius and
other Mascarene
Islands and
Madagascar

1984

Soviet Union

1989

Belize

1990

Madagascar

conservation
missions and
animal collecting
expeditions for
local breeding
and the Jersey
Zoo
Conservation
mission and
filming for an
episode in a
BBC series
Conservation
mission and
animal collecting
expedition for
local breeding
and Jersey Zoo
to be filmed for a
BBC TV series
about the Trust's
role in other
countries
Shooting of the
Channel 4 TV
series Durrell in
Russia
As part of
Programme for
Belize — a
conservation
project which
aimed to
conserve
250,000 acres
2
(1000 km ) of
tropical rain
forest
Conservation
mission and
animal collecting
expedition for
local breeding
and Jersey Zoo

Mission, The
Round Island
Project

bat, Round
Island boa,
Telfair's skink,
Gunther's gecko,
Mauritius kestrel

—

"Animals Are My
Life" episode in
The World About
Us series

Pigmy hog

Ark on the Move

Ark on the Move

Pink pigeon,
Rodrigues fruit
bat, Round
Island boa,
Telfair's skink,
Gunther's gecko,
Mauritius kestrel,
indri,
Madagascan
boa

Durrell in Russia

Durrell in Russia

—

—

Przewalski's
horse, saiga,
cranes, Russian
desman
Belizean rain
forest species

The Aye-Aye
and I

To the Island of
Aye-Aye

Aye aye, indri,
ring-tailed lemur,
Alaotran lemur,
tenrec

Two major initiatives by Gerald Durrell brought the “Stationary Ark” into the media limelight, and
helped raise funds for his work. The interest of the Fauna and Flora Preservation Society to
start and host the World Conference on Breeding Endangered Species in Captivity as an Aid to
their Survival in 1972 at Jersey Zoo, (it is today one of the most prestigious conferences in the
field), and in 1972 to invite Princess Anne to become a patron of the Trust, which she remains
to this day.
Gerald met his second wife Lee in 1977 at Duke University, where she was studying for a PhD
in animal communication and they married in 1979. This was to prove a fecund relationship in
the work of animal conservation and in the highlighting of the crisis facing many species
because of human intervention and habitat loss. She co-authored a number of books with him,
including The Amateur Naturalist, and became the Honorary Director of the Trust after his
death.
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“Following his death, the Jersey Wildlife Preservation Trust was renamed Durrell Wildlife
Conservation Trust at the 40th anniversary of the zoo on 26 March 1999. The Wildlife
Preservation Trust International also changed its name to Wildlife Trust in 2000, and
adopted the logo of the black tamarin.” 132
In the last year Durrell has gone back to being a Zoo, Jersey Zoo.
When I came to writing the ‘Earthday Icon’ I though the work at the Zoo was an apt reflection on
the greater environmental issue facing our planet earth at the moment. But, also its strong work
in conservation. Its history and ethos could be summed up by this quote as stated on their
website:
“Today, the overarching role of our animal collection in Jersey and overseas – our ‘ark’,
as Gerald would have it – is conservation. We manage breeding programmes for release
back to the wild, develop the skills and tools to conserve species in the wild, train others
in animal husbandry and conservation practice, and communicate important messages
to our visitors… We rigorously and regularly assess our animal collection, assigning
each animal in our collection to one of four roles: conservation, research and training,
education, or visitor experience. By 2020, we aim to have 90% of the species at Jersey
Zoo contributing to conservation, training and research, or education.” 133
This diagram134 on the Durrell site shows the four sections of the Jersey Zoo and the number of
species of animals they currently have in each section:

orters. This is where the Durrell Index comes in. This set of indicators, tim
Durrell has what it call a Red Index of Species Survival, looking at what the long term impact of
Durrell’s conservation programmers are achieving on targeted species of animals. The following
diagram135 from their site gives a good idea.
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Why have Durrell kept to the idea of a “stationary ark” a zoo? As part of their stated purpose on
their comprehensive website they write:
“For species that have become highly threatened in their native habitat and their entire
population has become very small, it may be necessary to bring some individuals into
captivity. Of course bringing a number of individuals of a highly threatened species into
captive conditions is a difficult and challenging task. Given that they are rare, there is
often very little known about how to breed the species. Therefore in situations where we
are preparing to propose captive breeding as a conservation response for a particular
species, we often build up knowledge with closely related or 'model' species. The animal
collection here also supports our field programmes in other ways. The skills our animal
staff regularly utilise on a daily basis such as handling, data recording and performing
veterinary procedures are equally useful in the field, and many of our keepers travel to
our overseas projects to assist and advise. In addition many of our staff are also highly
competent field technicians, performing survey work, around the globe.” 136
All this work clearly shows the commitment of Durrell Wildlife Trust to conservation. It is here
therefore that I include a brief resume of each of the animals found at Durrell and found
therefore in the ‘Earthday Icon’ a description of each animal, its distribution within the world, its
favoured habitat and why it is endangered, namely, what are the conservation issues facing
each of these animal species. I have also tried to explain albeit briefly why each animal is a
cause for concern and indicating their status on the I.U.C.N.

International Union for Conservation of Nature

136
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Also mentioned where necessary are the “Agreement on the Conservation of African-Eurasian
Migratory Waterbirds” (AEWA), and “CITES Appendix II classified”.

Sky habitat
Hottentot teal

Kingdom

Phylum

Class Order

Animalia Chordata Aves

Family

Anseriformes Anatidae

Latin name: Spatula hottentota
Distribution &Habitat: It is migratory resident in eastern and southern Africa, from Sudan and
Ethiopia west to Niger and Nigeria and south to South Africa and Namibia. In west Africa and
Madagascar it is sedentary. The Hottentot teal breed year round, depending on rainfall, and stay
in small groups or pairs. They build nests above water in tree stumps and use vegetation. This
species is omnivorous and prefers smaller shallow bodies of water.137
Features: is a dabbling duck.
Conservation concern: Habitat degradation (e.g. wetland conversion by commercial and
subsistence agriculture in South Africa) is the main threat to this species, so the protection of
wetlands and waterside vegetation (also deliberately burnt in South Africa) is necessary to
maintain populations. This species is hunted (e.g. it is hunted for local consumption and trade at
Lake Chilwa, Malawi), and although hunting at current levels does not threaten the species, a
control of hunting practices may be necessary in the future to maintain population sizes at
current levels.138
The Hottentot teal is one of the species to which the Agreement on the Conservation of AfricanEurasian Migratory Waterbirds (AEWA) applies139
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Asian fairy bluebird

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Passeriformes

Family
Irenidae

Latin name: Irena puella
Distribution & Habitat: This fairy-bluebird is found in forests across tropical southern Asia from
the Himalayan foothills, India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka east through Indochina, the Greater
Sundas and Palawan (Philippines). In the Indian part of its range this species is confined to the
evergreen forests of the hills and plains, but elsewhere it is regular in various types of humid
and deciduous forests from lowlands up to about 1,600 m. The species has been reported to be
more frequent in mature rainforests and in rustic cardamom plantations under native shade
trees than in coffee plantations140
Features: is a medium-sized, arboreal passerine bird. The adult Asian fairy bluebird is about 24
to 27 cm. The male has glossy, iridescent blue upperparts, and black underparts and flight
feathers. The female and first year male are entirely dull blue-green141
Conservation Concern: The population is suspected to be in decline owing to ongoing habitat
destruction and fragmentation as well as hunting pressure.142

Red-billed chough

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Passeriformes

Family
Corvidae

Latin name: Pyrrhocorax pyrrhocorax,
Features: This bird has glossy black plumage, a long curved red bill, red legs, and a loud,
ringing call. It has a buoyant acrobatic flight with widely spread primaries. The red-billed chough
pairs for life and displays fidelity to its breeding site, which is usually a cave or crevice in a cliff
face. It builds a wool-lined stick nest and lays three eggs. It feeds, often in flocks, on short
grazed grassland, taking mainly invertebrate prey.143
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Distribution & Habitat: The red-billed chough breeds in Ireland, western Great Britain, the Isle
of Man, southern Europe and the Mediterranean basin, the Alps, and in mountainous country
across Central Asia, India and China, with two separate populations in the Ethiopian Highlands.
It is a non-migratory resident throughout its range.144 Also found here in Jersey.
Conservation concern: The population is estimated to be in decline following noted decreases
in the European population. In Europe, trends between 1980 and 2013 show the population to
be stable. However in the short-term (2000-2012) the European population is estimated to be
decreasing.145

Chestnut-backed thrush

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Passeriformes

Family
Turdidae

Latin name: Geokichla dohertyi
Distribution & Habitat: Endemic to Lombok, Timor and the Lesser Sunda Islands in
Indonesia.146
Features: 16-18 cm. crown all blackish, face more extensively white; underparts different, with
black of breast smudging.
Conservation concern: This species is listed as Near Threatened because there are some
indications that its population is fragmented and undergoing a continuing moderately rapid
decline owing to trapping. Little is currently known about the population size and structure of,
and threats to, this species. Further information may indicate it is more threatened.147

Nicobar pigeon
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Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Columbiformes Columbidae
Latin name: Caloenas nicobarica
Distribution & Habitat: found on small islands and in coastal regions from the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands, India, east through the Malay Archipelago, to the Solomons and Palau. A
Nicobar pigeon was found in the western Kimberley, Australia in May 2017
Features: It is a large pigeon, measuring 40 cm in length. The head is grey, like the upper neck
plumage, which turns into green and copper hackles. The tail is very short and pure white. The
rest of its plumage is metallic green. The cere of the dark bill forms a small blackish knob; the
strong legs and feet are dull red.148
Conservation concern: The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami caused massive damage on the
Nicobar Islands. Trapping for food, the pet trade and perhaps for their gizzard-stones is a
serious threat. The clearance of small islands for plantations and the adjacent areas of lowland
forest which it requires for foraging must have reduced numbers. Predation by rats, cats and
other alien predators at nesting grounds can affect large numbers of birds due to the colonial
nature of the species. 149

Wrinkled hornbill

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Bucerotiformes Bucerotidae
Latin name: Aceros corrugatus
Distribution & Habitat: is found in forest in the Thai-Malay Peninsula, Sumatra and Borneo and
is a forest species.
Features: The wrinkled hornbill is around 70 cm long, and has a very large bill that is fused to
the skull. It has mainly black plumage, a blue eye-ring, and a broadly white tail. Their call is a
harsh "Kak-kak," or a deep "Row-wow" which can be heard for miles.150
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be in decline owing to ongoing habitat
destruction and fragmentation and, locally, hunting for food.151
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Saint Lucia Amazon

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Psittaciformes

Family
Psittacidae

Latin name: Amazona versicolor
Distribution & Habitat : It is endemic to Saint Lucia and is the country's national bird. Its
natural habitat is subtropical or tropical moist montane forest. 152
Features: Colourful parrot with Blue face and forehead. Red area on breast becoming maroon
and mottled on lower breast and belly. Red speculum. Dark blue primaries. Tail tipped yellow.
Only parrot on St Lucia. Noisy and raucous screeching. Also purring, cackling, shrieking and
honking noises.
Conservation concern: The human population of St Lucia is growing at a considerable rate,
increasing pressure on the forest and resulting in habitat loss. Selective logging of mature trees
may significantly reduce breeding sites, and hurricanes, hunting and trade pose further threats.
There have been recent efforts to lift the moratorium on hunting within forest reserves, which
would seriously threaten this species. CITES Appendix I and II. It is protected by domestic
legislation. Education and awareness programmes have turned the bird into a national symbol.
This has successfully eliminated hunting153

Meller's duck

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Anseriformes

Family
Anatidae

Latin name: Anas melleri
Distribution & Habitat: It is endemic to eastern Madagascar.
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Features: 55-68 cm. Large duck, rather dark brown all over, with narrow paler fringes to
feathers on upperparts and wider fringes on underparts. Head is dark, upperwing has green
speculum bordered narrowly by white, underwing conspicuously whitish. Pale grey, rather long
bill, with varying dark patches at base. Orange legs and feet. Overall dark appearance, large
size, long bill, and whitish underwings.154
Conservation concern: Randriamahefasoa (2001) states that there are very high hunting
levels on Lake Alaotra, an important site. Hunting is intensive and possibly similar to that at
Lake Alaotra over much of its range, and the species is very intolerant of human disturbance, so
the establishment of agriculture will cause birds to leave a site. In light of this report, rapid
declines are suspected to be occurring over much of its range. 155

White-winged duck

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Anseriformes

Family
Anatidae

Latin name: Asarcornis scutulata
Distribution & Habitat: Bangladesh; Cambodia; India; Indonesia; Lao People's Democratic
Republic; Myanmar; Thailand; Viet Nam. The white-winged duck occurs in dense tropical
evergreen forests, near rivers and swamps.
Features: 66-81 cm. Large, dark, forest duck with contrasting whitish head and upper neck.
Males have mostly dull yellowish bill, blackish mottling on head and upper neck, white lesser
and median coverts and inner edges of tertials and bluish-grey secondaries. In flight, white
wing-coverts contrast with the rest of the wings. Females are smaller and usually have more
densely mottled head and upper neck. Flight call is series of vibrant honks, often ending with
nasal whistle, single, short, harsh honks. Very secretive, and often feeds only at night.
Conservation concern: This species’ population is suspected to have decreased very rapidly
owing to the widespread loss, degradation and disturbance of lowland river habitats. Resultant
small and fragmented populations are susceptible to hunting and opportunistic collection of
eggs and chicks. 156

Sumatran laughingthrush
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Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Leiotrichidae
Latin name: Garrulax bicolor
Distribution& Habitat: It is endemic to highland forest on the Indonesian island of Sumatra.157
Features: 30 cm. Brownish-black with unmistakeable white head with slightly erectile crest
extending to the breast, distinctive triangular black forehead, drooping eye-stripe. Body colour is
bicolour.
Conservation concern: The species has suffered a very rapid, ongoing population decline due
to trapping for trade compounded by habitat loss. Local extinctions have been observed across
much of the range within the past 10-15 years concurrent with price increases and reduced
availability in the market.158

Northern bald ibis

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Pelecaniformes Threskiornithidae
Latin name: Geronticus eremita
Distribution & Habitat: Algeria; Eritrea; Jordan; Morocco; Saudi Arabia; Syrian Arab Republic;
Yemen Found in barren, semi-desert or rocky habitats, often close to running water. It breeds
colonially on coastal or mountain cliff ledges.159
Features: 70-80 cm. Large ibis. Black overall, with iridescent tints of blue, green and copper in
sunlight. Red, naked face and crown. Long, narrow feathers project from nuchal area to form
ruff.
Conservation concern : This species has undergone a long-term decline and now has an
extremely small population, with over 95% of truly wild birds concentrated in one subpopulation
in Morocco. Numbers are currently increasing owing to management actions and consequent
improved breeding success. However, this gradual improvement in its status in Morocco has not
yet led to an increase in the number of colonies. In Syria its population has declined
dramatically in the past 30 years and is probably now extinct as a breeding population.160

Bali myna
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Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Sturnidae
Latin name: Leucopsar rothschildi
Distribution & Habitat: Indonesia - Bali
Features: 25 cm. Medium-large, stocky starling. Almost wholly white with long, drooping crest,
black wing-tips and tail tip. Blue bare skin around eye and legs, yellow bill. Variety of sharp
chattering calls and an emphatic twat.
Conservation concern: This stunning starling qualifies as Critically Endangered because it has
an extremely small range and a tiny population which is still suffering from illegal poaching for
the cagebird trade. Releases of captive-bred birds have boosted the population, but it is
uncertain how many of these have yet bred successfully in the wild. 161

Javan green magpie

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Passeriformes

Family
Corvidae

Latin name: Cissa thalassina
Distribution & Habitat: Native of montane forests on the Indonesian island of Java.
Features: 31-33 cm. Distinctive and striking green magpie, with black mask, red bill and
chestnut remiges and wing coverts. Iris dark brown
Conservation concern: This recently-split species qualifies as Critically Endangered because
it is thought to have an extremely small and fragmented population, which is suspected to be in
rapid to very rapid decline owing to on-going trapping pressure and the continued loss and
degradation of suitable habitat. Research and informed conservation actions are now urgently
needed to increase the chances of this species' survival.162
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Mountain Habitat
The black bulbul

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Pycnonotidae
Latin name: Hypsipetes leucocephalus,
Distribution & Habitat: It is found in southern Asia from India east to southern China. This
bulbul is found in broad-leaved forests, cultivation and gardens mainly in hilly areas, but
Himalayan populations are known to sometimes descend into the adjoining plains in winter.
Features: The legs and bill are always rich orange-red. They can be quite noisy, making
various loud cheeping, mewing and grating calls. The Himalayan form has been reported to
make a call resembling a goat kid, throwing back its neck when calling.163
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be stable in the absence of evidence
for any declines or substantial threats164.

Silver-throated tanager

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Thraupidae
Latin name: Tangara icterocephala
Distribution &Habitat : This brightly coloured tanager is a resident from Costa Rica, through
Panama and western Colombia, to western Ecuador. In Costa Rica it is a common bird from
600 to 1,700 m altitude in the lower and middle levels of wet mountain forests and adjacent
semi-open areas like clearings with shade trees, second growth and woodland edges. In the
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heavy rains of the wet season, it will descend to sea level. In the South American part of its
range it mainly occurs between 500 and 1,300 m.165
Features: 13 cm; Sleek, mostly bright yellow tanager with black moustachial stripe and silvery
greenish-white throat, it has a crown and upper nape to below eye.
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be in decline owing to ongoing habitat
destruction166

Pekin robin

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Leiotrichidae
Latin name: Leiothrix lutea
Distribution & Habitat: native to southern China and the Himalayas. It has also been
introduced in various parts of the world, with small populations of escapees having existed in
Japan since the 1980s. This species is a bird of the hill forests, found in every type of jungle
though it prefers pine forests with bushes. It has also been found at elevations ranging from
near sea level to about 7,500 feet.
Features: Adults have bright red bills and a dull yellow ring around their eyes. Their backs are
dull olive green, and they have a bright yellow-orange throat with a yellow chin; females are
somewhat duller than males, and juveniles have black bills.167
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be in decline owing to ongoing habitat
destruction and capture for the cagebird trade.168

Rufus-bellied niltava

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Muscicapidae
Latin name : Niltava sundara
165
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Distribution & Habitat: It is found in Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, India, Laos, Myanmar, Nepal,
Pakistan, and Thailand. Its natural habitats are subtropical or tropical moist lowland forests and
subtropical or tropical moist montane forests.169
Features: 15–18 cm; Large, stocky and brightly coloured flycatcher with rounded head shape,
fairly short tail and broad-based bill.
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be stable in the absence of evidence
for any declines or substantial threats.170

Omel shan locichia

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Leiotrichidae
Latin name: Liocichla omeiensis
Distribution & Habitat: It is endemic to mountain ranges in Southern Sichuan, China. The
species feeds in the undergrowth of semi-tropical rainforest. It is an altitudinal migrant, spending
the summer months above 1000 m and moving below 600m in the winter.
Features: It is an olive-grey coloured bird with red wing patches. The plumage on the face is
grey with a slight red ring on each side of the face.171
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be declining at a moderate rate, in line
with rates of habitat loss and degradation within the species’ range.172

Red tailed laughing thrush

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Leiotrichidae
Latin name: Trochalopteron milnei
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Distribution & Habitat: It is found in China, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam Asia in
cool moist mountain forests. 173
Features: Medium-sized dull ochrous-grey laughingthrush with bright rufous-chestnut crown,
blackish face, whitish ear-coverts and crimson wings and tail. 26–28 cm.
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be in decline owing to ongoing habitat
destruction and fragmentation.174 Popular as a cage bird.

Mountain chicken

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order Family
Animalia Chordata Amphibia Anura Leptodactylidae
Latin name: Leptodactylus fallax,
Distribution &Habitat: is native to the Caribbean islands of Dominica and Montserrat.
Features: The mountain chicken is one of the largest frogs in the world, with adult females
growing up to 22 cm long. It is highly variable in colour, with the upperparts varying from a
uniform chestnut-brown to being barred or even spotted. The colour becomes more orangeyellow on the sides of the body, and pale yellow on the underparts. A black line runs from the
snout to the angle of the mouth, and the upper-legs often have broad banding. The mountain
chicken also has a distinctive, dark-outlined fold from the back of the head to the groin and large
conspicuous eyes with dark pupils and a golden iris. The body is robust, with a large head and
well-muscled legs. 175
Conservation concern: The Mountain Chicken continues to be listed as Critically Endangered
because of the major population decline that occurred on Montserrat in the last ten years (20072017), which is certainly over the 80% threshold required for this category. Furthermore, the
number of mature individuals in each subpopulation is less than 50 and continuing decline in the
number of mature individuals is inferred from ongoing threats.176

Ringed-tailed coati
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Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Carnivora Procyonidae
Latin name: Nasua nasua,
Distribution & Habitat: The South American coati is widespread in tropical and subtropical
South America. Most of its distribution is in the lowlands east of the Andes locally, it occurs as
high as 2,500 m, from Colombia and The Guianas south to Uruguay and northern Argentina.
Features: Weight in this species is 2–7.2 kg and total length is 85–113 cm, half of that being its
tail. Its colour is highly variable and the rings on the tail may be quite weak177
Conservation concern: Habitat loss through deforestation and hunting for their meat by local
people are potential threats to the species. This species is protected under CITES Appendix III.
It occurs in numerous protected areas.178

Spectacled bear

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Mammalia

Order
Carnivora

Family
Ursidae

Latin name: Tremarctos ornatus
Distribution &Habitat: Despite some rare spilling-over into eastern Panama, spectacled bears
are mostly restricted to certain areas of northern and western South America. They can range in
western Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, western Bolivia, and northwestern Argentina
The species is found almost entirely in the Andes Mountains. The best habitats for spectacled
bears are humid to very humid montane forests. .179
Features: the spectacled bear is named for the white facial markings that encircle the eyes. The
dense coat is brown or black in colour, sometimes with a reddish tinge, and the white or cream
facial markings extend onto the neck.
Conservation concern: Some bears are killed for cultural and medical purposes. The extent of
commercial trade is unknown but likely limited. Expansion of the agriculture, inadequate
agricultural practices and land reforms, have been the main drivers of the loss of natural
ecosystems. Mining and oil exploitation are becoming an increasing menace not only to bears,
but to local communities due to land expropriation, loss of habitat connectivity, and
contamination of water and soil 2009. Conversion of land to coca crops and the drug trade,
together with guerrilla groups in some parts of the Andes, favours a lawless land-use system
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that also impacts the quality of Andean Bear habitats and the bear's probability of long-term
survival180

Livingstone's fruit bat

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Chiroptera Pteropodidae
Latin name: Pteropus livingstonii
Distribution & Habitat: found only in the Anjouan and Mohéli islands in the Union of the
Comoros in the western Indian Ocean. Its preferred habitat is mountain forest above 200 m on
Mohéli and above 500 m on Anjouan.
Features: Livingstone's fruit bats are mostly black in colour, with a scattering of golden or tawny
hairs over the rump, belly, and flanks, with some also having a narrow band of golden fur down
the back, or golden patches on the shoulders. The wings are black and hairless, as are the legs,
nose, and large, rounded ears.181
Conservation concern: Listed as Critically Endangered because of a serious population
decline suspected from catastrophic habitat decline caused by cutting of trees for fuel wood and
construction, and by conversion of all but the steepest upland areas to agricultural use;
extensive declines in area of occupancy, extent of occurrence and quality of habitat.182

Western lowland gorilla

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Hominidae
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Latin name: gorilla gorilla
Distribution & Habitat: It lives in montane, primary and secondary forests and lowland swamps
in central Africa in Angola, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Republic of the Congo,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea and Gabon.
Features: The western lowland gorilla is the smallest subspecies of gorilla but nevertheless still
a primate of exceptional size and strength. It possesses no tail and has jet black skin along with
coarse black hair that covers its entire body except for the face, ears, hands, and feet. The hair
on the back and rump of males takes on a grey coloration and is also lost as they get
progressively older. This coloration is the reason why older males are known as "silverbacks".
Their hands are proportionately large with nails on all digits, similar to that of a human's, and
very large thumbs. They have short muzzles, a prominent brow ridge, large nostrils, and small
eyes and ears.183
Conservation concern: The size of the population is currently being evaluated, but thought to
be in the order of a few hundred thousand. The country of Gabon lost over half its Gorilla
population between 1983 and 2000. More recent population declines have been estimated
using a predictive model that incorporated survey data collected between 2003 and 2013 across
the entire range of Western Lowland Gorillas. The results reveal an 18.75% decline between
2005 and 2013. These population decreases were driven by poaching and disease
outbreaks.184

Forest Habitat
Hooded pitta

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Passeriformes

Family
Pittidae

Latin name: Pitta sordida
Distribution & Habitat: It is common in eastern and south-eastern Asia and maritime
Southeast Asia, It lives in several types of forests as well as on plantations and other cultivated
areas. 185
Features: It is a green bird with a black head and chestnut crown.
Conservation concern: The population has declined rapidly owing to habitat destruction and
collecting for the cagebird trade.186

Emerald dove
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Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Columbiformes Columbidae
Latin name: Chalcophaps indica
Distribution & Habitat: It is a widespread resident breeding bird in the tropical and sub-tropical
parts of the Indian Subcontinent and east through Myanmar, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Taiwan, the Sakishima Islands of Japan and Indonesia.
Features: Grey-capped emerald dove. Emerald doves usually occur singly, pairs or in small
groups. They are quite terrestrial, often searching for fallen fruit on the ground and spending
little time in trees except when roosting. They are particularly good weavers when flying through
forests. When flying they expose a buff underwing and a chestnut colour of their flight
feathers.187
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be in decline owing to predation by
feral cats and rats.188

Madagascar crested ibis

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Pelecaniformes Threskiornithidae
Latin name: Lophotibis cristata,
Distribution & Habitat: The Madagascan ibis is endemic to the woodlands and forests of
Madagascar at altitudes of up to 2,000 m. It is found in both primary and secondary forest,
including humid forest in the northeast of the island and dry forests in the west and south
Features: a medium-sized 50 cm long, brown-plumaged ibis. It has bare red orbital skin, yellow
bill, red legs, white wings and its head is partially bare with a dense crest of green or gloss blue
and white plumes on the nape. It is among the largest birds in the Madagascan forest. The head
is black and the upper parts are rufous brown. The chin, neck and throat and underparts are
dark brown and the wing largely white. Part of the face is naked and red, including round the
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eye and the crown and back of the neck bear a crest of long feathers which are black with a
metallic sheen.189
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be declining, and is projected to decline
at a steeper rate in the future owing to intense hunting pressure and habitat destruction.190

Palawan peacock-pheasant

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Galliformes Phasianidae
Latin name: Polyplectron napoleonis
Distribution &Habitat: Endemic to the Philippines, the Palawan peacock-pheasant is found in
the humid forests of Palawan Island in the southern part of the Philippine archipelago. The
Palawan peacock-pheasant is featured in the culture of the indigenous peoples of Palawan.
Features: is a medium-sized 50 cm long bird. The adult male has an erectile crest and highly
iridescent electric blue-violet, metallic green-turquoise dorsal plumage. It breast and ventral
regions are dark black. The retrices are wide, flat, and rigid. Their terminal edges are squared.
Each tail plume and upper-tail covert is marked with highly iridescent, light reflective, ocelli. The
female is slightly smaller than the male. Its plumage is cloudy silt in colouration.191
Conservation concern: Logging and clearance of lowland forest has been extensive on
Palawan and continues, with many areas falling within mining designations. Hunting pressure is
also severe in places. As a result the species is suspected to be declining rapidly.192

Mindanao bleeding-heart dove

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Columbiformes Columbidae
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Latin name: Gallicolumba crinigera,
Distribution & Habitat: It is endemic to the Philippines. It naturally occurs in both primary and
secondary tropical lowland rainforests up to an elevation of 750 m.
Features: The Mindanao bleeding-heart is about 29 cm in length and weighs 184–204 g. The
forehead, crown, nape and mantle are metallic green, slightly duller on the forehead and sides
of the head. The back to rump is a chocolate brown with fringes of green. The upper and central
tail coverts are purplish-brown, the chin and throat are white. Most striking is a blood red patch
on the breast, hence the common name. The lower breast to the under tail is a rusty orange that
is its darkest on the breast and flanks and palest on the belly. The under wing is chestnut brown
and blackish on the edges.193
Conservation concern: A rapid and on-going population decline is suspected on the basis of
rates of habitat loss.194

Panther chameleon

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Squamata Chamaeleonidae
Latin name: Furcifer pardalis
Distribution &Habitat: found in the eastern and northern parts of Madagascar in a tropical
forest home.
Features: A panther chameleon with mostly green and red colours and the characteristic white
stripe along the body axis. Male panther chameleons can grow up to 51 cm in length, with a
typical length of around 43 cm. Females are smaller, at about half the size. In a form of sexual
dimorphism, males are more vibrantly coloured than the females.195
Conservation concern: Although this is the most sought-after Malagasy chameleon in the
international pet trade, current levels of exploitation are not thought to represent a threat.196

Mauritius day gecko
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Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Repetilla

Order
Squamta

Family
Gekonidae

Latin name: Phelsuma guimbeaui rosagularis
Distribution & Habitat: It lives in the upland forest of Mauritius and typically inhabits large
trees. The Mauritius upland forest day gecko feeds on insects and nectar. Males can reach a
total length of about 15.5 cm. Females are only 9–13 cm. The Mauritius upland forest day gecko
prefers large endemic forest trees, basks high on tree trunks.197
Features: The Mauritius upland forest day gecko has a short, compact body form. The neck
region may have a diffuse blue area. There are irregular shaped pale orange-red bars and spots
on the back and tail. The rear portion of the tail often is turquoise or blue. The ventral side is
light grey. The chin is pink or rust-coloured.
Conservation concern: CITES Appendix II classified198

Madagascar giant day gecko

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Squamata Gekkonidae
Latin name: Phelsuma madagascariensis
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Distribution &Habitat: Madagascar. It is among the most widespread day geckos and is found
in a wide range of habitats.
Features: With a length of up to 30.5 cm, it is also the largest day gecko in Madagascar.199
Conservation concern: Over-collecting for the pet trade can be a localized threat for some
populations in the lowlands. The highland subpopulations are threatened by removal of the
large trees they rely on.200

Emerald tree boa

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Boidae

Latin name: Corallus caninus,
Distribution & Habitat: Found in South America in the northern region of Colombia, Brazil, and
from Venezuela to Suriname and the Guianas within the so-called Guiana Shield. It is found in
the rainforests. The type locality given is "Americae.” The 'Basin' species', as the name
suggests, is only found along the basin of the Amazon River, in southern Suriname, southern
Guiana, southern Venezuela to Colombia, Peru and Brazil and in the surrounding jungles of the
Amazon River. 201
Features : a beautiful non-venomous tree-dwelling boa. The juvenile snakes have some varying
colour but are usually red-brown, orange or yellow, only gaining the characteristic and beautiful
emerald green adult coloration.
Conservation concern: This species is commonly traded and would benefit from population
monitoring. 202

Strawberry poison dart frog
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Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order Family
Animalia Chordata Amphibia Anura Dendrobatidae
Latin name: Oophaga pumilio
Distribution &Habitat: found in Central America. It is common throughout its range, which
extends from eastern central Nicaragua through Costa Rica and northwestern Panama. The
species is often found in humid lowlands and premontane forest, but large populations are also
found in disturbed areas such as plantations. 203
Features: Frog with bilateral symmetry. They are small frogs measuring 17 to 24 mm in length
at adulthood. They feature four, un-webbed digits on each hand and foot, and the body is
overall quite compact. These frogs have fairly large, dark eyes set on the sides of the head. The
skin of a poison dart frog is very moist which gives them a somewhat glossy appearance in
bright light. They are typically bright red with blue legs although they vary greatly in coloration.
Conservation concern: Habitat loss from urbanization, agriculture and logging and overcollection for the pet trade are the principal threats to this species. It is believed that the species
is currently being unsustainably collected, and because of the apparently low fecundity of this
species, the possibility exists that over-harvesting might lead to localized population declines.
sl

204

Amazon poison frog

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order Family
Animalia Chordata Amphibia Anura Dendrobatidae
Latin name: Ranitomeya amazonica
Distribution &Habitat: Known distribution consists of widely separated populations, one in
north-western Amazonian Peru (Loreto Region) and extreme south-eastern Colombia
(Amazonas Department), and expected in the adjacent Brazil; extreme southern Guyana;
eastern French Guiana; the mouth of the Amazon in Brazil. Whether the large gaps are real or
result from insufficient sampling is unknown. Its habitat is in the Amazon jungle.
Features: 16–19 mm long with smooth, black skin. The torso is laterally striped orange or red
while the legs and arms feature a mesh of blue, grey or green on black.205
Conservation concern: While this species might be threatened by trade, it is currently not
possible to determine whether or not individuals being traded are captive-bred or wild-caught
This species is threatened by the habitat loss occurring through agricultural activities in the
south of the protected area in which it is found. 206

Brazillian poison frog
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Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order Family
Animalia Chordata Amphibia Anura Dendrobatidae
Latin name: Ranitomeya vanzolinii,
Distribution &Habitat: It is found in the Amazonian rainforests of Brazil and Peru, and possibly
Bolivia. The species' natural habitats are pre-montane cloud forests and lowland rainforests.
Adults are primarily arboreal, mostly found up to 2 m above ground, occasionally higher.207
Features: a small frog with adults measuring from 16.7-19 mm. females had a mean size of
18.6 mm. The body has pale yellow rounded to elongated spots on a black background. Limbs
show fine blue reticulation over a black background, sometimes extending onto the digits. In
most specimens a few pairs of dorsal spots are connected by pale lines, but spotting is the
predominant pattern.
Conservation concern: There are threats from the illegal pet trade to this species.208

Mission golden-eyed tree frog

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Amphibia

Order
Anura

Family
Hylidae

Latin name: Trachycephalus resinifictrix
Distribution & Habitat: native to the Amazon Rainforest in South America.
Features: It is sometimes referred to as the blue milk frog. The "milk" in the common name
comes from the milky fluid these frogs excrete. These frogs are fairly large, reaching sizes of 6.4
to 10.2 cm in length. Adult frogs are light grey in colour with brown or black banding.209
Conservation concern: Local populations are no doubt impacted by forest conversion, clear
cutting, selective logging, and human settlement.210
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Vietnamese mossy frog

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order Family
Animalia Chordata Amphibia Anura Rhacophoridae
Latin name: Theloderma corticale
Distribution & Habitat: It is found in northern Vietnam and possibly in China and adjacent
Laos. Its natural habitats are primary evergreen rainforests. It is a semi-aquatic that is found in
caves and steep rocky cliffs. Breeding takes place in rock cavities or tree holes.
Features: The common name "mossy frog" arises from the fact that its skin is a mottled green
and brown that resembles moss growing on rock, and forms an effective form of camouflage.211
Conservation concern: Habitat loss and degradation due to the effects of rapidly expanding
agriculture is an ongoing threat to biodiversity throughout Southeast Asia. Recent satellite
imagery reveals areas of land cleared for agriculture throughout much of this species' range.
They are also threatened by collection from the wild to meet the demand for the international pet
trade.212

Spiny turtle

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Testudines Geoemydidae
Latin name: Heosemys spinosa
Distribution & Habitat: The spiny turtle is known from Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar,
the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand. Inhabits lowland and hill rainforest, usually in the
vicinity of small streams and mainly in hill areas up to 900 m above sea level.
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Features: The origin of its common and specific name is immediately apparent from the sharp,
pointed, spiky-edged carapace, and spiny keel, of this unique turtle, also known as the ‘cogwheel turtle'. 213
Conservation concern: Detailed monitoring of trade and status is urgently required; known
trade volumes of the species have declined by about 50% in Indonesia recently despite high
demand in the food trade. It is restricted to small and isolated populations over much of its
range, although there is a lack of data for some areas.214

Pied tamarin

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Callitrichidae
Latin name: Saguinus bicolor
Distribution & Habitat: found in a restricted area in the Brazilian Amazon Rainforest. There
appears to be interspecific competition between the pied tamarin and the red-handed tamarin
with the red-handed tamarin gradually displacing the pied tamarin from areas of its historical
distribution. 215
Features : These small monkeys have a body length that ranges between 20-28 cm, a tail that
measures between 33 and 42 cm and an average weight of 430 g. They can live up to 19 years.
Both sexes have a similar appearance. The pied tamarin possesses well-developed eyes, ears
and nose. While males and females may look the same, there's a major difference in vision
between the sexes. They both have evolved a primitive level of colour vision, but females may
enjoy a more efficient trichromatic vision whereas their counterparts are limited to the
dichromatic condition.
Conservation concern: The main threat is habitat loss through urban growth and agriculture
and cattle ranching in the vicinity of the capital of the state of Amazonas, They are probably not
hunted, but there may be some use as pets.216

Emperor tamarin
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Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Callitrichidae
Latin name: Saguinus imperator,
Distribution & Habitat: It lives in the southwest Amazon Basin, in east Peru, north Bolivia and
in the west Brazilian states of Acre and Amazonas. Emperor tamarins occur mostly in
Amazonian lowland and lower mountain rain forests are considered tropical and moist with an
abundance of vegetation.
Features: The fur of the emperor tamarin is predominantly grey coloured, with yellowish
speckles on its chest. The hands and feet are black and the tail is brown. Outstanding is its
long, white moustache, which extends to both sides beyond the shoulders. The animal reaches
a length of 23–26 cm, plus a 35–41.5 cm long tail, it weighs approximately 500 g. There are
claws on each of the animal’s toes and fingers, aside from the great toe which has a nail. 217
Conservation concern: Much of the range of Saguinus imperator, previously remote is
increasingly subject to progressive deforestation largely as a result of colonization along
highways, associated with logging and cattle ranching. The species is probably not hunted, but
they may be subject to some trade as pets.218

Black lion tamarin

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Callitrichidae
Latin name: Leontopithecus chrysopygus,
Distribution & Habitat: endemic to the Brazilian state of São Paulo, almost exclusively at the
Morro do Diabo State Park, living in the secondary and primary forests along the circumference
of its home range.
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Features: On average, the black lion tamarin weighs 590–640 g. They are usually found in
groups of 4 to 9. The diet of the black lion tamarin is seasonal and varies with the habitats it
moves through. When the tamarin is in the dryland forest, it usually eats a variety of fruits,
whereas in a swampy environment it predominantly feeds on the gum of various trees. In
addition to seasonal variation, the black lion tamarin exhibits daily and monthly cycles of food
preferences.219
Conservation concern: This species is now highly fragmented occurring in 11 populations,
only one of which is ostensibly viable – the Morro do Diabo State Park. The key threat for this
species is the isolation and small size of the existing populations. Therefore, inbreeding
occurs.220

White-handed gibbon

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Hylobatidae
Latin name: Hylobates lar.
Distribution & Habitat: They are found in Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar and Thailand.
Their range historically extended from southwest China to Thailand and Burma south to the
whole Malay Peninsula in primary and secondary tropical rain forests. It is also present in the
northwest portion of the island of Sumatra. Lar gibbons have the greatest north-south range of
any of the gibbon species. Found in l dipterocarp forest, hill dipterocarp forest, including primary
lowland and submontane rainforest, mixed deciduous bamboo forest, and seasonal evergreen
forest. They are not usually found higher than 1200 m above sea level.
Features: The fur colouring of the lar gibbon varies from black and dark-brown to light-brown,
sandy colours. The hands and feet are white-coloured, likewise a ring of white hair surrounds
the black face.221
Conservation concern: The major threat to this species is hunting (having replaced even
forest clearance as the top threat); they are hunted both for subsistence food use and for the pet
trade. Construction of roads through protected areas pose a threat since it promotes forest
clearance and strip development, possibly increases fragmentation, and increases access by
hunters into protected areas. Ongoing localized forest loss due to shifting agriculture and
commercial plantations of palm oil poses a threat.222
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Aye-aye

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Daubentoniidae
Latin name: Daubentonia madagascariensis
Distribution & Habitat: The aye-aye lives primarily on the east coast of Madagascar. Its natural
habitat is rainforest or deciduous forest, but many live in cultivated areas due to deforestation.
Rainforest aye-ayes, the most common, dwell in canopy areas, and are usually sighted above
700 m altitude.
Features: It is the world's largest nocturnal primate, characterized by its unusual method of
finding food; that combines rodent-like teeth that perpetually grow and a special thin middle
finger. It taps on trees to find grubs, and then gnaws holes in the wood using its forward slanting
incisors to create a small hole in which it inserts its narrow middle finger to pull the grubs out.223
Conservation concern: These animals are killed in some areas as a harbinger of evil/symbol of
bad luck and as a crop-pest (e.g., coconuts), as well as hunted for food in certain parts of
Makira. Habitat destruction also threatens them throughout their range, with trees being cut
preferentially for the construction of boats, houses, and coffins.224

Malagasy giant rat

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Rodentia Nesomyidae
Latin name: Hypogeomys antimena,
Distribution & Habitat: found only in the Menabe region of Madagascar. It is an endangered
species due to habitat loss, slow reproduction, and limited range (20 square km north of
Morondava, between the rivers Tomitsy and Tsiribihina)
Features: Malagasy giant rats have an appearance somewhat similar to rabbits, though
maintaining many rat-like features especially in the face. Males and females both grow to
roughly rabbit-size, around 1.2 kg and 33 cm, though with an additional 20–25 cm of dark tail.
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Completely nocturnal, the giant rats live in burrows up to 5 m across with as many as 6
entrances. 225
Conservation concern: The historical decline of this species has been partly through climatic
change leading to increased aridification of south-western Madagascar, and also the extensive
modification of suitable habitat by humans since their arrival on the island. Current areas of
habitat are threatened by slash and burn agriculture, charcoal production, burning for cattle
pasture and logging. There is a road that now cuts through the middle of the species' range, and
has divided the range. Throughout its range, increasing visits by hunters and their dogs have
targeted this species. Also, this species has declined with the introduction of feral dogs and
cats, by predation and also potentially transmission of lethal toxoplasmosis. 226

Golden lion tamarin

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Callitrichidae
Latin name: Leontopithecus rosalia,
Distribution & Habitat: Native to the Atlantic coastal forests of Brazil.
Features: The golden lion tamarin gets its name from its bright reddish orange pelage and the
extra long hairs around the face and ears which give it a distinctive mane. Its face is dark and
hairless. The golden lion tamarin has are claw-like nails. It is typically around 261 mm and
weighs around 620 g. There is almost no size difference between males and females. 227
Conservation concern: In the past, major threats included forest loss and fragmentation along
with a capture for pets and trade. Today, the main factor is reduced numbers and limited
possibilities for growth in the few fragmented and degraded forests that remain in their restricted
range. The average size of the forest patches is 35 ha: smaller than the home range of a single
lion tamarin group. Deforestation in the state of Rio de Janeiro began in the 16th Century, with
successive cycles of development supporting sugar cane plantations, coffee plantations, and in
the last century particularly cattle breeding, besides persistent logging, charcoal production, and
clearing for urbanization. Fires, set by cattle farmers adjacent to the remaining forest patches in
the region, are a constant threat. 228

Rodrigues fruit bat
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Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Chiroptera Pteropodidae
Latin name: Pteropus rodricensis
Distribution & Habitat: It is endemic to Rodrigues, an island in the Indian Ocean belonging to
Mauritius. Its natural habitat is tropical lowland forests.
Features: It can reach 350 g in weight and has a wingspan of 90 cm. 229
Conservation concern: Deforestation has been a serious threat to the species, especially
where mature fruit trees and important roost trees were felled. Because of the deforestation of
this forest buffer, any remaining patches of forest (and their roosting bats), were more
susceptible to tropical cyclones. These cyclones can cause significant fluctuations in bat
population size and, along with shortage of food and dehydration, and they are now the major
current threat to the species. Deforestation is no longer occurring since at least 2010.230

Sumatran orang-utan

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Hominidae
Latin name: Pongo abelii.
Distribution & Habitat: Found only on the island of Sumatra in Indonesia.
Features: Male Sumatran orangutans grow to about 1.4 m tall and 90 kg. Females are smaller,
averaging 90 cm and 45 kg. Sumatran orangutans are thinner and have longer faces; their hair
is longer with a paler red colour.231
Conservation concern: The Sumatran Orangutan's survival is seriously threatened by habitat
loss and fragmentation. Forests continue to be cleared for oil-palm plantations that can each
229
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cover hundreds of square kilometres. On a smaller scale, logging for timber (both legal and
illegal) remains a threat, as does the Creation of new roads, which fragment populations and
gives access to illegal settlements and further encroachment for agriculture and plantations
(also frequently illegal), and to wildlife poachers. This leads to malnutrition and starvation due to
competition and limited resources. Sumatran Orangutans are frequently killed deliberately,
completely illegally, and surviving infants end up in an illegal pet trade. Sumatran Orangutans
are also regularly killed in human-wildlife conflict situations, for example, if raiding fruit crops on
farmland at the forest edge.232

Black-and-white ruffed lemur

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Lemuridae
Latin name: Varecia variegata
Distribution & Habitat: endemic to the island of Madagascar. The species inhabits the eastern
rainforests of Madagascar. It occurs at low to moderate altitudes, in primary forests with tall and
mature trees, and by preference deep inside contiguous blocks of vegetation.
Features: they range in length from 100 to 120 cm and weighing between 3.1 and 4.1 kg. They
are also diurnal, active exclusively in daylight hours. Quadrupedal locomotion is preferred in
the trees and on the ground, and suspensory behaviour is seen during feeding. In captivity,
they can live up to 36 years.233
Conservation concern: The principal threat to its survival is habitat loss due to slash-and-burn
agriculture, logging and mining. It is one of the first lemurs to disappear where humans
encroach upon rain forest habitats.234

Celebes crested macaque
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Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Cercopithecidae
Latin name: Macaca nigra,
Distribution & Habitat: lives in the Tangkoko reserve, northeast of the Indonesian island of
Sulawesi and neighbouring islands. The Celebes crested macaque is a rain forest dweller.
Features: Its skin and hairless face is, with the exception of some white hair in the shoulder
range, entirely jet black. Unusual for a primate, it has striking reddish-brown eyes. The long
muzzle with high cheeks and the long hair tuft, or crest, at the top of the head are remarkable
features. Its life expectancy is estimated at approximately 20 years in the wild.235
Conservation concern: There is extensive habitat loss within its range. Hunting for bush meat
is a major threat, so although the habitat appears to be intact in many places much of it is
currently unoccupied. Some animals are also caught for the live animal trade. Extensive illegal
"small scale" open area mining for gold, using mercury, within the parks is a regional threat.
Shifting cultivation by local communities is an increasing threat. This is probably the most
threatened primate species on Sulawesi.236

Land Habitat
White-crowned robin-chat

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Muscicapidae
Latin name: Cossypha albicapilla
235
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Distribution & Habitat: It is found in Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Central African Republic,
Ivory Coast, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, South Sudan, and Togo. Its natural habitats are dry savannah and subtropical or
tropical moist shrubland. 237
Features: Oranged bellied and white crowned.
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be stable in the absence of evidence
for any declines or substantial threats. The global population size has not been quantified, but
the species is described as locally common.238

Red Fody

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Ploceidae
Latin name: Foudia madagascariensis,
Distribution & Habitat: is a small bird native to Madagascar and introduced to various other
islands in the Indian Ocean It is a common bird found in forest clearings, grasslands and
cultivated areas.
Features: The red fody is about 13 cm in length and weighs 14–19 g. The male of the species
is bright red with black markings around each eye. Its wings and tail are olive-brown. It’s under
parts are also red. The female fody's upper parts are olive-brown and it’s under parts are
greyish brown.239
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be stable in the absence of evidence
for any declines or substantial threats. The global population size has not been quantified, but
the species is described as very common.240

Martinique Anole

Kingdom
Animalia
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Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Sauria,

Family
Dactyloidae
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Latin name: Anolis roquet,
Distribution & Habitat: It is endemic to the island of Martinique, located in the Caribbean
Lesser Antilles. It was originally present in most habitat-types below 700 m; from semi-arid
woodland, forest edge and tree plantations, to rainforest; however it has been suggested that
dry forests and mangroves are the most important habitats.241
Features: It varies in body size, shape and coloration. Its dorsal surface ranges from green to
gray-green, brown, or gray brown, with some populations also having areas of blue-green
colour. Its ventral and dewlap colours also vary. Its markings include dark marbling, spots, and
chevrons; and light markings including flank stripes. It is unusual among anoles in having a
voice; it can make a squeaking noise when it is caught.
Conservation concern: We have no conservation status for this taxon.242

Orange-tailed skink

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Scincidae

Latin name: Gongylomorphus fontenayi
Distribution & Habitat: Found on Flat Island, Mauritius. Discovered during a vegetation survey
on Flat Island where it is thought to be endemic243
Features: The beautiful orange-tailed skink is an undescribed form of the Macchabé skink and
is still waiting formal recognition as a distinct species or subspecies.244
Conservation concern: Other introduced predators such as rats mongooses and feral cats, are
also thought to have contributed to these historical declines. Other threats to the skink on the
smaller islands include: trampling of habitat; littering that entraps and kills skinks; and fire as a
result of human activities on the accessible islands. The smaller islands are heavily trespassed
despite being closed to public access leading to threats from disturbances and accidental
introductions of predators.245

Round Island skink or Telfair's skink
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Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Scincidae

Latin name: Leiolopisma telfairii
Distribution & Habitat: native to Round Island, one of the islands of Mauritius. This species
was once numerous on Mauritius and offshore islands like Flat Island.
Features: It reaches a length 30–40 cm. The body is general brownish grey mottled with dark
brown spots. The small scales exhibit iridescence when the sunlight is reflected on them. The
body is approximately cylindrical. Their short but vigorous legs are used to dig burrows.
Conservation concern: Since the eradication of goats and rabbits from Round Island the
population has increased. 246

Round Island boa

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Bolyeridae

Latin name: Casarea dussumieri
Distribution & Habitat: It is known to survive on Round Island, but has been recorded on the
islands of Gunner's Quoin, Flat Island, Ile de la Pas, and on mainland Mauritius.
Features: Adults are slender and reach a maximum total length including tail of 150 cm. The
males have slimmer, more pointed heads and have shorter bodies than the females. The body
is covered in small keeled scales that give the species one of its common names. The genus is
unique among extant vertebrates as it has a split jaw an adaptation that may be advantageous
in catching its main prey of geckos and skinks. The colour pattern is dark brown dorsally, the
belly being lighter with dark spots. Over a 24-hour period the boa has a shift in colour, changing
from "dark" during its relatively inactive day time period to "light" in the early evening through to
dawn when it is most active. This effect is created through polychromatic skin cells.247
Conservation concern: The boas have suffered from the loss of their habitat, but a restoration
programme for Round Island run by Durrell and its partners has removed introduced goats and
rabbits from the island and allowed native habitat to re-grow. This in turn has helped numbers of
the boas’ natural prey – small reptiles – to increase. 248

Burmese python
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Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Pythonidae

Latin name: Python bivittatus
Distribution & Habitat: It is native to a large area of tropical South and Southeast Asia. found
throughout Southern and Southeast Asia, including eastern India, Nepal, western Bhutan,
southeastern Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, northern continental
Malaysia, far southern China Fujian, Jiangxi, Guangdong, Hainan, Guangxi, and Yunnan,
Hong Kong, and in Indonesia on Java, southern Sulawesi, Bali, and Sumbawa. Burmese
pythons are also reported from Kinmen, very close to the Chinese mainland, but in Taiwanese
territory; the Burmese python belongs to the fauna of Taiwan when Taiwan refers to the
Republic of China, but not to the island of Taiwan. These pythons are excellent swimmers and
need a permanent source of water. They are often found near water and are sometimes semiaquatic, but can also be found in trees. They can be found in grasslands, marshes, swamps,
rocky foothills, woodlands, river valleys, and jungles with open clearings
Features: Wild individuals average 3.7 m long, but have been known to reach 5.74 m. They are
good climbers and have prehensile tails.249
Conservation concern: This species is under threat due to illegal trade; in China it has been
heavily impacted by overexploitation for food and skins, the latter for use both in leather and in
traditional musical instruments such as Erheen, Sanxian and hand drums and Vietnamese
populations are under pressure from a combination of use in food and leather production, export
to supply the pet trade, and consumption in snake wine. Similar pressures are presumed to
account for the rarity of this species throughout the remainder of its range, for which no
quantitative data is available. Habitat degradation through slash and burn agriculture in upland
areas may pose a risk by eliminating this snake's prey and making it more vulnerable to
exploitation by humans. Ironically, this is an invasive species that is firmly established in
southern Florida, USA, and poses a threat to the ecosystem there by consuming native
wildlife.250

Radiated tortoise
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Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Testudines Testudinidae
Latin name: Astrochelys radiata
Distribution & Habitat: Although this species is native to and most abundant in southern
Madagascar, it can also be found in the rest of this island, and has been introduced to the
islands of Réunion and Mauritius.
Features: It is a very long-lived species, with recorded lifespans of at least 188 years. Growing
to a carapace length of up to 41 cm and weighing up to 16 kg, the radiated tortoise is
considered to be one of the world's most beautiful tortoises. This tortoise has the basic "tortoise"
body shape, which consists of the high-domed carapace, a blunt head, and elephantine feet.
The legs, feet, and head are yellow except for a variably sized black patch on top of the head.251
Conservation concern: Threats to the tortoise’s survival include collection and habitat loss
(Durrell et al. 1989.) “Collection” can be subdivided into two further categories: collection for the
international wildlife trade and collection for utilization by local people. International collection
has been documented with Asian smugglers collecting tortoises for the pet trade and for their
livers. However, domestic utilization of this species is of greater concern, it is estimated that up
to 45,000 adult Radiated Tortoises are harvested each year. Tortoise meat is especially popular
around Christmas and Easter. Besides being used as food, the Malagasy often keep the
tortoises as pets and in pens with chickens and ducks as a means of warding off poultry
diseases (Durrell et al. 1989). Habitat loss includes deforestation for use as agricultural land, the
grazing of livestock, and the burning of wood for charcoal. Recent analyses by Conservation
International (May 2007) of the state of the spiny forest biome, using aerial imagery, indicate
that deforestation rates have significantly increased over the last five years (compared with the
period 1990-2000). Radiated Tortoise’s habitat between 1970-2000, experienced a reduction
from 29,782 to 21,322 sq km over this period, a 29% reduction in less than one tortoise
generation.252

Ploughshare tortoise

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Testudines Testudinidae
Latin name: Astrochelys yniphora
Distribution & Habitat: In the wild, this species is only found in Madagascar.
Features: The carapace is highly domed and light brown in colour with prominent growth rings
on each scute. The outer parts of the vertebral are a darker brown. The male is larger than the
251
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female, reaching a carapace length up to 43 cm. The average length of an adult male tortoise is
414.8 mm, average weight is 10.3 kg. Females measure at a 370.1 mm average and weigh
8.8 kg on average.253
Conservation concern: The tortoise’s restricted distribution and threatened status are believed
to result from exploitation in historical times and from frequent human-caused fires, which were
deliberately started to create and improve grazing conditions for Zebu cattle since 1995, the
local communities, with the assistance of the Water and Forests Department and Durrell
Wildlife, have annually burnt the savannah fringes during the wet season creating a system of
natural firebreaks. The other major and ongoing threat comes from illegal collection for the
international pet trade.254

Lesser Antillean iguana

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Iguanidae

Latin name: Iguana delicatissima
Distribution & Habitat: endemic to the Lesser Antilles on Saint Barth, Anguilla, St. Martin, St.
Eustatius, Antigua, Guadeloupe, Dominica, and Martinique. The Lesser Antillean iguana is
found in scrub woodland, rainforest, and mangrove.
Features: They have large pale, ivory coloured scales on their heads. The jowls of males are
pink and the scales around the eyes are blue. Males are larger than females and are 40 cm
long, with an 80 cm tail when full-grown. Females are two-thirds this size. 255
Conservation concern: Habitat loss and fragmentation were historically most extensive on the
least mountainous islands, which have been systematically cleared for agriculture, especially
sugarcane. On these islands, the species has either become extinct (for example, St. Kitts and
Nevis) or remains only in tiny remnant populations (for example, St. Eustatius). As tourism has
superseded agriculture in importance, coastal development has further reduced the remaining
habitat. Road casualties occur regularly along coastal roads. The species is impacted by a
range of non-native introduced predators. Feral and pet cats are believed to be significant
predators of juvenile iguanas as are free-ranging and feral browsing competitors where
extensive over browsing continues to cause a shift in plant species composition and habitat.
Displacement through competition and hybridization with Green Iguana appears to be the
dominant factor in the disappearance of the species from islands throughout the Guadeloupe
Archipelago. St. Eustatius has recently experienced a dramatic rise in iguana hunting, causing a
crash in the population. Increased hunting has been linked to an influx of construction workers
for the expansion of oil storage facilities on island and economic problems caused by changes
in European Community regulations. Despite recent local legislation, iguana meat continues to
be sold locally and transported to restaurants in nearby St. Martin.256
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Emerald lacerta

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Lacertidae

Latin name: Lacerta viridis
Distribution & Habitat: The European green lizard is native to south-eastern Europe. Found
here in Jersey CI. It has been introduced into the state of Kansas in the United States. It is
known from elevations up to 2,200 m above sea level and its typical habitat is dense bushy
vegetation in open woodland, hedgerows, field margins, embankments and bramble thickets. It
is often seen sunning on rocks or lawns, or sheltering amongst bushes. In the northern part of
its range it may be found on bushy heathland and in the southern part it prefers damp locations.
Features: The male has a larger head and a uniform green colouring punctuated with small
spots that are more pronounced upon its back. The throat is bluish in the adult male and to a
lesser extent in the female. The female is more slender than the male and has a more uniform
coloration, often displaying between two and four light bands bordered by black spots.257
Conservation concern: There appear to be no major threats to this wide ranging species. It is
locally threatened in parts of its range, especially in the north, by general habitat loss,
afforestation of suitable sites and predation by cats. In the northern parts of Turkey, this species
is locally threatened by pesticide use causing the absence of prey and ingestion of pesticide
tainted prey.258

Komodo dragon

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Varanidae

Latin name: Varanus komodoensis,
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Distribution & Habitat: found in the Indonesian islands of Komodo, Rinca, Flores, Gili Motang,
and Padar. it is endemic to the dry forests in the Baly Bay area of north-western Madagascar,
near the town of Soalala, including Baie de Baly National Park. The distribution is 25 to 60 km2
in range around Baly Bay.
Features: A member of the monitor lizard, it is the largest living species of lizard, growing to a
maximum length of 3 m in rare cases and weighing up to approximately 70 kg. As a result of
their size, these lizards dominate the ecosystems in which they live. Komodo dragons hunt and
ambush prey including invertebrates, birds, and mammals. It has been claimed that they have a
venomous bite; there are two glands in the lower jaw which secrete several toxic proteins.259
Conservation concern: It is listed on CITES Appendix I.

Black and Gold howler monkey

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Mammalia

Order
Primates

Family
Atelidae

Latin name: Alouatta caraya
Distribution & Habitat: from northeastern Argentina, eastern Bolivia, eastern and southern
Brazil, and Paraguay. Its range varies from tropical semi-deciduous gallery forest where rains
are nearly constant throughout the year, to tropical deciduous forest spotted with savannah like
openings where there is a marked wet, warm season and a dry, cool season. It require forests
with diverse species of plant life to supply their dietary needs
Features: Only the adult male is black; adult females and juveniles of both genders are overall
whitish to yellowish-buff. Males average 6.7 kg and females average 4.4 kg. 260
Conservation concern: This species is threatened by habitat loss due to agricultural
development for soy and cattle ranching in the Brazilian cerrado, soy in the Bolivian Chiquitano,
and small-scale farms and cattle ranching in Argentina. Some subsistence hunting occurs
across its range.261
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Wilderness Habitat
Namaqua dove

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Columbiformes Columbidae
Latin name: Oena capensis
Distribution & Habitat: The dove is a widespread resident breeding bird in Sub-Saharan Africa
and Madagascar with its range extending into the Arabian Peninsula southern Israel, Jordan
and as far north as Turkey. It is found in near desert with acacia and bushes.262
Features: The male Namaqua dove is a striking bird, with a black face and throat
accompanied by a vibrant red and yellow bill. The female Namaqua dove lacks the bright bill
and the black ‘mask’ of the male, but both sexes have an impressively long, mostly black tail.
The rest of the Namaqua dove’s plumage consists of blue-grey on the head progressing subtly
into pale brown on the back.
Conservation concern: The population is suspected to be increasing in abundance and
expanding its range in, for example, Israel and Arabia, since the mid-1970's. 263

Montserrat oriole

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Passeriformes

Family
Icteridae

Latin name: Icterus oberi
Distribution & Habitat: It inhabits the Centre Hills and South Soufriere Hills important bird
areas on the island of Montserrat in the Lesser Antilles of the West Indies, and is the national
bird of this British territory. The oriole once was found in three main areas: the bamboo forest
east of Galways Soufrière, the leeward slopes of the Chances Peak mountain and the Centre
Hills (especially the Runaway Ghaut area).
Features: is a medium-sized black-and-yellowish bird. 264
Conservation concern: Volcanic eruptions in 1995-1997 all but extirpated the species from the
Soufrière and South Soufrière hills. Although volcanic activity was reduced in 1998-2000, the
population continued to decline. Potential causes are low insect availability and/or chronic ill262
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health of birds resulting from ash fall on remaining forest, and other unknown and indirect
knock-on effects of volcanic activity. Conversely, excessive rainfall can also have a negative
impact. A feral pig population is spreading fast and could cause serious damage to the forest
habitat if not eradicated, it damages a key nesting plant for Montserrat Oriole. Loss of remaining
habitat owing to deforestation for agricultural and residential development is also a treat.265

Jamaican anole

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Squamata Dactyloidae
Latin name: Anolis graham
Distribution & Habitat: originally endemic to the island of Jamaica, although it has since been
introduced to Bermuda. Anolis grahami is highly arboreal and may be found in the uppermost
branches of trees throughout its range. It is also common to see it on the trunks of tall trees, as
well in shrubbery, on fence posts, the walls of houses, and other man-made objects.
Features: It has been called the world's most beautiful anole. Its upper body is usually a rich
emerald or aquamarine while its trunk and legs are a bright deep blue. It has a bright orange
dewlap. The first half of the tail is a deep blue, while the lower half is brilliant violet. Its underside
is usually a light blue gray.266
Conservation concern: Population unknown, however this species is currently not affected by
any major threats.267

Casque-headed iguana

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Squamata Corytophanidae
Latin name: Laemanctus serratus
Distribution & Habitat: It is disjunctly distributed at low and moderate elevations from southern
Tamaulipas and Oaxaca, Mexico, southward and eastward into the Yucatán Peninsula, Mexico,
and the Central Depression of Chiapas, Mexico. It has also been recorded from northern Belize
and Honduras. Elevation range extends from near sea level to about 1,600 m. This diurnal
265
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lizard is primarily an arboreal inhabitant of lowland tropical dry and wet forests. In the Yucatan
Peninsula, it seems most abundant in the thorn and deciduous forests of the northern half of the
peninsula, found in secondary growth and degraded forests.
Features: Moderately large lizard with an extremely long tail. The length of the body averages
12-13 cm. The body is compressed laterally and the tail is 3.5 times the length of the head and
body. The toes are large and slender. The head is broad, the dorsal surface is flat and the
occipital region projects as an occipital casque. A series of elongated conical spines borders the
posterior margin of the casque. The lizards are usually green but are capable of a rapid change
of color from green to brown. In the green phase the ground colour is light green with 4 to 6 dark
brown bands, the ventral surface of the body is generally lighter green than the dorsum, a
conspicuous white or cream stripe extends from the axils to the groin on ventrolateral surfaces.
The sutures of the supralabial scales bear dark brown spots. In the brown phase, the light green
ground colour changes to a light or medium tan268.
Conservation concern: This species faces no major threats at present, and it appears to be
able to tolerate significant disturbance of its habitat. Localized threats include deforestation for
agriculture and livestock ranching.269

Antiguan racer

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Dipsadidae

Latin name: Alsophis antiguae
Distribution & Habitat : It was until recently found only on Great Bird Island off the coast of
Antigua, in the Eastern Caribbean. In addition to Great Bird Island, the Antiguan racer has
successfully recolonised the nearby Rabbit Island, Green Island and York Island. It prefers to
live in shady woodlands with dense undergrowth, although it is also found on sandy beaches
and rocky outcrops.
Features: is a harmless rear-fanged grey-brown snake It is among the rarest snakes in the
world. The adult racer is typically about one meter long, with females being larger than the
males. Young adult males are usually dark brown with light creamy markings, while young
females are silvery-gray with pale brown patches and markings. Females also have larger
heads than the males. 270
Conservation concern: Invasive mammals, in particular black rats and mongooses, are a
major threat to this species and are responsible for its dramatic historical decline in abundance
and its extinction on Antigua. This species is threatened by loss of genetic variation due to its
small population size: genetic studies have confirmed the species to be critically and fertility is
low. Hurricanes can cause flooding on the lowland areas of the island observed a 20%
population decline on Great Bird Island after Hurricane Georges in 1998, the storm surges of
which flooded more than 10% of the island. Incidents of visitors killing snakes have also been
268
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reported. In addition, activities such as mowing, trampling, and allowing camp fires to burn out
of control may pose threats to the viability of the very small population of this species. There are
also well-substantiated reports of snakes being taken as pets.271

Cuban Iguana

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Squamata

Family
Iguanidae

Latin name: Cyclura nubila,
Distribution & Habitat: The Cuban iguana is naturally distributed in rocky coastal areas on
Cuba and throughout as many as 4,000 islets surrounding the Cuban mainland, including Isla
de la Juventud off the southern coast, which has one of the most robust populations
Features: This herbivorous species with red eyes, a thick tail, and spiked jowls.272
Conservation concern: Habitat transformation and human disturbance represent the main
threats to Cuban iguana populations. Other important threats include predation by wild and
domestic dogs on both adults and juveniles, predation by cats on juveniles, and egg predation
by pigs. Hunting is not a major threat because there is not a widespread tradition of
consumption of iguana meat or eggs. Habitat degradation and feral introduced species of dogs,
cats and pigs are identified as the primary causes of local extinctions.273

Gallipolis tortoise

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Testudines Testudinidae
Latin name: Chelonoidis nigra
Distribution & Habitat: Today, giant tortoises exist only on two remote archipelagos: the
Galápagos 1000 km due west of mainland Ecuador, and Aldabra in the Indian Ocean, 700 km
east of Tanzania. The Galápagos tortoises are native to seven of the Galápagos Islands, a
volcanic archipelago about 1,000 km west of the Ecuadorian mainland. 274
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Features: Modern Galápagos tortoises can weigh up to 417 kg. With a lifespan in the wild of
over 100 years, it is one of the longest-lived vertebrates. A captive individual lived at least
170 years.
Conservation concern: The precise cause of extinction is not exactly known, but most likely
involved a combination of direct exploitation by sailors and settlers, as well as the impacts of
invasive species. Historically, exploited as food by sailors provisioning their ships; a settlement
was established on the island by 1829 and later converted to a penal colony; pigs, dogs, cats,
goats, donkeys, and cattle were introduced around 1832 with the introduction of Black Rats and
house mice likely occurred around the same time.275

Mexican bearded lizard

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Squamata Helodermatidae
Latin name: Heloderma horridum
Distribution & Habitat: Found principally in Mexico and southern Guatemala. Found in the
Pacific drainages from southern Sonora to southwestern Guatemala and two Atlantic drainages,
from central Chiapas to southeastern Guatemala. Their habitats are primarily in the desert,
tropical deciduous forests and thorn scrub forests, but are found in pine-oak forests, with
elevations from sea level to 1500 m. In the wild, the lizards are only active from April to midNovember, spending about an hour per day above the ground.
Features: The Mexican beaded lizard is larger than the Gila monster, with duller coloration,
black with yellowish bands. It is a specialized predator that feeds primarily upon eggs. The
primary use of its venom is still a source of debate among scientists. However, this venom has
been found to contain several enzymes useful for manufacturing drugs in the treatment of
diabetes and research on the pharmacological use of its venom is ongoing.276
Conservation concern: In general, the species is threatened by various forms of deforestation
for agricultural purposes and by human persecution and deliberate killing. In some places,
urban sprawl and road construction pose threats to this species. Forest fires are also a threat in
some parts of its range. These factors probably are causing a slow ongoing population
decline.277

Cane toad
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Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Amphibia

Order
Anura

Family
Bufonidae

Latin name: Rhinella marina,
Distribution& Habitat: It is a large, terrestrial true toad which is native to South and mainland
Central America, its range stretches from the Rio Grande Valley in South Texas to the central
Amazon and southeastern Peru, and some of the continental islands near Venezuela (such as
Trinidad and Tobago). It has been introduced to various islands throughout Oceania and the
Caribbean, as well as Northern Australia. This area encompasses both tropical and semiarid
environments.
Features: The cane toad is an old species. A fossil toad (specimen UCMP 41159) from the La
Venta fauna of the late Miocene of Colombia is indistinguishable from modern cane toads from
northern South America. It was discovered in a floodplain deposit, which suggests the R. marina
habitat preferences have long been for open areas. 278
Conservation concern: Overall, there are no significant threats to this very adaptable, invasive
species. Introduced animals are carrying salmonella in Puerto Rico, putting other native species
at risk. In some parts of its introduced range it competes with native frogs and has a negative
impact on native wildlife that attempt to consume it. Survival and development of tadpoles in
Bermuda are being affected both by contaminants found in a number of its ponds and by
transfer of accumulated contaminants.279

Cayman lion lizard

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Squamata Tropiduridae
Latin name: Leiocephalus carinatus
Distribution &Habitat: It is native to the Bahama Islands, the Cayman Islands, Cuba, and
Honduras, but also was released intentionally in Palm Beach, Florida, in the 1940s in an attempt
to control sugar cane pests. This species is found in rocky environments and in coastal
locations. This species is also known to occur in anthropogenic environments.280
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Features: The most characteristic feature of these lizards is their tail which curls over their
back, similar to that of a scorpion, and lends the lizard its name
Conservation concern: It is unlikely that any major threat is currently impacting this species.
Predation by feral cats has been documented as a local impact in the Bahamas. Introduced
species, such as mongoose, are predators; however, it is not known whether this impacts this
lizard's population.281

Meerkat

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Carnivora Herpestidae
Latin name: Suricata suricatta
Distribution & Habitat: Meerkats live in all parts of the Kalahari Desert in Botswana, in much of
the Namib Desert in Namibia and southwestern Angola, and in South Africa.
Features: Is a small carnivore. A group of meerkats is called a "mob", "gang" or "clan". A
meerkat clan often contains about 20 meerkats, but some super-families have 50 or more
members. In captivity, meerkats have an average life span of 12–14 years, and about half this in
the wild. 282
Conservation concern: There are no major threats to the species. There is currently no
evidence that infection with tuberculosis which may be common in this species, has led to any
direct persecution in farming areas, or that a present small trade in Meerkats as pets has
affected wild populations.283

Red-fronted brown lemur

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Lemuridae
Latin name: Eulemur rufifrons,
281
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Distribution & Habitat: The red-fronted lemur lives on the western coast of Madagascar
between the Tsiribihina River to the north and south of the Fiheranana River and in eastern
Madagascar from the Mangoro River and Onive River to the Andringitra Massif. It lives in dry
lowland forests.
Features: It has a head and body length of 35 to 48 cm and with a 45 to 55 cm tail. Its weight
ranges between 2.2 and 2.3 kg. It has a gray coat and black face, muzzle and forehead, plus a
black line from the muzzle to the forehead, with white eyebrow patches. Males have white or
cream coloured cheeks and beards, while females have rufous or cream cheeks and beards
that are less bushy than males. 284
Conservation concern: This species is threatened by habitat loss due to slash-and-burn
agriculture, burning to clear pastureland, fuelwood gathering, and illegal logging. Fire and
charcoal production are major threats in areas such as Kirindy Mitea National Park. Hunting and
trapping are also threats throughout its range, and in fact this is one of the most commonly
hunted lemurs in all of Madagascar.285

Narrow-striped Mongoose

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Carnivora Eupleridae
Latin name: Mungotictis decemlineata
Distribution & Habitat: endemic to Madagascar. It inhabits the dry deciduous forests of
western and south-western Madagascar, where it lives from sea level to about 125 m between
the Tsiribihina and Mangoky rivers286
Features: Narrow-Striped Mongoose have a body length between 25 and 35 cm, a tail length
between 23 and 27 cm and they weigh between 0.6 and 0.7 kg. They are beige in colour with 8
- 10 dark stripes on their back and sides.
Conservation concern: It is threatened by conversion of its forest habitat to cultivated land and
pasture, selective logging, and by incidental mortality caused by hunting dogs. Feral dogs are
known predators of this species.
In western Madagascar, deforestation rates of 0.78 km²/yr during 2003-2006 increased to 1.09
km²/yr in 2006-2008, and to 2.55 km²/yr by 2008-2010. There is ample evidence that the recent
trend has continued in 2010-2014, with in addition increased illegal logging and hunting in the
core forest areas, which will undoubtedly negatively impact populations of all native carnivores,
especially through the increased presence of dogs.287
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Ring-tailed lemur

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Lemuridae
Latin name: Lemur catta
Distribution& Habitat: It inhabits gallery forests to spiny scrub in the southern regions of the
island of Madagascar
Features: The most recognized lemur due to its long, black and white ringed tail. 288
Conservation concern: Habitat loss and hunting are the greatest causes of concern. The Ringtailed Lemur has a strong preference for gallery forests and for Euphorbia bush, but these
habitats are already restricted in southern Madagascar and continue to diminish due to annual
burning practices that help create new pasture for livestock. Subsequent over-grazing and the
felling of trees for charcoal production further impact wild populations. This species is also
hunted for food in certain areas and frequently kept as a pet. Furthermore, due to more frequent
droughts in the southern regions compared with past decades, this species is increasingly
threatened. 289

Red-ruffed lemur

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Lemuridae
Latin name: Varecia rubra.
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Distribution & Habitat: It is native to Madagascar and occurs only in the rainforests of
Masoala, in the northeast of the island.
Features: It is one of the largest primates of Madagascar with a body length of 53 cm, a tail
length of 60 cm and a weight of 3.3–3.6 kg. Its soft, thick fur is red and black in colour and
sports a buff or cream coloured spot at the nape, but a few are known to have a white or pink
patch on the back of the limbs or digits and a ring on the base of the tail in a similar colour 290
Conservation concern: The principal threats are habitat loss and hunting. Due to their large
size and evident need for tall primary forest, these animals are particularly susceptible to human
encroachment and, sadly, hunting and trapping for food still takes place. Remaining populations
are concentrated on the Masoala Peninsula, where they may be threatened by the frequent
cyclones and hurricanes that hit this part of Madagascar. The range of this species has also
recently been heavily impacted on by the very rapid upsurge of illegal logging after the political
events of early 2009, in addition to fires.291

River Habitat
Collard partridge

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Galliformes Phasianidae
Latin name: Arborophila gingica,
Distribution & Habitat: It is endemic to south-eastern China, in Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Fujian,
Guangdong and Guangxi. It lives in forests, bamboo and scrub at elevations 292
Features: A beautiful, colourful bird, the male white-necklaced partridge has a striking white
forehead, a black-spotted chestnut crown and nape, and a grey bill. Its squat body is oversized
in comparison to its head, and it has a small neck and short, round wings. It has vibrant red
legs and a golden-plumed throat, with black, white and chestnut bands across the upper
breast. Slightly smaller the female white-necklaced partridge is equally as striking.
Conservation concern: This species is threatened mainly as a result of the continuing loss and
fragmentation of its habitat, as most forest has been cleared or modified as a result of the
demands for agricultural land and timber. Road construction and mining projects also result in
habitat loss and fragmentation. Illegal hunting for food and market trading is also a major threat.
In addition, it is thought to be negatively affected by disturbance caused through the gathering
of non-timber forest products. Increased tourist traffic at nature reserves has also resulted in
greater disturbance and necessitated the construction of more infrastructure for visitors.293
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Chilean Flamingo

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Phoenicopteriformes Phoenicopteridae
Latin name: Phoenicopterus chilensis
Distribution & Habitat: It breeds in South America from Ecuador and Peru to Chile and
Argentina and east to Brazil; it has been introduced into Germany and the Netherlands colony
on the border, Zwillbrocker Venn. There was also a small population in Utah and California .
Features: Is a large species of flamingo at 110–130 cm. The plumage is pink. It has greyish
legs with pink joints (tibio-tarsal articulation), and more than half the bill is black.294
Conservation concern: It has probably been subject to intensive egg-harvesting since the
arrival of humans in South America and, in recent years, egg-collectors have been responsible
for the partial or complete failure of colonies in Bolivia, Argentina, perhaps the most important
breeding site, is threatened by abstraction of water for irrigation projects. Mining has wrought
extensive habitat alteration, and the species also suffers from hunting and tourism-related
disturbance.295

White-faced whistling duck

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Anseriformes

Family
Anatidae

Latin name: Dendrocygna viduata.
Distribution & Habitat: It has a peculiar disjunctive distribution, occurring in Africa and South
America. It has been suggested that they may have been transported to new locations
worldwide by humans. The habitat is still freshwater lakes or reservoirs, with plentiful vegetation,
where this duck feeds on seeds and other plant food.296
Features: The white-faced whistling-duck is a long-legged duck with a conspicuous white face
and neck patch that sits in sharp contrast to its otherwise black and brown plumage. The rest
of the head and neck is black along with the wings, rump and tail, and the breast is a rich
294
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chestnut colour. The sides of the body are lightly barred black and white, and the bill and legs
are slate grey.
Conservation concern: The species is susceptible to avian botulism and avian influenza so
may be threatened by future outbreaks of these diseases. The species is hunted for local
consumption and trade in Malawi and is hunted in Botswana. It is also hunted and traded at
traditional medicine markets in Nigeria.297

White backed duck

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Anseriformes

Family
Anatidae

Latin name: Thalassornis leuconotus
Distribution & Habitat: White-backed ducks live in southern Africa, especially between
Senegal and Chad in the west and Ethiopia and South Africa in the east. Their habitat consists
of lakes, ponds, swamps and marshes where they are well camouflaged against predators.298
Features : Size 38–43 cm; male 650–790 g, female 625–765 g. Black rump and uppertailcoverts with narrow white barring; mid back black. Sexes alike.
Conservation concern: The species is threatened by the modification of wetlands especially
where the native aquatic flora is affected, e.g. through the introduction of herbivorous fish, the
introduction of exotic plants, deterioration in water quality as a result of deforestation and soil
erosion in catchment areas, and pollution. The species has also declined in Madagascar due to
hunting and trapping and its large eggs are especially prized as food by people living near
wetlands.299

African pygmy goose

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Anseriformes

Family
Anatidae

Latin name: Nettapus auritus
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Distribution & Habitat: From sub-Saharan Africa. It lives in habitats of slow flowing or
stagnant water with a cover of water lilies mostly inland wetlands, but also open swamps, farm
dens, river pools, and estuaries.
Features: It is the smallest of Africa's wildfowl, and one of the smallest in the world. Though
pygmy geese have beaks like those of geese, however they are more related to 'ducks‘. The
African pygmy goose is known to be nomadic.300
Conservation concern: The species has declined is Madagascar as a result of hunting. It is
also threatened by habitat degradation such as the destruction of aquatic plant communities
through the introduction of exotic fish, siltation, pollution (e.g. herbicides), drainage and tourist
water-sports (which destroy lily beds).301
It is one of the species to which the Agreement on the Conservation of African-Eurasian
Migratory Waterbirds (AEWA) applies.

White rumped shama

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Passeriformes Muscicapidae
Latin name: Copsychus malabaricus
Distribution & Habitat: They are native to South and Southeast Asia, but have been
introduced to Kauai, Hawaii, in early 1931 from Malaysia, and to Oahu in 1940. In Asia, their
habitat is dense undergrowth especially in bamboo forests. In Hawaii, they are common in
valley forests or on the ridges of the southern Koolaus, and tend to nest in undergrowth or low
trees of lowland broadleaf forests
Features: They typically weigh between 28 and 34 g and are around 23–28 cm in length.
Males are glossy black with a chestnut belly and white feathers on the rump and outer tail.
Females are more greyish-brown, and are typically shorter than males. Both sexes have a black
bill and pink feet. 302
Conservation concern: This species is exploited for the cage-bird trade and has declined to
near-extinction in some countries within its range.303

Black winger stilt
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Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Charadriiformes Recurvirostridae
Latin name: Himantopus himantopus
Distribution & Habitat: The breeding habitat of all these stilts is marshes, shallow lakes and
ponds. Some populations are migratory and move to the ocean coasts in winter.
Features: Adults are 33–36 cm long. They have long pink legs, a long thin black bill and are
blackish above and white below, with a white head and neck with a varying amount of black.
Males have a black back, often with greenish gloss. Females' backs have a brown hue.304
Conservation concern: This species has an extremely large range, and the population trend is
unclear hence it does not approach the thresholds for Vulnerable. For these reasons the
species is evaluated as Least Concern305.

Hamerkop

Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Pelecaniformes Scopidae
Latin name: Scopus umbretta,
Distribution Habitat: It ranges from Africa, Madagascar to Arabia, in wetlands of a wide
variety, including estuaries, lakesides, fish ponds, riverbanks and rocky coasts in Tanzania
Features: The shape of its head with a long bill and crest at the back is reminiscent of a
hammer, which has given this species its name. The hamerkop is a medium sized waterbird,
standing 56 cm high and weighing 470 g. Its plumage is a drab brown with purple iridescence
on the back. The tail is faintly barred with darker brown.306
Conservation concern: The species is potentially threatened by deterioration in wetland water
quality caused by the excessive use of pesticides. The species is hunted and traded at
traditional medicine markets in Nigeria.307

Edwards's pheasant
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Kingdom Phylum
Class Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Aves Galliformes Phasianidae
Latin name: Lophura edwardsi
Distribution & Habitat: It is endemic to the rainforests of Vietnam.
Features: The bird's length is 58–65 cm and has red legs and facial skin. The male is mainly
blue-black with a crest, and the female is a drab brown bird.308
Conservation concern: Its historical range is now almost completely denuded of primary forest
through a combination of herbicide spraying during the Vietnam War, logging and clearance for
agriculture. The last forest areas known to support the species are subject to continuing
degradation by wood-cutters. Whilst the species has been recorded in degraded habitats, it is
uncertain whether the species is able to persist in such conditions the long term. Hunting
pressure from various forest-product collectors poses a major threat and the species may be
affected by indiscriminate snaring.309

Marbled duck

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Anseriformes

Family
Anatidae

Latin name: Marmaronetta angustirostris,
Distribution & Habitat: This duck formerly bred in large numbers in the Mediterranean region,
but is now restricted to a few sites in southern Spain, northwest Africa and in Israel. In the east it
survives in the Mesopotamian marshland in southern Iraq and in Iran (Shadegan Marshes - the
world's most important site), as well as isolated pockets in Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Iraq
and further to the east in western India and western China. Its breeding habitat is lowland where
they lay their eggs in long grass or in high trees.310
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Features: a brown body speckled with cream. Its dark eye-patch blends into a broad stripe
from the eye to the nape, including a slight crest on the back of the head. With its low, slow
flight and noticeably long neck and wings, this duck is easily identifiable in flight. Displaying
males give a squeaking ‘jeep’, but this species is otherwise quiet.311
Conservation concern: Over 50% of suitable habitat may have been destroyed during the 20th
century. Wetland drainage for agriculture occurs across its range, most significantly in Iraq
where the species remains threatened by fluctuating water levels and local water shortages.
Hydrological work has severely affected breeding sites in Tunisia, Turkey, Morocco and Spain.
In Iraq, the species is also threatened by illegal hunting and persecution, exacerbated by it
being the principal wildfowl target for hunters during the summer months. Reed-cutting, reedburning and grazing commonly reduce the amount of habitat for nesting. Pollution from
agricultural, industrial and domestic sources is a threat at many sites. Further mortality results
from birds caught in fishing nets and lead poisoning. Lack of water availability for the El Hondo
reservoirs in Alicante have led to a major decline in Spain since 1998.312

Blue crane

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Gruiformes

Family
Gruidae

Latin name: Grus paradisea,
Distribution &Habitat: is the national bird of South Africa Blue cranes are birds of the dry
grassy uplands, usually the pastured grasses of hills, valleys, and plains with a few scattered
trees. They prefer areas in the nesting season that have access to both upland and wetland
areas.
Features: The blue crane is a tall, ground-dwelling bird; it is 100–120 cm tall, with a wingspan
of 180–200 cm and weighs 3.6–6.2 kg. This crane is pale blue-gray in colour becoming darker
on the upper head, neck and nape. From the crown to the lores, the plumage is distinctly lighter,
sometimes whitish. The bill is ochre to greyish, with a pink tinge. The long wingtip feathers
which trail to the ground. The primaries are black to slate grey, with dark coverts and blackish
on the secondaries. Unlike most cranes, it has a relatively large head and a proportionately thin
neck.313
Conservation concern: The main factors behind its drastic population decline since the 1970s
were widespread poisoning on agricultural land both intentional and accidental and the
commercial afforestation of large tracts of its grassland nesting habitat. Afforestation is ongoing
in the Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape. Other major threats include
collision with power-lines, which is now arguably the major cause of mortality and could have
been a major hidden cause before lines were monitored, entanglement with fences, illegal
capture of fledglings for food and a growing threat from local and international trade, predation
by domestic dogs and the drowning of chicks in water-troughs. Prolonged dry spells and the
311
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resultant competition with domestic stock for habitat at such times are considered a major threat
in Namibia.314

Red breasted goose

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Anseriformes

Family
Anatidae

Latin name: Branta ruficollis
Distribution & Habitat: from Eurasia The red-breasted goose breeds in Arctic Siberia, mainly
on the Taymyr Peninsula, with smaller populations in the Gydan and Yamal peninsulas. Most
winter along the northwestern shores of the Black Sea in Bulgaria, Romania and Ukraine
Features: With beautifully defined blocks of colour, the red-breasted goose is one of the most
attractive goose species in the world, but also one of the rarest. The fore-neck, breast and
sides of the head are chestnut red bordered with white. The wings, back and fore-belly are
charcoal black, with a bright white stripe running down the side to the white rear belly. The
short neck and dark belly stand out in flight, and when seen from above two crescent-shaped
stripes are visible on each wing.315
Conservation concern: Deliberate hunting of birds occurs in Russia and Kazakhstan, and
results from a recent tagging study suggest mortality owing to hunting could be very high possibly up to 40%. Following land privatization, the quality of roosting areas has decreased. In
addition, the low profitability of agriculture has reduced the area under winter wheat cultivation
which has decreased the availability of food. Some key feeding sites have been lost in Bulgaria.
There are no effective hunting-free areas around roost sites in Bulgaria. Disturbance in the
lakes used for roosts is also caused by poachers and fishermen. Hunting by tourists in Ukraine
poses an increase and birds are shot at staging grounds in Russia. Climate change. The
increase in oil and gas operations in the region has seen a significant expansion into previously
remote areas and has resulted in disturbance of breeding birds as well as direct habitat loss to a
small degree. A major recent threat is the expansion in wind farms in the wintering areas since
2008. Many thousands of wind turbines have been proposed in Dobrudhza area both in Bulgaria
and Romania, including large complexes adjacent to IBAs and SPAs. 316

White-naped Crane
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Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Gruiformes

Family
Gruidae

Latin name: Antigone vipio
Distribution & Habitat: The white-naped crane breeds in northeastern Mongolia, northeastern
China, and adjacent areas of southeastern Russia
Features: It is a large bird, 112–125 cm long, approximately 130 cm tall and weighing about
5.6 kg pinkish legs, grey and white striped neck, and a red face patch. 317
Conservation concern: The loss of wetlands to agricultural expansion and growing human
demand for water, on both breeding and wintering grounds, was the main threat between 2000
and 2009. Breeding birds are also threatened by steppe fires, whilst livestock grazing may
cause disturbance and reduce the availability of suitable nesting habitat. In its China wintering
grounds, the main threats are from development and increasing human disturbance of wetlands
in the Yangtze basin, the effects of the Three Gorges Dam on wetlands in the Yangtze basin. In
China, wintering flocks occur outside of existing reserves, and are consequently at risk from
hunting, direct disturbance, pollution from pesticide use and further loss of habitat due to
agricultural expansion. At Cholwon, Korea, a switch from spring to autumn ploughing of rice
paddies resulted in reduced foraging rates, potentially affecting overwinter survival. In Japan,
the high proportion of individuals wintering at a single site at Izumi may render the population at
greater risk from stochastic events or disease.318

Ferruginous duck

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Anseriformes

Family
Anatidae

Latin name: Aythya nyroca
Distribution & Habitat: is a medium-sized diving duck from Eurasia. The ferruginous duck
prefers quite shallow fresh waterbodies with rich submerged and floating vegetation with dense
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stands of emergent vegetation on the margins. In some areas it will use saline or brackish pools
or wetlands.
Features: The breeding male is a rich, dark chestnut on the head, breast and flanks with
contrasting pure white undertail coverts. In flight the white belly and underwing patch are visible.
The females are duller and browner than the males. The male has a yellow eye and the females
have a dark eye.319
Conservation concern: The species is threatened by the degradation and destruction of wellvegetated shallow pools and other wetland habitats as a result of excessive drainage and water
abstraction, peat extraction, from inadequate sewage treatment and nutrient run-off, oil
pollution, dam and barrage construction, the building of infrastructure on flood-plains and river
canalisation. Changing land management practices such as reed cutting and burning during the
breeding season, over-grazing. The introduction of non-native species has caused further
habitat degradation. Disturbance by fishing boats and anglers alongside fringe vegetation could
cause abandonment of the breeding sites. Hunting is another serious threat to the species.320

Bernier's teal

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Aves

Order
Anseriformes

Family
Anatidae

Latin name: Anas bernieri,
Distribution & Habitat: It is endemic to Madagascar, where it is found only along the west
coast321
Features: Is a small, fairly delicate looking duck. The two sexes are very similar in appearance
and the entire plumage is a uniform light reddish-brown. The throat and chin are buff coloured
and the bill is pinkish-grey. The wing has a black patch known as the speculum or mirror, which
is bordered with white.322
Conservation concern: The species is now extremely threatened throughout its breeding
range, by extensive habitat loss and disturbance. The species has limited dispersal capabilities
and isolation may result in the loss of genetic diversity. Furthermore it is threatened by virtue of
being highly specific to a series of habitats, this species was only found in saline wetlands.
Pressures on coastal wetlands are exacerbated by the movement of people from the High
Plateau to coastal regions, which is driven by the over-exhaustion of land. Mangroves are under
increasing pressure from prawn-pond construction and timber extraction, which also leads to
massively increased hunting. It is considered a delicacy by hunters and was found in markets in
Sofia. In contrast, the breeding site at Ankazomborona is not threatened by aquaculture and
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there is little pressure from subsistence hunters, though there is some pressure from sport
hunters.323

Blue poison frog

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order Family
Animalia Chordata Amphibia Anura Dendrobatidae
Latin name: Dendrobates tinctorius
Distribution & Habitat: Found in the forests surrounded by the Sipaliwini savanna, which is
located in southern Suriname and adjacent far northern Brazil. Although a mainland animal, it
stays close to water sources.
Features: a medium-sized frog that weighs about 8 g and grows to 3.0-4.5 cm in length.
Females are larger and about half a cm longer than males, but males have larger toes. Each
foot has four toes, which each have a flattened tip with a suction cup pad used for gripping. The
frog has a typical lifespan of five to seven years in the wild. Its bright blue skin, usually darker
around its limbs and stomach, serves as a warning to predators. The poisons will paralyze and
sometimes kill the predator. The black spots are unique to each frog, enabling individuals to be
identified. This species of frog has a distinctive hunch-backed posture.324
Conservation concern: It is illegally collected for the pet trade.325

Leache’s anole

Kingdom Phylum
Animalia Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order

Family
Polychrotidae

Latin name: Anolis leachii
Distribution & Habitat: is native to Antigua and Barbuda, in the Caribbean, where it can be
found on both main islands. It has also been introduced to Bermuda.
Features: has a relatively smaller nuchal crest, larger dewlap, smaller maximum size, ornate
sculpturing of the lower jaw, yellow rather than green orbital skin, and differences in pattern
weakly rather than strongly developed costal spot and a light shoulder stripe that fades at
midbody.326
Conservation concern: No details at present.
323
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Common slider

Kingdom
Animalia

Phylum
Chordata

Class
Reptilia

Order
Testudines

Family
Emydidae

Latin name: Trachemys scripta
Distribution & Habitat: Popular in the pet trade and has been introduced to other parts of the
world by people releasing it to the wild. Groups of sliders, sometimes quite large – as well as
many other types of less abundant freshwater turtles – are often seen basking and sunning on
logs, branches and vegetation at or even well above the water's surface, but they readily and
quickly scramble if they sense danger, shooting back in and darting away to safety underwater
Features: Hatchling and juvenile pond sliders have a green upper shell (carapace), yellow
bottom shell (plastron) and green and yellow stripes and markings on their skin. In adults the
carapace is a muted olive green to orange brown or brown and the plastron is a dull yellow or
darker. The carapace is oval with a bit of rounding and a central crest with knobs, but these
features soften and fade with age, adults being smoother and flatter The origin of the name
slider stems from the behaviour of these turtles when startled. 327
Conservation concern : Individuals and populations can be under varying levels of impact from
habitat degradation and loss, road mortality, pollution (particularly pesticides and heavy metals),
and collection. These threats collectively are not perceived to endanger the survival of the
species.328

Flat-backed spider tortoise

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Reptilia Testudines Testudinidae
Latin name: Pyxis planicauda,
Distribution & Habitat: The flat-backed spider tortoise is endemic to the west coast of
Madagascar, between the Monrondava and Tsiribihina rivers.
Features: The flat-backed spider tortoise receives its name from its distinctive physical
appearance. Its upper-shell (carapace) and tail are outstandingly flatter than the common
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tortoise. Its carapace is patterned, with each scute ranging in colour from light brown to yellow
centre and a dark brown to black outline.329
Conservation concern: its major threat comes from habitat loss, particularly from burning and
clearing for agricultural lands/cattle grazing, highway development, mining, and petroleum
exploration. Deforestation rates have increased, and up to 50% of the 76,000 ha remaining in
the southern portion of the tortoises range may be destroyed before 2010. Secondary pressure
comes from collection for the pet trade.330

Lac Alaotra bamboo lemur

Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Primates Lemuridae
Latin name: Hapalemur alaotrensis,
Distribution & Habitat: in northeast Madagascar. It is endemic to the reed beds in and around
Lac Alaotra, It is the only bamboo lemur to live in and feed on papyrus reeds, and other reeds
and grasses,
Features: It is about 40 cm long, with a similar length tail, and is a brownish-gray colour.
The tail and body are both 40 cm on average, and it weighs between 1.1 and 1.4 kg, with males
slightly larger than females. Its dense, woolly fur is a gray-brown on the back, lighter gray on the
face and chest, and chestnut brown on the head and neck. 331
Conservation concern: Conversion of marsh habitat to rice fields has been the most severe
threat to the survival of this species. Burning of the remaining marshlands takes place to catch
fish and to graze cattle. The resulting increase in aquatic plants is choking fishing areas and
driving further burning and may also limit marsh regeneration after flooding. Hunting for food
and capture for pets also have reduced its numbers through the years.332

Oriental short-clawed otter
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Kingdom Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Animalia Chordata Mammalia Carnivora Mustelidae
Latin name: Aonyx cinerea
Distribution & Habitat: native to South and Southeast Asia. It inhabits mangrove swamps and
freshwater wetlands
Features: The overall length can range from 70 to 100 cm, of which about 30 cm is the tail.
Weight can range from 1 to 5.4 kg. Its body is slender, streamlined and serpentine. Dark,
grayish-brown fur covers most of the dorsal surface with a lighter cream coloration on the
ventral surface, especially on the face and neck. The fur has relatively short hairs less than
2.5 cm in length, and it is fine, dense and velvety Its paws are a distinctive feature; its claws do
not extend beyond the fleshy end pads of its partially webbed fingers and toes. This gives it a
high degree of manual dexterity so that it can use its paws to feed on molluscs, crabs and other
small aquatic animals.333
Conservation concern: Throughout Asia the potential threat to its continued survival is
destruction of its habitats due to changing land use pattern in the form of developmental
activities. In many parts of Asia, the habitats have been reduced due to reclamation of peat
swamp forests and mangroves, aquaculture activities along the intertidal wetlands and loss of
hill streams. Increased influx of pesticides into the streams from the plantations reduces the
quality of the habitats. The threat posed by poaching is still very significant in many parts of
India, and SE Asia. Another important threat to Asian Small-clawed Otter is reduction in prey
biomass due to over-exploitation, which makes its remaining habitats unsustainable.334

Conclusion
The common causes of habitat loss
There are 2 main causes of habitat loss for all the animals represented on this ‘Earthday’ icon
they are: Natural causes and Human intervention. The following chart shows we clearly have to
recognize humanity’s place at the heart of these common causes. The human pressure on
these species is enormous and the lack of human recognition that this is taking place is
significant. This is not only detrimental to the planet’s natural habitats and animals but also to
our fellow human beings.
This diagram335 offered on the Durrell website gives a very clear indication of the current
situation.
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“This indicator identifies the most important threats to Durrell’s 50+ target species today,
the relative impact of these threats and how they are likely to change in the future. The
biggest threat by some distance comes from invasive species – animals or plants that
have been introduced by humans and spread rapidly, having negative and sometimes
catastrophic impacts on the native species. Not only is the score for this threat greater
than all the other categories put together, with more than 90% of our target species
affected, worryingly it is predicted to increase in the future. Loss of the forest and
wetland homes of our target animals through agriculture and logging, and direct hunting
of some species are the next biggest threats. This indicator helps Durrell to identify the
actions, knowledge and skills required to conserve target species and make long-term
decisions on where conservation needs to be stepped up to deal with a changing
world.”336
The recognition of humanity’s need to rectify these common causes.
Durrell’s experts have moved or released into the wild over 4,100 individual animals of 23
species as show on this diagram337 in 2018.
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Durrell’s work is one small but essential and positive action in the global crisis. These
environmentalists are showing the way: showing how our planet earth is in need of help to
change the decline in the health of the natural world by human inaction and thoughtless action.
What question does this raise for the Christian who as we have seen is co-creator and steward
of Planet Earth. Should she be aware of the environment too?
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CHAPTER 5

HOMO SAPIENS

Humans

Kingdom

Phylum Class

Animalia Chorda

Order

Mammalia Primates

Family
Hominidae

Latin name: Homo Sapiens
Distribution & Habitat: Anywhere and everywhere
Conservation concern: The Planet Earth because of the human capacity to cause habitat
destruction through pollution, pesticides, plastic and human activity to name a few.

Megafauna extinction by Homo Sapiens
Australian megafauna extinction was probably the first significant mark Homo Sapiens left on
Planet Earth around 45,000 BC. This was probably followed by the American megafauna
extinction around 14,000BC. Prior to this all human species were believed to have lived on the
Afro-Asian landmass. The sea barrier meant that reaching the “Outer World” according to Harari
in his book Sapiens. A brief History of Humankind, kept the eco-systems separate.
“The organisms of distant lands like Australia and Madagascar evolved in isolation for
millions upon millions of years, taking on shapes and natures very different from those
of their distant Afro-Asian relatives. Planet earth was separated into several distinct ecosystems, each made up of a unique assembly of animals and plants. Homo Sapiens was
about to put an end to this biological exuberance. Following the Cognitive Revolution,
sapiens acquired the technology, the organisational skills, and perhaps even the vision
necessary to break out of Afro-Asia and settle in the “Outer World.” 338
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This was achieved when the first sea-faring societies of the Indonesian archipelago acquired
skills to build boats. Although, archeologically, no boats have been found there is strong
circumstantial evidence to support this theory.
This journey was one of the most important events in human history.
“It was the first time any human had managed to leave the Afro-Asian ecological system
– indeed, the first time any large terrestrial mammal had managed to cross from AfroAsia to Australia. Of even greater importance was what the human pioneers did in this
new world. The moment the first hunter-gatherer set foot on an Australian beach was the
moment that Homo Sapiens climbed to the top rung in the food chain on a particular
landmass and thereafter became the deadliest species in the annals of planet Earth.” 339
These humans changed the Australian eco-system beyond recognition – as did the American
eco system when the sea levels were low enough that a land bridge connected northeast
Siberia with northwest Alaska. The human ability to develop thermal clothing, hunting
techniques and search for rich mammoth meat so their survival techniques improved and
developed. The Arctic lands were a source of a vast quantity of meat, fat, warm fur and ivory.
“Mammoth- hunters did not just survive in the frozen north – they thrived. As time
passed, the band spread far and wide, pursuing mammoths, mastodons, rhinoceroses
and reindeer. Around 14,000BC, the chase took some of them from north-eastern Siberia
to Alaska. Of course, they did not know they were discovering a new world. For
mammoth and man alike, Alaska was a mere extension of Siberia.” 340
This coincided with a phase of global warming around 12,000 BC creating a new corridor to a
new land. By 10,000 BC humans inhabited the most southerly point of South America.
“No other animal had moved into such a huge variety of radical habitats so quickly,
everywhere using virtually the same genes.” 341
The American eco-system had had its own animals and plants.
“But no longer. Within 2.000 years of Sapiens’ arrival, most of these unique species were
gone. According to current estimates, within that short interval, North America lost 34
out of its 47 genera of large mammals. South America lost 50 out of 60... Thousands of
species of smaller mammals, reptiles, birds and even insects and parasites also became
extinct. (when the mammoth died out, all species of mammoth ticks followed them to
oblivion).” 342
Like the eco-system of Australia so too was the eco-system of the Americas changed forever.
These findings have been confirmed by scientists who have been studying the fossilised dung
(coprolite) of these animals. Since coprolite findings, in the Caribbean, date back to 5,000 BC
this can be calculated as the time humans arrived on the islands.
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“If we combine the mass extinctions in Australia and America, and add the smaller-scale
extinctions that took place as Homo Sapiens spread over Afro-Asia – such as the
extinction of all other human species – and the extinction that occurred when ancient
foragers settled remote islands such as Cuba, the inevitable conclusion is that the first
wave of Sapiens colonisation was one of the biggest and swiftest ecological disasters to
befall the animal kingdom.” 343
Several of the animals found in this ‘Earthday Icon’ are from Madagascar. Humans arrived on
this island about 1,500 years ago. The millions of years of isolation gave the chance for a
unique collection of animals to evolve. The elephant bird (Dodo), the giant lemurs and many
more vanished the moment the first humans arrived.
Similar ecological disasters occurred as Homo Sapiens arrived and this was even before the
Agricultural Revolution around 9,500 – 8,500 BC.
“The first Wave Extinction, which accompanied the spread of the foragers, was followed
by the Second Wave Extinction, which was accompanied by the farmers, and gives us an
important perspective on the Third Wave Extinction, which industrial activity is causing
today... Perhaps if more people were aware of the First and Second Wave Extinctions,
they’d be less nonchalant about the Third Wave they are part of.” 344
Otherwise, this human flood will destroy everything.
“Perhaps some humans will survive with an ark full of farmyard animals.”

345

Today the scientific-techno revolution has a real chance to change this tsunami of destruction
which Homo Sapiens have wrought for over 45,000 years. Why? Because digital
communication brings the global world into human lives in an instant. Homo Sapiens carry with
them little boxes that connect them immediately to the planet. By pressing an icon or an app
there is instant information on the ‘weather systems’ of the planet as well as which Homo
Sapiens are killing other Homo Sapiens at that moment.
Even though Homo Sapiens can access global information, local communities are expected to
solve their own problems unless they impinge on interested nations, or there is a global surge of
an organic expression of human compassion.

Humanity and Myth
Since Homo Sapiens did not biologically evolve an instinct of mass cooperation as a species
they had to rely on mythology to do this.
“The handful of millennia separating the Agricultural Revolution from the appearance of
cities, kingdoms and empires was not enough time to allow instinct for mass cooperation
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to evolve… during the foraging era hundreds of strangers were able to cooperate thanks
to their shared myths.” 346
As the forager became the farmer and the farmer became the builder myth within the human
imagination became key. Cities with tens of thousands of inhabitants sprouted up in the Fertile
Crescent around 5,000 – 4,000 BC. This according to the Fathers of the Church is when the
world was created as seen in chapter 3. The orthodox liturgical Calendar where 1AM (Anno
Mundi) = 5,509BC the Creation of the world.
In 3,100 BC the entire lower Nile valley was united into the first Egyptian Kingdom. What
sustained this and other empires of the time were social norms governed by belief in shared
myths. By 1,776 BC Babylon was the world’s biggest city.
“The social norms that sustained them were based neither on ingrained instincts nor on
personal acquaintances, but rather on belief in shared myths.” 347
In 1,000 BC Solomon became, as we are told in Old Testament Scripture one of the great city
builders. He built a Temple in Jerusalem, for the Jewish God to reside in, the God who had
journeyed with the Chosen People as they were exiled from Egypt. This is the setting for the
Genesis 2 Creation Myth. In 600 BC when the building par excellence, the Temple in
Jerusalem, of the Chosen People is destroyed, and the inhabitants of the city are exiled to
Babylon we have the setting for the Genesis 1 Creation Myth. It is on these two Creation Myths
that the ‘Earthday Icon’ is based.

Human Imagination
Humans evolved. They were not created as told by the Jewish/Christian Creation myths and
consequently there is no Creator God, according to the science of biology. Evolution = biology
Creation = mythology, however, because mythology is a construct of human imagination does
this make it less human? less plausible than evolved biology?
“Christianity argues that every person has a divinely created soul, and that all souls are
equal before God. However, if you do not believe in the Christian myths about God,
Creation and souls, what does it mean that all people are equal? Evolution is based on
difference not on equality. Every person carries a somewhat different genetic code, and
is exposed from birth to different environmental influences… ‘Created equal’ should
therefore be translated into ‘evolved differently.” 348
In biology there are organs, abilities and characteristics, there is a natural order not an imagined
order, and this natural order is stable. Whereas the imagined order, such as a Creation myth, is
unstable because when it is no longer believed in it no longer exists.
What then are the characteristics that evolved in humans? For the biologists
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men evolved differently, that they are
born with certain mutable characteristics, and among them these are life and the pursuit
of pleasure.” 349
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What we have seen in the past of human history is that ‘imagined order’ does enable
cooperation and a better society. The pursuit of pleasure for selfish reasons does not. The
cognitive revolution gave Homo Sapiens the ability to understand and imagine an equal world,
where cooperation was of equal benefit to all. Myth is a key player in this. It is not biologically
evident but within the human mind it has become an essential element of the survival of the
species and the survival of the planet.
The scientific revolution has created its own ‘imagined order construct’. Here the imagined order
is embedded in the material world of individualism and consumerism, in the pursuit of pleasure.
“(a) The imagined order is embedded in the material world of individualism. The ideal
modern house is divided into small rooms so that each child can have a private space,
hidden from view, providing maximum autonomy. This private room almost invariably
has a door, and in many households it is accepted practice for the child to close, and
perhaps lock, the door. Even parents are forbidden to enter without knocking and asking
permission. The room is decorated as the child sees fit. Somebody growing up in such a
space cannot help but imagine himself an individual, his true self emanating from within
rather than from without.” 350
The child becomes a mistress of her own kingdom creating an illusion that they are the centre of
the universe and so the individual becomes sacrosanct. All must cater for the individual’s needs
and so this leads to the second imagined order, consumerism.
“(b) The imagined order embedded in consumerism.” In order to make the most of our
human potential we must have as many different experiences as we can…. In order to be
happy we must consume as many products as possible… evey TV commercial is another
little legend about how consuming some product or service will make life better.” 351
This imagined order construct is inter-subjective;
“(c) Inter –subjective is something that exists within the communication network linking
the subjective consciousness of many individuals.” 352
Many strangers must cooperate with one another;
“This will happen only if these strangers believe in some shared myths. It follows that in
order to change an existing imagined order, we must first believe in an alternative
imagined order.” 353
Imagined order is within the human mind not within human DNA.
“Because the Sapiens social order is imagined, humans cannot preserve the critical
information for running it simply by making copies of their DNA and passing it on to their
progeny. A conscious effort has to be made to sustain laws, customs, procedures and
manners otherwise the social order would quickly collapse.” 354
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The human brain is not a good storage device. By the time it has engaged in the survival of the
species there is little room for anything else. Then there is mortality, which we will mention later.
But first let’s look at the human solution to brain storage. Humans invented a data –processing
system called writing.355 Myths that had been communicated through the oral tradition were now
concretized in the written word as was law and order. Arguments could be settled by the written
edict. Today we search for such information recorded by our ancestors so that we can enter
their minds and understand their reasoning and life choices.
Lack of human instinct was filled by imagined orders and devised scripts. In the next chapter
these two things are paramount because they provide the source of the Creation Myth on which
the ‘Earthday Icon’ is based.

Systemic shift
Individualism and consumerism are key elements that undermine the Creation Myth system that
has been in place for millennia. One of the consequences of individualism and consumerism is
destruction of the planet as a natural habitat, the essential stage on which human history has
been played out. Perhaps inter-subjectivity, which relies on a communication network linking
like minded people and complete strangers, may be a possible solution. The techocommunication revolution has enabled a systemic shift in communication, where immediate
information from anywhere in the world is available to the individual. Social media sites enable
global mass response to individual local requests.
Is there a way out of an imagined order of individualism and consumerism motivated by human
pleasure? I hope so. Is there a human need for Creation myths? I think so. Without this
systemic shift planet earth will continue to revert to chaos, habitat destruction on a mega scale,
through pollution, pesticides, plastic and war, to mention a few. Where the human gods battle
for supremacy and a devastated planet lies in its wake.

Immortality
According to Yuval Noah Harari;
“The leading project of the Scientific Revolution is to give humankind eternal life.”

356

But science is very expensive and throughout history its agenda has always been dictated by
those who have money. In Harari’s book Homo Deus. A brief history of tomorrow.. He
elaborates on this.
“We now aim to upgrade humans into gods, and turn Homo Sapiens into Homo deus.”
In Silicon Valley the heart of the Scientific Revolution we find ‘Google’, the throbbing heart of
digital communication and a financial giant.
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“In 2012 Ray Kurzweil358 was appointed a director of engineering at Google, and a year
later Google launched a sub-company called Calico whose stated mission is to solve
death. Google Ventures investment fund is investing 36% of its $2 billion portfolio in life
science start-ups including several ambitious life-extending projects.” 359
Another Silicon Valley immortality believer Peter Thiel360 said;
“The writing is on the wall: equality is out – immortality is in.”

361

Wanting to be immortal like God is still being sought after by humans. In the Creation myth this
human trait was the essence of the Garden of Eden story, Adam and Eve sought immortality
like God. The story line continues and the human quest for immortality remains. Within the
Scientific Revolution death is a technical problem to be solved.
“Every technical problem has a technical solution. We don’t need to wait for a Second
Coming in order to overcome death. A couple of geeks in a lab can do it. If traditionally
death was the specialty of priests and theologians, now engineers are taking over.” 362
Humans continue to ride rough-shod over the very earth they need to live their lives on. What of
the death of the planet? What of death of the other species that share the planet? Humans
continue to be blinkered towards their own superiority. Myth always embeds a truth. Humanity
has always required Creation myths to temper its ambition. Nothing has changed in this respect.
According to Harari;
“Homo Sapiens are transcending their biological determined limit and replacing them
with the laws of intelligent design” 363
But whose intelligent design? Who can know the cosmic mind of God?
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The Biblical Story of
Creation – Genesis 1-2 & 3

Chapter 6

Genesis 1 - 6th Century BC
Although appearing first in Biblical scripture Genesis 1 is thought to have been written in the 6th
century BC and is attributed to the ‘priestly’ (P) source, a group of authors estimated to be
writing at that time. So P is responsible for the first of the two Creation stories in Genesis
(Genesis 1) even though Genesis 2 was thought to be written before Genesis 1.
The P editors were writing while in Exile when the Hebrews were in captivity in Mesopotamia
and Persia. History tells us that in 586 BC, the Babylonians conquered Jerusalem and razed the
Temple. Most of the people were sent into exile in Babylonia. It is thought that P was written to
show that even when all seemed lost, including Jerusalem and the Temple, God remained
present with the people of Israel. The narrative of the priestly authors created a stable and
secure world in which Israel's history was under God's control.
The map364 shows Babylonia at the time of the Exile and the journey made by the people of
Israel to their place of Exile.
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There are several characteristics evident in the priestly writings. P's God is majestic, and
transcendent, and all things happen because of his power and will. So that even when Israel
though it had alienated itself from God, which in their mind led to the destruction of Jerusalem
and the exile in Babylon, the priestly writers assured the people of God that atonement could
still be made through sacrifice and ritual. The Priestly work seems to be concerned with priestly
matters – genealogies, the origins of shrines and ritual law. All these things were expressed in a
formal, repetitive style. This is clearly seen in Genesis 1, where we read of the Creation of the
world in 7 days. Six Days of Creation and the Sabbath.
1 In the beginning when God created the heavens and the
earth, 2 the earth was a formless void and darkness covered the
face of the deep, while a wind from God swept over the face of
the waters. 3 Then God said, “Let there be light”; and there was
light. 4 And God saw that the light was good; and God separated
the light from the darkness. 5 God called the light Day, and the
darkness he called Night. And there was evening and there was
morning, the first day.
6

And God said, “Let there be a dome in the midst of the waters,
and let it separate the waters from the waters.” 7 So God made
the dome and separated the waters that were under the dome
from the waters that were above the dome. And it was so. 8 God
called the dome Sky. And there was evening and there was
morning, the second day.
9

And God said, “Let the waters under the sky be gathered
together into one place, and let the dry land appear.” And it was
so. 10 God called the dry land Earth, and the waters that were
gathered together he called Seas. And God saw that it was
good. 11 Then God said, “Let the earth put forth vegetation:
plants yielding seed, and fruit trees of every kind on earth that
bear fruit with the seed in it.” And it was so. 12 The earth brought
forth vegetation: plants yielding seed of every kind, and trees of
every kind bearing fruit with the seed in it. And God saw that it
was good. 13 And there was evening and there was morning, the
third day.
14

And God said, “Let there be lights in the dome of the sky to
separate the day from the night; and let them be for signs and
for seasons and for days and years, 15 and let them be lights in
the dome of the sky to give light upon the earth.” And it was so.
16
God made the two great lights—the greater light to rule the
day and the lesser light to rule the night—and the stars. 17 God
set them in the dome of the sky to give light upon the earth, 18 to
rule over the day and over the night, and to separate the light
from the darkness. And God saw that it was good. 19 And there
was evening and there was morning, the fourth day.
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20

And God said, “Let the waters bring forth swarms of living
creatures, and let birds fly above the earth across the dome of
the sky.” 21 So God created the great sea monsters and every
living creature that moves, of every kind, with which the waters
swarm, and every winged bird of every kind. And God saw that
it was good. 22 God blessed them, saying, “Be fruitful and
multiply and fill the waters in the seas, and let birds multiply on
the earth.” 23 And there was evening and there was morning, the
fifth day.
24

And God said, “Let the earth bring forth living creatures of
every kind: cattle and creeping things and wild animals of the
earth of every kind.” And it was so. 25 God made the wild
animals of the earth of every kind, and the cattle of every kind,
and everything that creeps upon the ground of every kind. And
God saw that it was good.
26

Then God said, “Let us make humankind in our image,
according to our likeness; and let them have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air, and over the cattle,
and over all the wild animals of the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.”
27

So God created humankind in his image, in the image of God
he created them; male and female he created them.
28
God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and
multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it; and have dominion
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the air and over
every living thing that moves upon the earth.” 29 God said, “See,
I have given you every plant yielding seed that is upon the face
of all the earth, and every tree with seed in its fruit; you shall
have them for food. 30 And to every beast of the earth, and to
every bird of the air, and to everything that creeps on the earth,
everything that has the breath of life, I have given every green
plant for food.” And it was so. 31 God saw everything that he had
made, and indeed, it was very good. And there was evening
and there was morning, the sixth day.
2 Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all their
multitude. 2 And on the seventh day God finished the work that
he had done, and he rested on the seventh day from all the
work that he had done. 3 So God blessed the seventh day and
hallowed it, because on it God rested from all the work that he
had done in Creation.
4

These are the generations of the heavens and the earth when
they were created”.365
Like all peoples and cultures who travel willingly or not to a strange land, that strange land
comes with stories of its own. So the question is raised, were the Priestly writers influenced by
365

Genesis 1 (NRSV)
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the Creation myths of Babylonia? Did exile in Babylonia influence the Priestly authors of
Genesis1?

The Babylonian Creation Story Enûma Eliš
The answer has to be yes. We find a very similar Creation story to the Hebrew one. The Enuma
Elish is the “Babylonian Genesis”.
“The Enûma Eliš has about a thousand lines and is recorded in Old Babylonian on seven
clay tablets, each holding between 115 and 170 lines of Sumero-Akkadian cuneiform
script. Most of Tablet V has never been recovered but, aside from this, the text is almost
complete.” 366
The reason is that both stories share some concepts that were immediately apparent.
Similarities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It follows the same order, except the Babylonians believed that all the natural
elements of their world were gods.
In both stories, matter exists when Creation begins.
Both describe ordering chaos, not creating something out of nothing.
In Enuma Elish the symbol of chaos is the goddess Tiamat who personifies the sea.
Genesis refers to the “deep.” The Hebrew word is tehom, which is linguistically
related to Tiamat.
Darkness precedes the creative acts.
Both stories give importance to the spoken word.
In both stories, light exists before the Creation of the sun, moon, and stars.
In both stories, there is a division of the waters above and below, with a barrier
holding back the upper waters.
The sequence of Creation is similar, including the division of waters, dry land,
luminaries, and humanity, all followed by rest.

Differences
•
•

The biggest difference is that in the Hebrew narrative, there is no contest of one
god against another. The Hebrew God of Creation creates out of love.
Although both create humankind in the Babylonian account this is to serve the
gods, to be their slaves. In the Hebrew account God creates humankind in the
image of God, to rule and have dominion over Creation but to also be co-creators
and expand the Garden of Eden and giving dignity to humankind as co-creators.
367

This I think is a crucial point for the Priestly writers; humans were not to be slaves of the gods
but to be a co-creators with a God who created all things out of love. Let us also look at the
word ‘dominion’ because many put the blame on this word for the state of the world today.
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Dominion.
“The Hebrew word radah in this passage carries the idea of ruling, subduing, and
exercising dominion. This command, often called the “cultural mandate,” has never been
nullified.” 368
According to the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America website. It also states:
“Domination and exploitation of the Creation for selfish ends by greedy human beings
became the order of history. Thus, manifold forms of disintegration set in which
converged in the fact of death and corruption. Fear of death instilled anxiety,
acquisitiveness, greed, hatred and despair in human beings. Modern forms of economic
exploitation, racial oppression, social inequalities, war, genocide, etc. are all
consequences of the fear of death and collective signs of death.” 369
St. Gregory the Theologian says that;
“We are fully involved with the material Creation by virtue of our physical existence, and
that the material created reality is deeply involved with us. If we move to the direction of
deification, our human nature, progressing towards God, will somehow carry the created
material world with it. If, however, we move to the opposite direction, the created world
will suffer with us as well (cf. Rom. 8:19-22). This means that we are called to exercise
dominion over all creatures on earth (cf. Gen. 1:28), i.e. to be stewards (oikonomoi) of
God's material world, caring for it, maintaining it in its integrity and perfecting it by
opening it up to God through our own deification.” 370
The more humanity takes on the quest to display the traits of the Judaic Christian God of
Creation, the more in tune humanity and Creation will become. Unfortunately in this current
generation, the word “dominion” implies some sort of aggressive or violent destruction.
However, if we look at how dominion mirrors the dominion of the Creator, we encounter a fuller
concept:
“Dominion does not mean destruction, but responsibility. Ruling (putting in order)
subduing (chaos) Dominion (in charge, co-creators). Humankind is made in the ‘image of
God’ a creator. In fact a co-creator to expand the Creation process.” 371
This sheds light on the creative process as seen by the Priestly writers. If Creation requires
being in charge of putting chaos in order then humanity’s task is do just that, as co-creators
since that is the mandate given. Our world today is in chaos and humankind today can still do
something to change it.

Genesis 2-3 10th Century BC.
This second account of Creation is in fact the earlier version written in the 10th Century BC. It is
credited to the Yahwists, a source of writing recognised as a entity because it uses the word
Yahweh for God. From the Hebrew four letter name for God, YHWH.
368
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“In the day that the LORD God made the earth and the
heavens, 5 when no plant of the field was yet in the earth and no
herb of the field had yet sprung up—for the LORD God had not
caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was no one to till the
ground; 6 but a stream would rise from the earth, and water the
whole face of the ground— 7 then the LORD God formed man
from the dust of the ground and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and the man became a living being. 8 And the
LORD God planted a garden in Eden, in the east; and there he
put the man whom he had formed. 9 Out of the ground the LORD
God made to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight and
good for food, the tree of life also in the midst of the garden,
and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
10

A river flows out of Eden to water the garden, and from there
it divides and becomes four branches. 11 The name of the first is
Pishon; it is the one that flows around the whole land of
Havilah, where there is gold; 12 and the gold of that land is good;
bdellium and onyx stone are there. 13 The name of the second
river is Gihon; it is the one that flows around the whole land of
Cush. 14 The name of the third river is Tigris, which flows east of
Assyria. And the fourth river is the Euphrates.
15

The LORD God took the man and put him in the garden of
Eden to till it and keep it. 16 And the LORD God commanded the
man, “You may freely eat of every tree of the garden; 17 but of
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for
in the day that you eat of it you shall die.”
18

Then the LORD God said, “It is not good that the man should
be alone; I will make him a helper as his partner.” 19 So out of
the ground the LORD God formed every animal of the field and
every bird of the air, and brought them to the man to see what
he would call them; and whatever the man called every living
creature, that was its name. 20 The man gave names to all
cattle, and to the birds of the air, and to every animal of the
field; but for the man there was not found a helper as his
partner. 21 So the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon
the man, and he slept; then he took one of his ribs and closed
up its place with flesh. 22 And the rib that the LORD God had
taken from the man he made into a woman and brought her to
the man. 23 Then the man said, “This at last is bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh; this one shall be called Woman, for out of
Man this one was taken.”
24

Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and clings
to his wife, and they become one flesh. 25 And the man and his
wife were both naked, and were not ashamed.
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3 Now the serpent was more crafty than any other wild animal
that the LORD God had made. He said to the woman, “Did God
say, ‘You shall not eat from any tree in the garden’?” 2 The
woman said to the serpent, “We may eat of the fruit of the trees
in the garden; 3 but God said, ‘You shall not eat of the fruit of the
tree that is in the middle of the garden, nor shall you touch it, or
you shall die.’” 4 But the serpent said to the woman, “You will
not die; 5 for God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be
opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.” 6 So
when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that
it was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired
to make one wise, she took of its fruit and ate; and she also
gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate.
7
Then the eyes of both were opened, and they knew that they
were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together and made
loincloths for themselves.
8

They heard the sound of the LORD God walking in the garden
at the time of the evening breeze, and the man and his wife hid
themselves from the presence of the LORD God among the
trees of the garden. 9 But the LORD God called to the man, and
said to him, “Where are you?” 10 He said, “I heard the sound of
you in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked; and I
hid myself.” 11 He said, “Who told you that you were naked?
Have you eaten from the tree of which I commanded you not to
eat?” 12 The man said, “The woman whom you gave to be with
me, she gave me fruit from the tree, and I ate.” 13 Then the
LORD God said to the woman, “What is this that you have
done?” The woman said, “The serpent tricked me, and I ate.”
14

The LORD God said to the serpent, “Because you have done
this, cursed are you among all animals and among all wild
creatures upon your belly you shall go, and dust you shall eat
all the days of your life.
15
I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between
your offspring and hers; he will strike your head, and you will
strike his heel.”
16

To the woman he said, “I will greatly increase your pangs in
childbearing; in pain you shall bring forth children yet your
desire shall be for your husband, and he shall rule over you.”
17

And to the man he said, “Because you have listened to the
voice of your wife, and have eaten of the tree about which I
commanded you, ‘You shall not eat of it,’ cursed is the ground
because of you; in toil you shall eat of it all the days of your life;
18
thorns and thistles it shall bring forth for you; and you shall eat
the plants of the field.
19
By the sweat of your face you shall eat bread until you return
to the ground, for out of it you were taken; you are dust, and to
dust you shall return.”
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20

The man named his wife Eve, because she was the mother of
all living. 21 And the LORD God made garments of skins for the
man and for his wife, and clothed them.
22

Then the LORD God said, “See, the man has become like one
of us, knowing good and evil; and now, he might reach out his
hand and take also from the tree of life, and eat, and live
forever”— 23 therefore the LORD God sent him forth from the
garden of Eden, to till the ground from which he was taken.
24
He drove out the man; and at the east of the garden of Eden
he placed the cherubim, and a sword flaming and turning to
guard the way to the tree of life.”372
Again we have a question to ask. What was happening in 10th Century BC when the Yahwists
were writing this account? History tells us that:
“David was succeeded on his death by his son, Solomon, who obtained the kingdom in a
somewhat disreputable manner from the rival claimant, his elder brother Adonijah, whom
he later had killed. Living up to his name (peace), the rule of Solomon was one in which
the nation knew unprecedented peace.” 373
So this was a time of peace within the history of the people of God. It was also a time of
prosperity and cultural development. The Yawhists found on the surface, a people of prosperity,
taking root and more importantly for the Jewish people building a Temple for their God. This
was the time of Solomon’s Kingdom 990BC. This is Solomon’s Kingdom Map374

“Under Solomon, the United Monarchy experienced a period of peace and prosperity,
and cultural development. Much public building took place, including the First Temple in
Jerusalem. Solomon's kingdom was undoubtedly the Golden Age of Israel. His great
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building activities received much of his attention. It took him seven years to build the
temple, which was completed in 960 B.C” 375
Solomon was renowned for his wisdom. Much of the wisdom literature of the Bible is attributed
to him. In 1 Kings 4:32-34.
“32

He composed three thousand proverbs, and his songs
numbered a thousand and five. 33 He would speak of trees,
from the cedar that is in the Lebanon to the hyssop that
grows in the wall; he would speak of animals, and birds,
and reptiles, and fish. 34 People came from all the nations to
hear the wisdom of Solomon; they came from all the kings
of the earth who had heard of his wisdom” 376
Solomon is portrayed as great in wisdom, wealth and power beyond what other previous kings
had to offer the people of God. But Solomon was also known as a king who sinned.
“His sins included idolatry, marrying foreign women and, ultimately, turning away from
Yahweh, and they led to the kingdom being torn in two during the reign of his son
Rehoboam.” 377
After Solomon died, the twelve tribes of Israel were divided. So was his kingdom. So this is the
context and place where the Yahwists were said to be writing in the10th Century BC. However,
we must note, there is little extra biblical evidence of a United Kingdom of Judah and Israel in
the 10th century BC.
In the Eastern Orthodox Church, Solomon is commemorated as a saint, with the title of
"Righteous Prophet and King". His feast day is celebrated on the Sunday of the Holy
Forefathers (two Sundays before the Great Feast of the Nativity of the Lord). Here we see an
icon of Saint Solomon.378 This 18th Century Russian icon can be found as part of the
Iconostasis of Kizhi Monastery, Russia.
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What were the characteristics of the Yahwist (J) writers?
•
•
•
•

In J, Yahweh is an anthropomorphic figure both physically (Gen. 3:8,) and
mentally. They heard the sound of the Lord God walking in the garden at
the time of the evening breeze.
J has a particular fascination for traditions concerning Judah, including its
relationship with its rival and neighbour, Edom;
Its focus on Judahite cities such as Jerusalem; and its support of the
legitimacy of the Davidic monarchy.
J is also critical of the other tribes of Israel, for example, by suggesting that
the Northern Kingdom's capital of Shechem was captured via a massacre
of the original inhabitants (Gen. 34).379

Michael D. Coogan suggests three recurring themes in the Yahwist tradition:
1. The relationship between humans and soil,
2. Separation between humans and God,
3. Progressive human corruption.
1. Relationship between humans and soil
“J is unique in emphasizing a close relationship between humans and soil. This motif is
first found in Genesis 2:4b–3:24 when "the first human is called Adam because he is
taken from the soil [Adamah in Hebrew]." Initially, man lives in harmony with the soil.
After man sins by eating from the Tree of Knowledge, however, the relationship is
marred. In Genesis 3:17 the soil is cursed and man will toil in order to eat from it.
Humans may return to the state of harmony at death as described in Genesis 3:19
2. The separation between the divine and human
One of the recurring themes of J in Genesis is the boundary between the divine and
human realms. In Genesis 3:22, by eating the forbidden fruit, man and woman become
like gods and are banished from the Garden of Eden, preventing them from retaining
their immortality and full divinity. The Tree of Knowledge became the boundary between
the divine and human realms
“And out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the
sight, and good for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of
knowledge of good and evil. Genesis 2:9” 380
Adam was free to eat from any tree in the garden except the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil. In chapter 3 we see that, the man and the woman were seduced by the serpent into eating
the forbidden fruit, and they were expelled from the garden to prevent them from eating of the
tree of life, and thus living forever.
3. Progressive human corruption
A third theme in the Yahwist is the increase of human corruption. God creates a world
that is "very good", one in which all creatures are vegetarian and violence is unknown,
but Eve's disobedience is followed by Cain's murder of his brother Abel, until Yahweh
sees that the whole Earth is filled with corruption and resolves to destroy it with the
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Flood. Corruption does not cease after the Flood, but God accepts that his Creation is
flawed.” 381
Here the Yahwists’ themes seem to link into: land, kingship and falling short of expectation, all
of the things that King Solomon was renowned for. A broad statement to make, but one that
shows how nothing exists in isolation. All must be taken into account.
Conclusion- Christian Creation Mythology.
So during the prosperity of the 10th century BC when the Temple was built by Solomon, and
the Exile of the 6th Century BC when the Temple had been destroyed and the people of God
were in Babylon, the accounts of Creation as we know them today were written. Christian
Creation mythology has its roots in Ancient Near East mythology.
The context (although briefly given here) of the Creation narratives illumines the present day
Christian Creation mythology that we find in Old Testament Scripture. But it is also influenced
and fulfilled by New Testament Scripture.
This is clearly seen in the Gospel of Mark 1:12 The Temptation of Jesus
12 “

And the Spirit immediately drove him Christ) out into the
wilderness. 13 He was in the wilderness forty days, tempted by
Satan; and he was with the wild beasts; and the angels waited
on him”382
Old Testament
Garden
Tame animals
Angels banishing
Adam giving into temptation
Corruption

New Testament
Wilderness
Wild animals
Angels protecting.
Christ, the second Adam not giving
into temptation
Redemption

The early Fathers of the Church who were faithful to the Apostolic Tradition explained that,
“as the forces of death had entered into man with the eating of the fruit of the tree of
knowledge, even so would eternal life enter into the world with the tree of life which, on
earth, has been transformed into the Cross of Christ.” 383
So the Tree of life is the Cross of Christ or should we say the Cross of Christ is the Tree of life?
Teilhard de Chardin in his reflection on The Divine Milieu writes;
“Jesus, on the Cross is both the symbol and reality of the immense labour of the
centuries which has little by little, raised up the created spirit and brought it back to the
depths of the divine milieu. He represents (and in the true sense, he is) Creation, as
381
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upheld by God, it reascends the slopes of being, sometimes clinging to things for
support, sometimes tearing itself from them in order to pass beyond them, and always
compensating, by physical suffering, for the setbacks caused by its moral downfalls.” 384
In Creation divine intent is embedded in the plan of Creation. Through the Cross of Christ,
Teilhard de Chardin reminds us, humanity is brought back to this Divine Milieu, because it the
life-giving source of the Divine.

384
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Common Crisis,
Common Hope

Chapter 7

Common Crisis,
In the last 30 years much has been said and written about the environmental crisis by the
Eastern Orthodox Church. Even more has been written in the last few years by the Roman
Catholic Church and the World Council of Churches. All seem to be jumping on the band wagon
of Creation in Crisis.
It seems that at last the Christian Church is tuning into the precious gift of our Cosmos and the
place of planet Earth within this, especially the richness of the environment, to humanity’s
wellbeing.
Christianity should have much to say on this issue if it truly believes in the Creation of the world
by God for the enrichment of humankind. Christians believe they and all human beings are cocreators with the Divine and as such have an important mission to create a world worthy of God
and humankind.
The Christian narrative through Creation myth highlights the problem as we see here from
Patriarch Bartholomew at the 1999 Budapest Symposium III:
“Of course, after the original sin of our forebears, nature became subject to corruption
and humanity subject to sin. Nevertheless, through our Lord Jesus Christ, God renewed
His covenant with humanity and nature awaits its liberation from bondage and corruption
Romans8:21. However, we, and especially we Christians who consider love to be our
fundamental duty and an element of our being, have an obligation to make sure that our
actions do not become harmful for our fellow men. Pollution and all harmful influences
on our environment more generally have an adverse effect on the lives of our fellow
human beings, and they must be avoided.” 385
Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew has been a internationally recognized for his leadership and
initiatives in addressing the theological, ethical, and practical questions in relation to the critical
environmental issues.
Pope Francis in his Encyclical Letter ‘LAUDATO SI’ of the Holy Father Francis on Care for our
Common Home 2015, has also been a leading light in this environmental crisis. He states:
“This sister (Earth) now cries out to us because of the harm we have inflicted on her by
our irresponsible use and abuse of the goods with which God has endowed her. We have
come to see ourselves as her lords and masters, entitled to plunder her at will. The
385
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violence present in our hearts, wounded by sin, is also reflected in the symptoms of
sickness evident in the soil, in the water, in the air and in all forms of life. This is why the
earth herself, burdened and laid waste, is among the most abandoned and maltreated of
our poor; she “groans in travail” (Rom 8:22).” 386
The World Council of Churches too is conscious of the crisis that Creation faces because of
human greed, exploitation, and neglect.
“As we celebrate, we empathize with those parts of Creation—human and non-human—
that are groaning because of human crimes against Creation.” 387
All we see in relation to our world, according to Rev Dr. Olav Fykse secretary of WCC 2016 is:
• A morally decaying scenario.
• Our attitude and behaviour towards Creation obscures our calling as God’s
co-operators.
• Our propensity to interrupt the world’s delicate and balanced ecosystems.
• Our insatiable desire to manipulate and control the planet’s limited
resources. 388
On the 1st September 2017 a joint Message for the World Day of Prayer for Creation was given
by Pope Francis & Patriarch Bartholomew
“Our human dignity and welfare are deeply connected to our care for the whole Creation.’
However,” in the meantime”, the history of the world presents a very different context.
Our greed for limitless profit in markets. All these have alienated us from the original
purpose of Creation. We no longer respect nature as a shared gift; instead, we regard it
as a private possession. We no longer associate with nature in order to sustain it:
instead, we lord over it to support our own constructs.” 389

Common Hope
The fact that many of the churches are at last engaging in the Environmental issue is
encouraging. The leading light in this respect has been Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew. He
has been called the Green Patriarch by former vice president of the USA. Al Gore, who himself
was a recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize for his environmental activism.
During an interview with the Norwegian newspaper Tagbladet in 2002 Patriarch Bartholomew
said
“The Orthodox Church has always been conscious of the unity of humanity with the
natural environment. Such awareness derives from the universal concept of the world
386
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and the inviolable interdependence of the parts with the whole, and visa versa... The
disruption of this relationship that we observe in the last years but especially in most
recent years, as well as the burdening of the natural environment, explain and justify the
increased significance that we attribute to ecological related issues. For these are not
simply local and regional but in fact concern the entire planet and its immediate
environs, threatening the regular function of our natural environment as well as the very
survival of humanity and other living organisms.” 390
This concern for the environment within the Orthodox Church dates back to the mid 1980’s.
Then in 1989 the late Patriarch Demetrios called for Orthodox Christians to celebrate and
commemorate September 1st of each year as a day dedicated to the preservation of the natural
environment.
The Roman Catholic Church has been prompted by Pope Francis to engage in this critical
issue.
14. I urgently appeal, then, for a new dialogue about how we are shaping the future of our
planet. We need a conversation which includes everyone, since the environmental
challenge we are undergoing, and its human roots, concern and affect us all. The
worldwide ecological movement has already made considerable progress and led to the
establishment of numerous organizations committed to raising awareness of these
challenges. Regrettably, many efforts to seek concrete solutions to the environmental
crisis have proved ineffective, not only because of powerful opposition but also because
of a more general lack of interest. Obstructionist attitudes, even on the part of believers,
can range from denial of the problem to indifference, nonchalant resignation or blind
confidence in technical solutions. We require a new and universal solidarity. As the
bishops of Southern Africa have stated: “Everyone’s talents and involvement are needed
to redress the damage caused by human abuse of God’s Creation”. All of us can
cooperate as instruments of God for the care of Creation, each according to his or her
own culture, experience, involvements and talents.” 391
In Caring for Our Common Home: An Ecumenical and Inter-religious Concern. World Council of
Churches. 02 Dec 2016. A document issued by the World Council of Churches, affirming Pope
Francis' encyclical, Laudato Si, Rev Dr. Olav Fykse secretary of WCC said in 2016
“The World Council of Churches, as a fellowship of 350 Orthodox, Protestant, and
Anglican churches representing half a billion people, has also spoken in many of its
documents during the last four decades about climate change and eco-justice, on the
earth as home for all living creatures, living in different spaces or habitats but linked to
each other in a web of relationships. The human community is placed within the wider
community of the earth, which is embedded in God's household of life. Economy – the
order of the house, ecology – the logic of the house, and oikoumene – the inhabited earth
and household of life that we share, these concepts all refer to the same Greek root,
oikos – the house or the common home. The WCC began to promote the vision of a just
and sustainable society already in 1974. Since 1983 the WCC has energized the
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churches’ witness for the care for Creation through a broad process on justice, peace
and the integrity of Creation.” 392
In the Pope’s Encyclical ‘Laudato Si, Francis expresses what for him and the Church is an
interesting perspective ‘Climate as a Common good.’ He writes:
“23. The climate is a common good, belonging to all and meant for all. At the global level,
it is a complex system linked to many of the essential conditions for human life. A very
solid scientific consensus indicates that we are presently witnessing a disturbing
warming of the climatic system. In recent decades this warming has been accompanied
by a constant rise in the sea level and, it would appear, by an increase of extreme
weather events, even if a scientifically determinable cause cannot be assigned to each
particular phenomenon. Humanity is called to recognize the need for changes of lifestyle,
production and consumption, in order to combat this warming or at least the human
causes which produce or aggravate it... The problem is aggravated by a model of
development based on the intensive use of fossil fuels, which is at the heart of the
worldwide energy system.”393
The WCC wrote in the build up to the UN Climate Change Conference (COP21) in Paris
scheduled for 2015:
“The Executive Committee of the World Council of Churches (WCC) met in BogisBossey, Switzerland, on 13-18 November 2015, in the lead-up to the United Nations
Climate Change Conference (COP 21) in Paris on 30 November-11 December 2015. After
more than 20 years of UN negotiations, this major conference has to achieve a legally
binding and universal agreement on climate, with the aim of keeping global warming
below 2°C.
The Executive Committee affirms the longstanding ecumenical commitment to promoting
effective intergovernmental, social and individual action to address climate change, as a
key challenge for human stewardship of God’s precious and unique Creation. The
Assembly acknowledged that climate change is one of today’s most challenging global
threats affecting especially the most vulnerable people, but that it has lost priority in
public and political agendas and that climate change negotiations at the international
level have not realized the stated goals.”394
Rev. Dr Olav Fykse secretary to the WWC expressed hope in the Paris Summit.
“There are reasons to hope. All over Europe and in other regions of the world, people
participated in pilgrimages of climate – justice that the WCC inspired and initiated as an
element of the Pilgrimage of Justice and Peace, which is the overarching programme
emphasis of the WCC. We could show the close cooperation and common message of
many religious leaders of all major faith communities. We could present 1,780,000
signatures, including those of many young people, calling for a fair and just agreement.
392
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During and after COP 21, many more organizations and even a big insurance company
went for divestment in fossil-fuel industries and re-investment in renewables and clean
energy production.” 395
In the light of the Paris Summit the following statement was made by the WCC:
1. “The time has come to do the right thing and to leave the fossil-based economic
development path behind us.
2. It is time for those who shape the moral discourse about sustainable values for
the earth as our common home and the human family to point more to the
possibilities existing presently to do what serves the future of our planet” 396
Emmanuel Macron President of the French Republic spoke in April 2018 to the American
Congress in the hope that this country would not opt out of the global discussion on the
Environment as they had in Paris. He said:
"We are killing our planet. Let us face it: There is no Planet B.”

397

It is reassuring to see world leaders engaged in the Environmental Crisis facing Planet Earth.
Up-until-recently it has been the prerogative of pressure groups and religious leaders. Like Pope
Francis in his Encyclical ‘Laudato Si’ who clearly states:
“Doomsday predictions can no longer be met with irony or disdain. We may well be
leaving to coming generations debris, desolation and filth. The pace of consumption,
waste and environmental change has so stretched the planet’s capacity that our
contemporary lifestyle, unsustainable as it is, can only precipitate catastrophes, such as
those which even now periodically occur in different areas of the world. The effects of
the present imbalance can only be reduced by our decisive action, here and now. We
need to reflect on our accountability before those who will have to endure the dire
consequences.”398
For Patriarch Bartholomew, the challenge in the light of the environment, faced by the
ecumenical movement are twofold:
1. “The need to reclaim the crucial and critical interconnection between doctrine
and action, between faith and order, between theology and ethos. What we
believe determines how we behave. The way we pray is reflected upon the way
that we treat our neighbour and our environment. There can be no separation
between the image that we hold of our God, and the world, or ourselves and
the impact that we have upon other people and the natural environment.
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2. Churches are called to remember the essence and source of their existence
and teaching. Therefore, we are invited to recall the original and essential
purpose of the church’s being and life within a divided and disturbed world.”399
What humans believe does determine how they behave. For the Christian this is packaged as
mission. The mission of the church concerning belief in Creation is to nurture the environment
and to look out for it, to actively participate in all initiatives to honour God’s Creation, from recycling to ‘green’ sustainable investment in renewable energy. But, so too it is the church
authorities’ mission to integrate Creation into the Liturgical Life of the Church, so that the
Christian community can see the importance of such an endeavour, enabling Christians to
realise that they are pilgrims with a mission, not tourists, on this Earth.

399
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Conclusion
“The future can exist only when we understand the universe as composed of subjects to
be communed with, not as objects to be exploited.” —Thomas Berry 400
The created world itself is not an “object”. It is not an “artifact”
“But an instrument through which the divine life becomes perceptible to itself.”

401

Humanists;
“Hold that experiences occur inside us, that we ought to find within ourselves the
meaning of all that happens, thereby infusing the universe with meaning.” 402
However, today’s moto is;
“If you experience something – record it. If you record something – upload it. If you
upload something – share it.” 403
Human experiences today are not in themselves valued, what is valued is;
“Turning these experiences into free-flowing data.”

404

The selfie of ‘me and a panda’ is not about the experience with the living world and how I feel,
because the first action is to look for the smartphone, take the picture, then post it on Facebook.
This is then followed by regular visits to Facebook to see how many ‘likes’ have been received.
In this way the human experience is simply equated to data patterns. Consequently humans
are encouraged by this behaviour not to listen to themselves, but to the external ‘Internet-of –
All-Things’405. That analyses how you feel by collecting all your data.
Is the ‘Internet-of-all-things’ the god of today? The Omnipotent, Omniscient and Omnipresent
god Omni is the Latin root, meaning 'all’. In this context ‘Internet-of-all-things’ is a network that
knows all, sees all and hopes we will believe all. According to Harari this is payback time for
Homo Sapiens. This network threatens to do to humans what humans have done to all other
animals. How has this happened? In his book Homos Deus. A History of Tomorrow he writes:
“Over the course of history humans created a global network. For thousands of years
this inflated human pride and prejudices. Since humans fulfilled the most important
functions in the network, it was easy for us to take the credit for the network’s
achievements, and so to see ourselves as the apex of Creation. The lives and
experiences of all other animals were undervalued because they fulfilled far less
400
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important functions, and whenever an animal ceased to fulfil any function at all, it went
extinct. However once we humans lose our functional importance to the network, we will
discover that we are not the apex of Creation after all. The yardstick that we ourselves
have enshrined will condemn us to join the mammoths… Looking back, humanity will be
just a ripple within the cosmic dataflow.” 406
Harari is keen to point out that this scenario is to be understood as a possibility, not a prophecy.
The inevitable rise of AI407 and bio-technology will transform the world as we know it today.
Pope Francis in the Encyclical ‘Laudato Si’ is keen to point out that technoscience if well
directed can and is an important way of improving the quality of human life, but when misused it
can have a devastating effect and wield a tremendous power.
“There is a tendency to believe that every increase in power means “an increase of
‘progress’ itself”, an advance in “security, usefulness, welfare and vigour; …an
assimilation of new values into the stream of culture”,[83] as if reality, goodness and
truth automatically flow from technological and economic power as such. The fact is that
“contemporary man has not been trained to use power well”,[84] because our immense
technological development has not been accompanied by a development in human
responsibility, values and conscience... The risk is growing day by day that man will not
use his power as he should”; in effect, “power is never considered in terms of the
responsibility of choice which is inherent in freedom” since its “only norms are taken
from alleged necessity, from either utility or security”.[85] But human beings are not
completely autonomous. Our freedom fades when it is handed over to the blind forces of
the unconscious, of immediate needs, of self-interest, and of violence. In this sense, we
stand naked and exposed in the face of our ever-increasing power, lacking the
wherewithal to control it. We have certain superficial mechanisms, but we cannot claim
to have a sound ethics, a culture and spirituality genuinely capable of setting limits and
teaching clear-minded self-restraint.”408
What must remain important and is an imperative is the relational aspect of Homo Sapiens.
Individualism has also been fed by Biblical scripture. The individual is told they ‘are made in the
image of God’, they are ‘precious in God’s eyes’, they are ‘Temples of the Holy Spirit’. This all
substantiates that ‘God created them’. Human beings were created not to be just individuals, but
humanity, humanity on a pilgrimage engaging with each other and engaging with the planet on
which they walk. Anthropocentrism is not an option according to the Catechism of the Roman
Catholic Church.
“The Catechism clearly and forcefully criticizes a distorted anthropocentrism: “Each
creature possesses its own particular goodness and perfection… Each of the various
creatures, willed in its own being, reflects in its own way a ray of God’s infinite wisdom
and goodness. Man must therefore respect the particular goodness of every creature, to
avoid any disordered use of things”.409
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As Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew states:
“The Church teaches that it is the destiny of humankind to restore the proper
relationship between God and the world, just as it was in the Garden of Eden.”

410

This is a tall ask. It requires that humanity reaches a point of maturity in relation to one another
and the environment. It requires that humanity acknowledges how inhumanely it has behaved
towards the natural environment. Many would say that this is impossible, this is no longer
relevant. We have seen that humanity’s ability to believe in a ‘imagined order’ is an imperative
requirement to its survival. I believe that the ‘imagined order’ ingrained in humanity, Creation, is
worth looking at again not just for the survival of Planet Earth but also for the survival of
humanity.
“We must take time to listen to the voice of Creation. And to do this, we must first be
silent. Then, if we are honest with ourselves, we must search for ways to restrain our
selfish desires and restrict our harmful attitude that has depleted and destroyed the
natural resources of our planet.” 411
This paper verbalises my views, however, in silence before the ‘Earthday Icon’ we are invited to
stand and profess our faith in nature and in Creation and then move on to action to redress the
environmental crisis in whatever way we can. I hope the ‘Earthday Icon’ will be a place of silent
reflection and a spring board for action.
Patriarch Barthlomew reminds us:
“Nature is a book, open wide for all to read and learn. It tells a unique story; it unfolds a
profound mystery; it relates an extraordinary harmony and balance, which is
independent and complementary.” 412
As we saw at the beginning of this paper the icon is a window through which we see divine
intention. I hope this ‘Earthday Icon’ is a window through which a unique story unfolds, allowing
us to glimpse the profound mystery of Creation and the place of humanity within this narrative.
According to Leonid Ouspensky in his book Theology of The Icon Volume Two he writes:
“One of the greatest discoveries of the twentieth century is the icon, as much from the
artistic as from the spiritual point of view. Let us recall that the discovery occurred on
the eve of the great historic upheavals: the First World War, and the wars and revolutions
that followed it... it was precisely during this ‘turbulent period’ that the icon appeared as
the supreme treasure of human art. For some, it represented the precious inheritance of
a distant past. For others, it was an object of aesthetic delight. Still others began dimly to
perceive the meaning of the icon, and in its light, the significance of contemporary
events... It is precisely in times of disasters that one glimpses the meaning of modern
catastrophes in the light of the icon’s spiritual power.” 413
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